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Connecting Global Pieces

A

n elaborate dominoes cascade – in which a simple impulse unleashes
a fast-moving wave of individual pieces moving in perfect
unison – demonstrates the synergy of global supply chains. With
proper alignment and planning, transportation and logistics functions can
react when signals drop, effecting a similar flow of decision-making and
execution from source to shelf.
But connectivity in today’s global world is a double-edged sword. As much
as companies want point-of-sale information that can clue marketing and
supply chain to subtle changes in consumption patterns – so they can scale
production up or down and better match inventory needs – they need to
pay similar attention to the supply side. Offshore risks are infinitely greater
because exceptions extend farther and reach deeper. More parts and pieces
need to be picked up, replaced, or realigned. And shippers are challenged to
catch and fix these glitches before they spiral out of control.
Today’s supply chains need to be as responsive to a second-tier contract
manufacturer in a third-world economy as they are to stocking top shelves
on High Street. Being able to ramp up inventory when a hot item hits the
market and sells is just as important as flipping the switch on an alternative
component supply source when a natural disaster strikes. It’s why companies
increasingly use secondary and tertiary sourcing strategies – outsourcing
global logistics operations to 3PLs, and regionalizing supply chains to protect
against risk and reduce total landed logistics costs.
Global connectivity is at the center of this month’s editorial line-up. Our
annual global issue offers a panoramic map of transportation and logistics
performance around the world:
■■As the World Turns (pg. 68) examines how political and economic trends are
shaping global supply chain decision-making.
■■ Our eighth-annual Global Logistics Guide (pg. 59) analyzes how different
regions are performing as transportation and logistics hotspots; then
scorecards select countries through the prism of U.S. companies.
■■Nearshoring Latin America (pg. 42) documents why some U.S. companies are
bringing manufacturing back to the Western Hemisphere, and which Latin
American countries are best prepared for this spike in investment.
Current political and recessionary events, and the natural disasters of the
past two years, serve as reminders that global supply chain networks are only as
n
strong as their weakest links. When one part fails, it all falls to pieces.
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Introducing Sprint Direct Connect.
Putting dispatch in the passenger seat
with the next generation in push-to-talk.
Shorten the distance between dispatch and your drivers with the next-generation
network that offers an improved data experience. Change routes instantly with the
push of a button, locate and assist drivers, and send and receive work orders from
almost anywhere. And now with an Unlimited data plan, you can push-to-talk, text and
call any mobile as much as you want. All while on the Sprint network. Sprint Direct
Connect makes communication so easy, it’s like you’re sitting shotgun.

Kyocera DuraMax™
Mil spec 810G durable

69.99

$

per month

Unlimited

data, text, push-to-talk and calling to
any mobile with a Business AdvantageSM Messaging and Data plan.

Get it all while on the Sprint network. Requires a two-year Agreement
per line. Other monthly charges apply—see below.**

sprint.com/sprintdirectconnect
8-SPRINT-BIZ (877-746-8249)

**Monthly charges exclude taxes, Sprint Surcharges (incl. USF charge of up to 17.9% [varies quarterly], Administrative Charge [up to $1.99/line/mo.], Regulatory Charge [$0.40/line/mo.] and state/local fees by area [approx.
5–20%]). Sprint Surcharges are not taxes or gov’t.-required charges and are subject to change. Details: sprint.com/taxesandfees. Phone requires a new-line activation (or an eligible upgrade) and a two-year Agreement. GPS reliability
varies by environment. International services are not included. Sprint Business Advantage Messaging and Data: Offer ends 4/30/12. Talk Plan: Additional Anytime Min.: $0.25/min. Nights: Mon.–Thurs. 7pm–7am; Weekends: Fri. 7pm–Mon.
7am. Partial min. charged as full min. Any Mobile, Anytime: Applies when directly dialing/receiving standard voice calls between domestic wireless numbers as determined when the call is placed using independent third-party and Sprint databases.
Standard roaming rates/restrictions apply. Only available with select Sprint plans and while on the Nationwide Sprint or Nextel National Networks (excludes calls to voicemail, 411 and other indirect methods). Voice/Data Usage Limitation: Sprint
reserves the right, without notice, to deny, terminate, modify, disconnect or suspend service if off-network usage in a month exceeds (1) voice: 800 min. or a majority of min.; or (2) data: 300 megabytes or a majority of kilobytes. Prohibited network
use rules apply. See in-store materials or sprint.com/termsandconditions for specific prohibited uses. Messaging: Includes text, picture and video for domestic messages sent or received. International messages sent or received
from the U.S. are $0.20/msg., and from outside the U.S. are $0.50/msg. SMS voice messages may incur an additional data charge of $0.03/KB. Data: Premium content/downloads (games, ringers, songs, certain channels,
etc.) are an additional charge. Texts to third parties to participate in promotions or other may result in additional charges. Sprint Radio includes access to select radio channels and song downloads (cost varies). Sprint TV® includes
select channels. Direct Connect: Nextel and PowerSource devices operate on the Nextel National Network. Sprint devices operate within certain EV-DO Rev. A coverage areas on the Sprint 3G Network. Group Connect (21 max.
participants) currently operates between parties on the same push-to-talk network platform. International Direct Connect is not included. ©2012 Sprint. All rights reserved. Other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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FLATBED LOAD
WITH ONE FINGER.

One call to C.H. Robinson
makes flatbed shipping simple.
Step deck or double drop. Loading and unloading. Tie-downs and tarps.
Flatbed shipping is complicated. So let C.H. Robinson handle it.
We’ll line up carriers with the right flatbed equipment, give you the
best combination of price and service, and do the paperwork.
All through one point of contact.
So make flatbed simple. Contact our flatbed experts today.
solutions@chrobinson.com | 800.323.7587
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INPERSPECTIVE
BY Perry A. Trunick

Associate Editor, Inbound Logistics
ptrunick@inboundlogistics.com

Blunt Talk
The Blunt Amendment on contraception has prevented one birth — the birth of a
much-needed transportation bill.

T

he failure of the Highway Trust Fund, and the federal role in
funding highway infrastructure, is the most critical crisis the
transportation industry faces, according to James Burnley IV,
former U.S. Secretary of Transportation.

The current authorization expires
at the end of March 2012. And, if the
debate over the Blunt Amendment (a
controversial amendment that would
have allowed any employer to refuse
to cover any kind of health care service by citing “moral reasons”) is any
indication, the transportation bill
(S.1813) will resolve into a short-term
patch, not a comprehensive solution.
It’s ironic that a highway infrastructure bill suffers from political
potholes that will only be patched
over, and will likely need repeated
re-patching before any long-term solution is in place. Just look at aviation
reauthorization, which has failed to
result in passage of a new multi-year
bill. It is in its 23rd short-term extension over four years.
After protracted discourse over the
Blunt Amendment to the transportation infrastructure bill, the Senate
narrowly voted to table the women’s health amendment, freeing the
debate to focus on actual transportation issues.
In the past four years, Congress
has had to authorize a $34.5-billion
transfer just to cover the Highway

Trust Fund shortfall and keep highway and transit programs funded,
says Burnley. The recession has had an
impact, decreasing demand for goods
and, thus, the need for freight transportation, which means less fuel has
been consumed and less fuel tax revenue generated to replenish the fund.
For years, the Highway Trust Fund
had maintained hefty balances,
which the transportation industry had argued should be spent on
much-needed infrastructure projects. “The problem is, when Congress
authorized that spending, it went too
far,” says Burnley.
Adding the cumulative effect of
not raising fuel taxes in 20 years,
and gradual inflation during that
time, the fuel-tax dollars that are
collected have less impact when
they are spent on infrastructure projects. A final impact on the highway
fund has been increased spending on
non-highway projects as a result of
“earmarks” creeping into the process.
Burnley reports consensus in
Washington on one thing – that there
is a crisis. There is also agreement
that something must be done. The

ninth short-term extension of highway funding is about to expire, and
it doesn’t appear there is the political
will to do more than throw asphalt
into the hole, tamp it down, and wait.
Simple solutions – reduce infrastructure spending to match revenues,
increase the fuel tax, or develop a tax
scheme less reliant on fuel consumption – either don’t work or amount to
political suicide.
It’s unfortunate that this issue is
not likely to be resolved by the end
of 2012, an election year. Extensions
will only mask the seriousness of the
underlying problem. Experts agree
that nothing less than restructuring the funding mechanisms for the
Highway Trust Fund will be needed.
It may be time for an even more radical approach that would include
replacing not only the funding infrastructure, but the entire system for
maintaining and developing highway infrastructure.
When patches no longer hold, a
more extensive renovation is in order.
And when it comes to infrastructure
funding, there don’t appear to be any
off-the-shelf solutions we can apply.
There’s hard work ahead, and the
users of the highway system – shippers,
carriers, and consignees – will need
to participate in order to develop an
equitable and fair infrastructure funding solution.
n
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When it comes to superior fuel efficiency,
our competition was fierce.
Able to travel up to 625 miles without refueling, the amazing camel certainly gave us a run for our money. However, when all
was said and done, the 2012 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter, powered by BlueTEC technology, delivered up to 24.9 miles per gallon*,
outperforming the efficient camel by over 20 miles on a full tank. The Sprinter’s superior fuel economy contributes to a lower
total cost of operation, keeping more money in your pocket, helping you evolve your business and stay ahead of the competition.

Learn more at mbsprinterusa.com
©2012 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC *Fuel economy based on the 2500 144”-wheelbase Cargo Van at
50% load capacity and at highway speeds. Results are based on SAE J1979/J1939 tests as conducted
by WinterPark Engineering, LLC. EPA based fuel economy estimates are not required for vehicles
with a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) of 8,500 lbs or greater.
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STEP-BY-STEP SOLUTIONS

by Deborah Catalano Ruriani

Gaining More From 3PL Relationships

W

hether your third-party logistics (3PL) service provider is a
niche player or a global behemoth, you can take steps to draw more
value from the partnership. Valerie
Bonebrake, senior vice president at supply chain consulting firm Tompkins
International, offers the following tips
for getting your 3PL to do more for you.

1

Become an expert at managing
3PLs. Your 3PL managers must be
strong leaders, trained in developing
and managing strategic relationships
with the authority to act decisively on
behalf of the company.

2

Invest time in key relationships.
Make sure you develop meaningful relationships – not just with one
person, but throughout the 3PL’s staff.
If your partner isn’t willing to invest
time and talent, pick another partner.

3

Ensure your 3PL is vested in your
company’s supply chain goals
and initiatives. Share your ideas.
Encourage and reward your 3PLs for
making suggestions and implementing
solutions that improve performance.

4

Pay for results, not just activities. Create an environment that
rewards innovation. Develop

shared goals and key performance indicators (KPIs). Tie compensation and
incentives to the results achieved, not
just the tasks performed. This approach
takes more work on your part, but welldesigned compensation incentives will
enable you to reap the benefits, and
everyone will win.

5

Be willing to enter into long-term
agreements. If the improvements
you seek require your 3PL to
make capital investments, enter into
agreements that enable a return on
investment. One- to three-year agreements with 30-day cancellation for
convenience options do not allow for
meaningful investment.

the two groups will ensure your 3PL is
on the same page as your company’s
employees – and all are working toward
a common goal.

8

Treat your 3PL as you would your
employees. Think of your 3PL as
an extension of your company – its
employees are your employees. The
more you put into the relationship,
the better the 3PL will perform. At
the same time, smart 3PLs know that
effective talent management is critical
to long-term success. Your 3PL needs
to invest in the team that services
your company, and should share its
employee development plans with you.

6

9

7

10

Conduct annual strategy sessions.
Develop joint goals and initiatives;
formalize tracking and reviews; and
create a collaborative environment that
inspires your 3PL to work hard for you.

Invest in joint training and team
building. 3PL relationships take
time to develop. There is a learning
curve during the start-up process before
new teams become peak performers.
Working together as one team is key
to long-term success. Conduct jointsponsored training and team-building
sessions. Creating a bond between

Seek advice –and take it. Many 3PL
representatives say, “I could do so
much more for my client, if only it
would let me.” Give your 3PL the field
of play to drive amazing results.
Measure results. Most 3PL service level agreements and KPIs
are tied to execution. But you
may be overlooking areas of shared responsibility where joint performance
can create a strategic advantage for your
company. Think end-to-end, track performance, and recognize it. Celebrate
success, and make corrections when
necessary.
n
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R E A D E R

PROFILE

as told to Merrill Douglas

Capt. Kazimir Kostrubala:
Winging It

A

logistics readiness officer in today’s military
focuses on process management and achieving continuity
throughout the organization. Continuity is difficult because
deployments and reassignments create turnover at every level.

Capt. Kazimir Kostrubala,
USAF, is squadron operations officer
and installation deployment officer
with the 19th Logistics Readiness
Squadron, 19th Airlift, at Little Rock
Air Force Base (AFB) in Arkansas.
He received the 2011 Beyond the
Call of Duty: Logistician of the Year
award for his work with the Institute
for Defense and Business.

Imagine a firm where the CEO and
COO are both replaced every two years,
plant managers are replaced every
four years, and each year at least onethird of the personnel go on leave – or,
in our case, deployment – for four to
six months.
That’s what the military has been
experiencing for the past decade. The
disruption to the overall structure
presents challenges to individuals who
are trying to maintain the operation.
A lot of people talk about doing
more with less. That’s a serious logistics concern for Little Rock Air
Force Base because we’ve been losing personnel.
We’ve already experienced a civilian hiring freeze and major cuts to

our civilian positions. The loss of so
many civilian staff members, who
have provided continuity in the midst
of deployments and reassignments,
forces us to operate differently.
I’m trying to consolidate data from
the six functional units, or “flights,”
I oversee into a single virtual platform. The goal is to create operational
synergy that will help us better manage personnel, funding, and other
resources. We’re like a business with
many independent units trying to centralize its logistics functions to achieve
economies of scale.
The project that earned me the
Logistician of the Year award came
about when I was assigned to the aerial operations flight in Little Rock. One

Responsibilities:

Supervising 550 military and civilian
personnel engaged in aerial operations;
deployment and distribution; and fuels,
material, and vehicle management.

The Big Questions
How do you recharge your
batteries?

Is there something you don’t do
especially well but love doing?

Experience INCLUDES:

It is wonderful to come home at the end
of the day and play with my two sons.

I dabble in tennis, soccer, track,
snowboarding, surfing, and sailing.
I recently learned bow hunting, and two
years ago I tried basketball for the first
time.

Executive officer, doctrine writer, flight
commander, and installation deployment
officer, Andrews AFB; Embedded Training
Team Mentor, 205th Corps, Qalat,
Afghanistan.
Education includes:

BS, biology, U.S. Air Force Academy, 2004;
logistics readiness officer course, Lackland
AFB, 2005; certificate in supply chain
leadership, UNC-Chapel Hill, 2011; MBA,
Indiana University via IU-UNC LogMBA, 2011.

Scariest career decision?
Giving one of my superiors unsolicited
feedback. That’s not typical in the Air
Force, but I respected him enough to do it.

Do you have a superstition?
Don’t eat a banana on a boat before you
go fishing.

What’s on your Bucket List?
Traveling to South Africa to surf and sail
around the Cape of Good Hope; hiking
the entire Appalachian Trail with my
wife; and experiencing big wave surfing.
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of that unit’s jobs is building loads for
flight crews to drop during training.
A load is a structure built to simulate
the weight and dimensions of a piece
of cargo dropped from a plane to supply deployed troops. Customers asked
us to produce more of those loads,
but we didn’t have the resources to
increase production.
As I investigated the problem, I
found that the people in charge of
scheduling the loads were double-booking, so different groups of trainees were

competing for the range, and for the
loads, at the same time.
Members of each training unit were
concerned that another unit would
grab all the available loads, so they
started padding their inventories and
asking us to produce more.
Once I discovered that, the solution
boiled down to getting the conflicting
parties to work out their differences
and manage their own inventories. By
getting them to talk to one another, we
were able to level the demand spikes.

Something I wrestle with a great deal
in my work is the way military logistics
strategies lag behind war-fighting capabilities. With today’s technology, our
ability to engage the enemy is getting
better all the time, and we need fewer
resources to do it effectively.
As a result, many of our logistics
practices have grown obsolete – yet we
continue to sustain them. We need to
develop new practices to better fit the
way we fight wars today, and how we’ll
n
fight in the future.

Secure, expedient,
la major opción.
For all of your transportation needs between the
U.S. and Mexico, C.R. England will see to it that your
shipments move across the border securely and
without unnecessary delays. We operate at multiple
crossing points along the border. C.R. England
employs the most up-to-date technologies available
to enhance service and supply-chain security. It will
be our privilege to serve you.

We are C.R. England.

888-725-3737
mexicosales@crengland.com
www.crengland.com

Mexico

Dedicated National Regional Intermodal Logistics
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NOTED
The Supply Chain In Brief

SEALED DEALS
GREEN SEEDS

Old Dominion
Freight Line has
installed rooftop
solar panels on
its warehouse in
Thomasville, N.C.,
the first solar panel
system in the LTL
carrier’s nationwide
facility network.
The system can
produce more than
2.2 million kilowatt
hours of electricity a
year – enough to offset
more than 90 percent
of the building’s
annual energy costs.

 Wiggle, the UK’s leading
online cycle shop, chose
RedPrairie’s Warehouse
Management System (WMS)
to support its expanding
business, which has grown
by more than 50 percent
in the past three years.
This expansion has led
to the company doubling
its warehousing capacity,
enabling it to stock in excess
of 250,000 products. The
RedPrairie WMS solution
will help Wiggle effectively
manage continued growth
within its logistics operation
and support its aim to deliver
high customer service levels.

provider. The new strategic
agreement creates a platform
for making more accurate
and coordinated product
management, supply chain
planning, channel execution,
and logistics decisions. The
agreement also improves the
intelligence required to put
the right product in the right
place at the right time.

added services, and regional
transportation in support of
the launch of the Joe Fresh
brand in New York City.

Wireless services provider

Cricket Communications
Inc. named Brightstar
Corp. as its exclusive
4PL supply chain services

 Loblaw Companies
Ltd., a Canadian retailer
and parent of the Joe Fresh
brand, entered a multi-year
service agreement with
Port Logistics Group,
a gateway logistics
services company. Port
Logistics Group provides
warehousing, inventory
management, value-

 Lenovo, the world’s second-largest PC manufacturer, selected
Steelwedge Software to power its global integrated business planning
process. Lenovo plans to deploy Steelwedge as part of a strategic
initiative to tightly align the company’s supply chain with dynamic
market conditions and strengthen collaboration across its product
management, supply chain, and sales functions.
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The Supply Chain In Brief

UP THE CHAIN
Coral Gables, Fla., commercial real estate company Flagler appointed Manuel
A. Fernandez to head its newly launched logistics practice. As executive vice
president of logistics operations, Fernandez will oversee the construction of
Flagler’s 400-acre intermodal logistics complex next to Miami International
Airport, and focus on the design, layout, and component mix of other company
developments.
Mohan Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of HPC POS Systems Corporation
and a global manufacturer and distributor of incense and oils, promoted William
Burts to vice president of logistics. Having been at the company since its inception
in 1995, Burts is now responsible for
managing the flow of Mohan products
between manufacturer and consumer,
with specific oversight of transportation,
inventory, and warehousing.
PetFlow.com added J. Michael
Lackman as its new vice president of
operations. Lackman joins PetFlow from
his most recent position as director
of purchasing and transportation
at UncommonGoods, LLC, and is
responsible for managing the company’s
distribution, transportation, and
customer experience operations.

Full-service transportation provider
Averitt Express earned Walmart’s
2011 Regional LTL Carrier of the
Year Award. Each year, Walmart
recognizes transportation suppliers
that demonstrate excellence or exhibit
significant improvement in meeting core
business objectives. This is the second
time in the past three years that Walmart
recognized Averitt, which also earned
the Rising Star Carrier of the Year Award
in 2008.
For the second year in a row, Inmar
has received the Reverse Logistics
Operational Excellence Award from
the Reverse Logistics Association.
This honor is awarded annually to the
company that demonstrates leadership
in the effective execution of reverse
logistics.
Ryder Mexico presented its 2011
Service Excellence Awards to topperforming carriers at its recent Mexican
Carrier Celebration and Recognition
event. Thirty-three Mexican trucking
companies were honored for achieving
outstanding results in a variety of key
performance areas, including safety and
security, on-time performance, customer
service, and continuous improvement.

m&a

Stephan Westermann was named executive vice presidentorder execution, production, and logistics of Bruker
Corporation’s scientific instruments segment. He now leads
Bruker’s operations teams in driving improvements by aligning
processes in the company’s global order execution chain.
Westermann also focuses on streamlining Bruker’s global
supply chain and developing cost-efficient manufacturing.

recognition

Wheaton Van Lines Inc. will acquire
Hillside, Ill.-based Bekins Van Lines,
creating the fourth-largest household
goods carrier in the United States.
Wheaton World Wide Moving and
Bekins Van Lines will continue to
operate as separate brands with
combined operational efficiencies. The
new Bekins will be headquartered in
Indianapolis, along with Wheaton.
The acquisition will increase the van
line’s agency base from 240 agents to
approximately 370 nationwide.
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3 WAYS LOGISTICS CAN KEEP HIGH-TECH
CUSTOMERS COMING BACK.
When UPS surveyed leaders in high-tech companies, we learned that a key
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The Nichioh Maru gets
the green light, with 281
solar panels fitted to the
carrier’s deck.

Nissan Rides Waves of Sustainability

W
by Joseph O’Reilly

hat could be more sustainable than a slow-steaming solar-powered
ocean vessel transporting electric cars?
Japanese automaker Nissan recently debuted the Nichioh Maru, a
roll-on/roll-off coastal transporter ship that replaces traditional diesel-powered electricity generators found on most vessels with 281
photovoltaic solar panels mounted above deck.
Global automotive manufacturers have
been competing in a tight race to develop,
produce, and sell next-generation hybrid
and electric vehicle models while demand
is hot. But Nissan’s new ship is sure to turn
heads and idle engines in an industry that
has a penchant for exploring innovative
green solutions.

German manufacturer SkySails, for
example, has already captured the
market – and Mother Nature – with its
fuel-saving wind propulsion system.
Other steamship lines, notably Wallenius
Wilhelmsen, are developing prototypes for
zero-emission cargo ships completely powered by renewable energies such as solar,
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wind, and wave power, and hydrogenpowered fuel cell engines.
The Nichioh Maru is more akin to a
LEED-certified marine vessel, if such
a standard existed. Capable of meeting most of the ship’s electrical power
requirements, the solar panels reduce
the amount of diesel fuel burned to

generate electricity for each trip. The
vessel is also fitted with energy-saving
LED lighting throughout its holds and
living quarters, and low-friction paint
on the hull allows it to slip through the
water more easily. And though it is still
powered by a huge diesel engine, that
engine is controlled electronically to

ensure it burns as little fuel as possible.
The new ship will lower Nissan’s fuel
bill by 1,400 tons of diesel and reduce
carbon emissions by 4,200 tons annually, the automaker reports. For the
time being, the vessel will be used on
domestic shipping routes to deliver the
latest 2012 Nissan Leaf electric cars.

Risky Business

W

ith so much volatility and change in today’s
market, and companies stringing together new
global sourcing and selling locations — sometimes
as a consequence of such volatility — retailers and
manufacturers are increasingly focusing on risk in their
supply chains, according to KPMG’s latest global CFO
Consumer Markets survey.
The auditing firm’s report, Turning Global Risk into an
Opportunity, surveys 350 senior finance executives in the
retail, food, drink, and consumer goods manufacturing
industries.
Forty-four percent of respondents cite economic
uncertainty as the biggest risk global consumer companies
face (see chart left), followed by political instability (27
percent) — highlighted by recent clashes in China and the

40%

Far East over large-scale job cuts — and ongoing concerns
in the Middle East and North Africa.
Consumer companies also cite supply chain issues as
one of their greatest operating risks in emerging markets,
especially given the circumstances of the past year: the
explosion of Japan’s Fukushima nuclear plant, political
upheaval in Asia, floods in Thailand, and the earthquake in
New Zealand.
Companies are moving toward risk reviews as finance
leaders and their boards meet more frequently to discuss
key concerns (see chart right). Weekly risk reviews more
than doubled according to respondents, from slightly more
than seven percent two years ago to 19 percent today, with
less than six percent now conducting reviews annually.

Which sources of volatility pose the most
serious risks to your company’s growth in
the next two years?

How frequently does your company
hold formal risk reviews with senior
management?
Weekly or
more often

30%

Monthly

20%

Quarterly
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Semi-annually
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Annually
or less often
Never
Don’t know

NOW

2010

19%
32%
27%
15%
6%
1%
1%

7%
32%
29%
15%
12%
3%
1%

Source: CFO Consumer Markets survey
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The Supply Chain World in 2050

D

eutsche Post DHL recently released
the findings of a study that projects
possible future states of trade, business,
society, and supply chains 40 years from
now. The study, Delivering Tomorrow:
Logistics 2050, gives supply and demand
forecasting a whole new meaning.
The study examines five different scenarios of life that are based
on a detailed analysis of critical factors – including trade and consumption
patterns, technological and social
trends, and climate change – and estimates their probable impact on people’s
behavior and values in 2050.
Among the five scenarios:

1

Untamed economy, impending collapse. Unchecked materialism
and mass consumption characterize the world in 2050. The relentless
exploitation of resources feeds this
non-sustainable way of life, a development that stokes climate change and
causes natural disasters to mount.
Demand for logistics and transport
services climbs sharply. A global transportation super-grid ensures rapid
exchange of goods between centers of

consumption. But as climate change
advances, supply chains are increasingly disrupted, a development that
presents additional challenges for logistics companies.

and design blueprints for 3D printers.
Decentralized production turns strong
regional logistics capabilities and a
high-quality last-mile network into
important success factors.

2

3

Customized lifestyles. This scenario describes a world where
individualization and personalized consumption are pervasive.
Consumers are empowered to create,
design, and manufacture their own
products. Newly developed 3D printers play a major role. This leads to a
rise in regional trade streams, with
only raw materials and data still flowing internationally.
Decentralized energy systems and
infrastructure complement customization and regional production. The
implications for logistics include
a vastly reduced need for long-distance transportation of finished and
semi-finished goods due to value
chain localization.
Logistics providers organize the
entire physical value chain. They also
handle the encrypted data streams
required to transmit construction

Paralyzing protectionism. This
is a world state triggered by
economic hardship, excessive
nationalism, and protectionist barriers. Globalization has been reversed.
Technological development is lagging.
High energy prices and dramatic supply
scarcity lead to international conflicts
over resource deposits. Implications for
the logistics sector include challenges
posed by the decline in world trade and
the resulting regionalization of supply chains.
Governments view logistics as a strategic industry. As relations between
some blocs and countries are extremely
strained, logistics providers in bloc-free
countries act as intermediaries in international trade brokerage.

4

Mega-efficiency in megacities.
In 2050, megacities emerge as
the world’s power centers and

Supply Chain CSI

T

he Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), which provides the U.S. military
and other federal agencies with logistics, acquisition, and technical
services, is taking a script out of the CSI television franchise as it looks
to combat counterfeit parts in its supply chain.
Counterfeiting is a major concern for the DLA, especially within its
microelectronics sourcing and distribution activities. These components
are used in mission-critical systems where quality, security, and cost
considerations are extreme.
The agency is currently working with Altera Corporation, a microcircuit
manufacturer, and Applied DNA Sciences (APDN) to explore the feasibility of
using botanical DNA to authenticate microcircuit chips.
The process embeds botanical DNA in the ink used on products, and a
handheld laser reader can detect that mark. The item can be swabbed and
the sample sent to an APDN facility to forensically determine the unique DNA
characteristics applied to a specific product. DLA is conducting further pilots
to explore the viability of using this technology throughout its supply chain.
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are the drivers and beneficiaries of a
paradigm shift toward green growth.
To overcome the challenges of
expanding urban structures such as
congestion and emissions, megacities
become champions of collaboration.
Robotics revolutionize the world of
production and services. Consumers
change their habits: they usually
rent products instead of purchase
them. Highly efficient traffic concepts
relieve congestion.
A global super-grid with mega transporters, including trucks, ships and
aircraft, as well as space transporters,
opens important trade connections
among the world’s megacities. Logistics
service providers are entrusted to run
city logistics, utilities, and system
services for airports, hospitals, and
shopping malls.

5

Global resilience — local adaptation. This scenario describes a
world initially characterized by
a high level of consumption thanks
to inexpensive, automated production. Due to accelerated climate change,
however, frequent catastrophes disrupt
supply chains and lean production
structures, resulting in repeated supply failures.
The new economic paradigm is
distinguished by a shift away from
maximizing efficiency to mitigating
vulnerability. This radical move toward
redundant production systems and a
change from global to regionalized supply chains allow the global economy to
better weather troubling times.
Deutsche Post DHL’s resilient world
of 2050, comprised of regionalized
trade, relies on a logistics sector that
ensures supply security as a top priority,
with backup infrastructure to guarantee reliable transport in unstable and
hazardous times. Instead of complex
just-in-time delivery processes, huge
warehouse structures located close to
the manufacturer are seen as indispensable buffers.
n

Quadropoly Takes Over Piedmont Triad

O

ne hallmark of logistics and supply chain’s mainstream progression
is its growing presence in education curriculum, from post-graduate
programs at leading research universities to survey courses in high
schools and vocational schools. Now some institutions are going one
step further by making logistics a core area of research. The latest example
is the collaboration among four community colleges to manage the North
Carolina Global Logistics Center in the state’s Piedmont Triad region.
The 80,000-square-foot center is being built at Guilford Tech Community
College’s northwest campus. Forsyth Technical Community College, Davidson
County Community College, and Randolph County Community College will
partner to run the facility and work with local companies to help them move
their global shipments. Funding will be provided through a mix of revenue
generated by course offerings, and self-supporting activities such as
consulting, membership dues, and grants.
The Piedmont Triad is a hot market for economic growth as industry looks
to expand the surrounding region into an Aerotropolis. FedEx’s decision to
locate its Mid-Atlantic hub at Piedmont Triad International Airport in 2009
precipitated a great deal of investment interest from fast-moving industries — a
complement to the area’s well-established textile and furniture trades.

DEDICATED SERVICES | EXPEDITED | MALONE | LOGISTICS | SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION
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New Zealand Port
Tries to Strike
Labor Balance

As yet another reminder of how global
labor strife can impact supply chains, the
Ports of Auckland is trying to ease the
pressure of three week-long strikes by the
Maritime Union of New Zealand during
the country’s busy export season. With an
impasse expected to run through March
2012, the Ports of Auckland has already
lost $25 million in business.
The first strike began in February 2012,
and impacted 11 ship calls, six of which
were managed through the port’s multicargo operations and Fergusson Terminal.
The other ships were diverted to alternate
ports. Authorities are strengthening
on-port operational capacity and working
with shippers to plan contingencies and
circumvent further work stoppages.
The strikes’ impact would be much more
severe if the port did not employ a mix of
non-union staff who have been keeping
facilities operational during the standoff.

by Joseph O’Reilly

Strikers are trying to block the Ports of
Auckland’s attempts to impose a new
labor model that would allow managers to
change work schedules on short notice.

Three for Tea
Tetley, the tea subsidiary of India-based Tata Global Beverages, awarded
French third-party logistics provider Norbert Dentressangle a threeyear storage and distribution contract to manage a collaborative project
between Kellogg’s and Kimberly-Clark in England.
The 3PL will move Tetley’s warehousing from Newton Aycliffe to its
site in Trafford Park, which will be shared with Kellogg’s. The facility will
consolidate products from Kimberly-Clark’s northern distribution center
in Chorley before delivery to retail and wholesale customers throughout
Great Britain. The transition is expected to net efficiency, cost, and
environmental benefits for all parties.
“By making it possible for us to collaborate with Kellogg’s and KimberlyClark, Norbert Dentressangle’s solution increases our delivery frequency
and improves service to customers,” says Steve Eastham, vice president of
operations, EMEA, for Tata Global Beverages.
The collaborative effort also maximizes warehouse space and transport
utilization, which will reduce road miles and fuel bills, helping to
minimize the effect of increased costs both in the supply chain and
elsewhere in the business.
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Dutch Defy Euro Crisis

Despite a lingering
financial crisis in the
Eurozone, the Netherlands
remains a stable,
competitive, and attractive
location for foreign
companies to establish
operations. The country
posted record foreign
direct investment (FDI)
in 2011, attracting 193
projects, representing
4,358 jobs and planned
investment of $1.95
billion, according to the
Netherlands Foreign
Investment Agency (NFIA).
In terms of projects, the

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

NFIA brought in the highest
number in its 30-plus years
of existence, registering a
25-percent increase over
2010.
While a little more than
half the projects originated
in Asia, North America
recorded 26 percent of the
total. The United States
remains the largest source
country with 46 projects,
of which 32 were initial
investments of companies
in the Netherlands. Adding
in three projects from
Canada and one from
Puerto Rico, the North

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Erasmus Bridge,
Rotterdam,
the Netherlands

American totals are: 50
projects; 1,770 jobs; and
$390.6 million investment.
“Companies favor the
Netherlands for its position

as a stepping stone into
Europe, its language and
educational skills, and its
fiscal climate,” says NFIA
Commissioner Bas Pulles.
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Amazon’s Indian
Gambit
Following the Indian government’s
decision to allow more foreign direct
investment (FDI) for single and multibrand retailers, Amazon has received
permission to set up a wholly owned
subsidiary in-country to provide
courier services to the domestic market.
Observers see the multinational
company’s gambit as a first step
toward tapping India’s $10-billion
e-commerce industry.
As India takes a more liberal
stance on FDI, domestic retailers and
e-tailers fear a siege on their consumer
domains – especially online. Amazon
recently launched comparisonshopping site Junglee.com, which
aggregates products from domestic

online and brick-and-mortar retailers
while similarly plugging in Amazon’s
existing global e-commerce channels.
The company says the new Web site will
provide 10 million products from more
than 14,000 Indian and global brands.
But unlike its U.S. model, Amazon
cannot sell product directly to
consumers. Because of India’s FDI rules,
shoppers are directed to unique sellers
to finalize transactions, much like
online travel search engines.
Still, all indications suggest Amazon’s
interests are focused on providing the
back-end transportation and logistics
backbone and expertise currently
lacking within India. As further
proof, rumors are circulating that the
multinational is setting up a logistics
facility in Mumbai to help domestic
companies manage fulfillment.

We’ll show you the way.

Euro Rails Speed
Crossings
Compared to the United States, rail
freight integration has always been a
challenge within Europe’s economy – a
consequence of unique countries,
processes, protocol, and standards.
Passenger transport has always held
sway. But as congestion increases
around urban areas and transport costs
continue to rise, rail freight has become
a welcome option.
Recently, the CEOs of DB Schenker
Rail (Germany), TX Logistik (Germany),
SBB Cargo (Switzerland), and BLS Cargo
(Switzerland) presented requirements
for developing European rail freight
transport corridors as defined by the
European Commission. Their principal
goals are to simplify rules, eliminate

Managing a supply chain is complex. And your business is unique.
Let UniGroup Worldwide Logistics design a solution tailored to your needs.
We’ll show you the way to a more efficient logistics solution.
UniGroup Worldwide Logistics is a new name, but the foundation
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Van Lines and Mayflower Transit, trusted providers of reliable specialized
transportation and logistics services for more than 50 years. Based on
a network of 1,300 service centers in 146 countries, we are a single source
for customized supply-chain solutions.
Whether your supply chain is domestic or international, UniGroup Worldwide
Logistics manages a global network of resources to show you the way to
seamless, dependable and efficient solutions.
For more information, call (877) 545-8080
or visit us at ugwwlogistics.com/Inbound.
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bottlenecks exist in Oberhausen,
Germany, Basel and Chiasso,
Switzerland, and Milan, Italy. With
new infrastructure – notably the
Lötschberg Tunnel and the Gotthard
Base Tunnel – coming online in the
next few years, these segments need
to be linked together to create a more
efficient end-to-end corridor.
“Improving the corridor’s efficiency
involves numerous infrastructure
investments,” says Alexander
Hedderich, CEO of DB Schenker
Rail. “Construction and information
about these projects
must be coordinated
internationally
to maintain the
best possible
service quality.”
Furthermore, the
railroads argue that
capacity can be
increased if priority is
given to freight trains,
operational processes
are harmonized, and
routes are established
Swiss railway company BLS Cargo is working to improve
based on market
European rail freight transport corridors.
needs. And with
the objective to improve economic
freight corridors that give more priority
efficiency, they are looking to ensure
to freight trains will be established
any new infrastructure is designed
by 2015.
to accommodate mile-long trains.
The growth forecast for European
Interoperability is essential for rail
rail freight mainly concerns crosscompanies to remain competitive with
border corridors. For example, on
road transport.
the Rotterdam-Genoa Corridor,

bureaucratic bottlenecks, and increase
freight throughput.
EU Regulation No. 913, concerning
a European rail network for
competitive freight, was enacted in
November 2010 and aims to increase
the competitiveness and quality
of international rail freight. The
measure stipulates that a network
should be organized to provide fast,
reliable connections among the most
important economic centers, allowing
for greater freight volumes. As part of
this blueprint, nine international rail

2011 Import
Ups and Downs

2011 brought some noteworthy
dips and spikes in U.S. imports
from specific countries,
measured in TEUs. Imports
from the UAE showed an
impressive increase in 2011
compared to 2010, while
imports from Venezuela saw
one of the largest decreases.
United Arab Emirates

42.93% ▲

Austria

24.05% ▲

Belgium

19.26% ▲

Czech Republic

19.17% ▲

Peru

16.51% ▲

Oman

15.27% ▲

Portugal

14.50% ▲

Spain

14.31% ▲

Ecuador

12.23% ▲

Germany

12.18% ▲

Finland

-10.77% ▼

Hong Kong

-11.57% ▼

Pakistan

-12.13% ▼

Russia

-14.29% ▼

Venezuela

-62.33% ▼

Source: Zepol Corporation, www.zepol.com

Big Blue Sees Red
Walmart is increasing its investment in the holding
company of Yihaodian, an e-commerce Web site in China,
to solidify its supply chain presence within the country.
Launched in July 2008, the online retailer offers more than
180,000 SKUs, predominantly in grocery sales, consumer
electronics, and apparel. With an existing logistics network
based in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Wuhan, and
Chengdu, Yihaodian serves an expanding customer base
with same- and next-day delivery – an ideal foil for the U.S.
big box retailer.

With a 51-percent controlling stake in Yihaodian,
Walmart now has an established presence in China – a reality
foreign to most companies trying to enter the politically
insulated market. But the retailer’s stake may be small
compared to China’s ulterior motive and gain.
“More than an investment of funds, Walmart will share
its knowledge, technology, and best-in-class retail practices
with Yihaodian’s existing organization,” says Junling Liu,
co-founder and CEO of Yihaodian. 
[]
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Understanding INCOTERMS 2010

A

n Inbound Logistics article in October 2003, “Understanding
Incoterms,” does an excellent job of explaining the concept
of Incoterms, why they are necessary and how they work.
We’d like to bring this article up-to-date with a discussion of
the changes to Incoterms that began in January 2011.
To recap, Incoterms are an internationally accepted set of standard commercial terms used between buyers and sellers. The terms
determine who pays the cost of each transportation segment, who is
responsible for loading and unloading of goods, and who bears the
risk of loss at any given point during an international shipment.
Managed by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC),
Incoterms are amended every 10 years. Recent changes saw the
deletion of four existing terms and their replacement with two new
terms. This brought the total number of Incoterms from 13 to 11.

Understanding the Changes to Incoterms
Formerly, categories of Incoterms reflected the stages of shipment – departure, carriage (paid and unpaid) and arrival. With the
2010 revisions, the ICC recognized that the evolution in trade, supply
chain management and cross-border security warranted changes to
the rules and the way they are organized.
The rules are now divided into two categories that better reflect
the usage of Incoterms for multiple modes of transit – one set for
any mode of transportation, the other specifically for water. The first
set can certainly be used for ocean, but also applies more broadly to
road, rail and air. The second set refers to ports, so is exclusively for
water transport, and it eliminates the confusion around the use of
FOB by making it clear that the term is only for water shipments.
Deliveries by any mode of
transport (sea, road, air, rail)

Deliveries by sea and inland
waterways transport

■■Ex Works (EXW)

■■Free Alongside Ship (FAS)

■■Free Carrier (FCA)

■■Free on Board (FOB)

■■Carriage Paid To (CPT)

■■Cost and Freight (CFR)

■■Carriage and Insurance
Paid to (CIP)

■■Cost, Insurance and
Freight (CIF)

■■Delivered at Terminal (DAT)
■■Delivered at Place (DAP)
■■Delivered Duty Paid (DDP)
The 2010 Incoterms make more general use of the terms “terminal”
and “place,” acknowledging that these locations are relevant across
modes. The rules that were added – Delivered at Terminal (DAT) and

Delivered at Place (DAP) – made four of the previous rules superfluous. Those were DAF (Delivered at Frontier), DES (Delivered Ex Ship),
DEQ (Delivered at Quay) and DDU (Delivered Duty Unpaid).
An objective of the ICC for Incoterms 2010 was to foster uniformity and certainty in global business transactions, thereby reducing
the potential for costly disputes. The Incoterms changed to state that
export and import formalities only have to be complied with where
necessary, reflecting their usage in places where these formalities
have been reduced by trade agreements or trading blocs. Many
countries, such as the US, are also adopting Incoterms for domestic
transport, and the 2010 rules flexibly support that application.
Aside from additions and deletions to the Incoterms themselves,
there were other changes in their usage.
Electronic communication – Incoterms 2010 allows for “electronic
record or procedure” where this is agreed or customary. This is a progression from previous Incoterms, which only allowed for the use of
Electronic Data Information. The change facilitates the adoption of
new electronic procedures and supports those already in use.
Security clearance – Buyer and seller must cooperate more closely,
since Incoterms 2010 allocates their obligations to supply information
needed to obtain export and import clearance. This increased degree
of cooperation required is a result of growing concern over security
and chain-of-custody for shipped goods.
Terminal handling charges – Incoterms 2010 reduces the potential
for buyers to be charged twice for terminal handling charges. Passthrough of the cost of carriage of goods to an agreed destination,
which previously resulted in buyers being charged twice, disappears
with amendments to CIP, CPT, CFR, CIF, DAT, DAP and CCP Incoterms.
String sales – String sales, or the multiple sale of goods during
transit, is clarified in Incoterms 2010. Specifically, FCA, CPT, CIP, FAS,
FOB, CFR and CIF Incoterms are amended to provide that the seller
in the middle of a string sale has an obligation to “procure goods
shipped” and not to “ship” the goods. The seller’s obligation to contract for the carriage of goods has been amended to allow the seller
to procure a contract of carriage.
Remember that Incoterms are not implied in the buying and selling of goods. They must be specified, along with designation of
location. If you wish to still use the 2000 version, you must explicitly
state that, otherwise the 2010 rules apply by default.
Amber Road (formerly Management Dynamics) is the world’s leading provider
of on-demand Global Trade Management (GTM) solutions. Amber Road enables
goods to flow unimpeded across international borders in the most efficient,
compliant and profitable way. Visit www.AmberRoad.com for more info or
contact them at Solutions@AmberRoad.com.
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VIEWPOINT
by Dan Lockwood

3PLs: Going Beyond Savings to True Value

A

lthough shipping is an integral and expensive part of daily
operations, other considerations
often take priority. This may result in
unhappy customers, increased shipping
costs, and time wasted resolving issues.
Companies looking to increase efficiency and maximize shipping dollars
often turn to third-party logistics (3PL)
providers, one-stop resources that facilitate shipping and logistics needs. 3PLs
integrate time- and money-saving
shipping services into one cost-effective bundle.
Using a full-service 3PL to handle
your shipping needs can offer the following benefits.
1. A range of choices. When you ship
directly through a freight or express
carrier, you are limited by its products
and pricing, which may or may not fit
your timeline and budget requirements.
3PLs typically establish strategic partnerships with a select group of carriers,
which enables them to provide many
choices without the shipper having to
make multiple calls to different carriers.
A carefully vetted portfolio of carrier partners enables 3PLs to provide
shippers a wide variety of routes and
speed options.

In addition, a 3PL can use its aggregated customer base to negotiate
discounts with carriers that small to
mid-sized businesses may be unable to
obtain on their own.
2. One invoice, few hassles. Processing
invoices is sometimes a nightmare.
Companies that ship regularly may be
inundated with dozens or even hundreds of monthly invoices. Shipping
with a 3PL can distill the often complex invoicing process that results from
using multiple carriers to one simple,
customized invoice that allows shippers to see all shipping expenditures in
one place.
3. Stellar service. To truly be an asset
to your bottom line, it’s not enough for
a shipping provider to know your transportation needs – it must also know
your business. Often, a 3PL will have
an office in or near the city where your
business is located. The advantages of
dealing with a local customer service
representative who knows you and your
business’ unique needs cannot be overstated. They can quickly resolve claims,
lost shipments, delays, and other shipping issues.
4. Time-saving TMS. Sometimes you
don’t need to talk to a customer service

representative to get a quote, arrange
a pickup, or follow up on a shipment.
For shipping management convenience,
many 3PLs offer transportation management systems (TMS), often directly
on their Web sites.
TMS solutions give shippers the
opportunity to take control of their
own shipments any time. Some popular and powerful TMS features include:
■■At-a-glance cost and transit
time comparisons.
■■ One-step conversion of quotes to
bills of lading. Pricing can be automatically updated and recalculated to reflect
the latest pricing, fees, and class.
■■A list of frequently shipped
items so you can quickly select shipment information.
■■Tracking tools that provide instant
shipment status updates.
■■ Invoicing visibility and online
bill payment.
All the benefits of having a successful
relationship with a 3PL can be summarized in one word that appeals to every
business: value. Delegating your shipping operations to a 3PL may allow you
to leverage its relationships, expertise,
and technology, which saves you time
and money.
n
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define The problem.
Today, global logistics providers must have
the tools to manage customer supply chains.
A global office network, transportation and
distribution services, integrative IT platforms,
and so on. With these tools in place, one might
think that is enough. It isn’t. However, they all
have to be in the “cart.”
At MIQ, we believe what should come first
is a customer partnership based on a deep
understanding of their core business. Thus, we
hire the best talent in the industry to analyze
each customer’s needs/problems, then dip into
the cart for solution tools specifically designed
to address them.
Today, it isn’t only about providing a cart full
of logistics services. It’s about understanding
each customer’s individual business, supply
chain requirements and problem areas that
lead to intelligent solutions.
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Angela Yang is managing director, Penske Logistics Asia,
86-21-6327-8566 • angela.yang@penske.com

3PLLINE
by Angela Yang

5 Ways to Excel in China

C

hina and the wider Asia-Pacific
market present an incredible
opportunity for businesses seeking to manufacture products, source
suppliers, or tap into end markets and
sell products to consumers. But a strategic business shift into China takes
careful consideration, especially when
it comes to supply chain, warehousing,
and distribution decisions.
Here are five strategies for successf ully managing your supply
chain, warehousing, and distribution
operations in one of the world’s fastestgrowing economies.
1. Adapt to local regulations. Many
companies significantly underestimate
the complexity of China’s government
regulations, and often lack muchneeded local guidance.
Enlisting the help of a supply chain
solutions provider familiar with operating in China allows shippers to focus
on their core competencies, customer
service, and top-line growth. While
they may still encounter challenges,
cultivating the right service provider
relationships can help shippers adapt
to changing laws and regulations.
2. Navigate customs rules. Ensuring
compliance with Chinese customs regulations demands good planning and
data management practices. Proper

documentation is critical, as is complying with China’s Harmonized
System Code.
For example, quantity count errors
on shipping documents can cause
significant problems. List the incorrect number of items too often, and
customs officials will not hesitate to
inspect and detain your shipments for
an extended period. They may also flag
and needlessly detain future shipments
due to poor reputation. As a result, your
company and customers may miss out
on valuable sales and opportunities.
3. Understand just-in-time and data
integrity. China is a rapidly developing marketplace, with new cities, roads,
and infrastructure under constant construction. So, running a just-in-time
operation takes on a slightly different
meaning than in the United States.
W hen transpor ting goods v ia
Chinese trucks, which are typically
much smaller than U.S. trucks, transit
time may increase because capacity is
limited and roads are not well-developed or maintained. A traffic delay
caused by an accident in the United
States can divert drivers for a few hours;
in China, a major road disruption can
translate to delays lasting several days.
GPS capabilities are also not as
robust, and obtaining updates on

shipment progress is still largely a manual process. Thankfully, cell phone
signals are very strong throughout
the country, as mobile devices greatly
exceed landline phones.
4. Embrace cultural differences. The
Chinese work culture is more personal and younger than in the United
States. Many companies organize teambuilding exercises that bring workers
together to learn about each other
and explore ways to serve customers
more effectively.
This personal approach also applies
to doing business with carriers, customers, and vendors. Sometimes, it takes
longer to do business in China because
of the getting-to-know-you phase. Not
understanding and respecting this cultural difference can be perceived as
insulting or overly aggressive, and may
result in lost business and relationships.
5. Know logistics costs. Logistics
costs represent an estimated 20 percent of China’s g ross domest ic
product – double the percentage of the
U.S. GDP they make up.
Thanks to continually developing professional services, a maturing
workforce, and a business-friendly environment, logistics and distribution
operations in China are rapidly becoming more manageable.
n
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Henry Hicks is supply chain industry vice president, Progress Software,
919-461-4365 • henry.hicks@progress.com

ItMATTERS
by Henry Hicks

Managing Supply Chain Disruptions

T

hese are challenging times for
supply chain managers. During
the past few years, a range of
events and natural disasters has severely
disrupted global supply chains, causing
far-reaching effects across diverse geographies and markets.
Yet today’s logistics landscape also
holds huge potential for supply chain
technology developments that help
organizations better manage catastrophic events, as well as cope with
everyday supply chain disruptions.
Logistics managers can face today’s
challenges and opportunities by
addressing the following three evolving supply chain elements.
1. Unforeseen events. Natural disasters, industrial accidents, international
conflicts, geo-political situations, and
mundane disruptions all pose a constant threat to lean supply chains.
Many organizations are attempting to
avert risk by on-boarding new suppliers closer to their end market. This shift,
however, makes the supply chain even
more complex and difficult to manage.
2. Reduced sense-and-respond time.
Shippers also have to face shorter predictive time horizons. As competition
increases, organizations have to deliver

goods faster, which means a shorter
working timeframe.
Many organizations are adding realtime visibility and event processing
systems, along with automated decision-making, to manage the supply
chain, rather than using historical or
predictive methods.
Evolving responsive supply chain
solutions promise the ability to gather
and analyze data to understand correlations and effects within the business,
but the speed and form in which this
data is delivered to managers will be
the crucial differentiating factor.
3. Total visibility. Having a seamless view of the entire supply chain
network drives success, and supply
chain managers continue to seek a
centralized system of command and
control. While the challenge of disparate parts and siloed systems remains,
supply chain technology is constantly
evolving to make a single view of the
network more feasible.
Gaining Supply Chain Insight
Shipping company Royal Dirkzwager
is a prime example of how end-to-end
supply chain visibility can improve
overall management. The company

faced the challenge of incomplete
network visibility as it tried to meet
growing client demand for faster, more
reliable data about its global shipping network.
Royal Dirkzwager deployed supply
chain technology that provided total
visibility throughout the system, allowing managers to gather full shipping
movement details worldwide and relate
them in real time to information such
as planned routes and weather.
The insight this technology provided allowed for more effective client
decision-making, easier processing
of increased data traffic, and a highly
developed business model that allowed
the company to expand its customer
base with new maritime logistics products. Enhanced visibility also improved
overall event processing by giving customers all the information needed
to make educated shipping management decisions, which, in turn, helped
improve route planning and reduce
fuel costs.
While the nature of supply chain
management often involves dealing
with unforeseen issues, the technology
available to logistics managers today
can help ease that process. 
n
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ECODEV

ISSUES AFFECTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
by Daniel Griswold

Getting in the Zone: FTZs Fuel Improved Logistics

F

or decades, America’s foreign
trade zones (FTZs) have provided a valuable platform for
U.S. companies competing in global
export markets. The FTZ program was
established in 1934 to expedite and
encourage foreign commerce. The
nation’s 500 zones and subzones are
secured areas, often near or adjacent to
U.S. ports of entry, and are considered
outside U.S. Customs territory.
Benefits of the FTZ program include:
■■ Reducing or eliminating duties on
imported goods. The program applies
to imported goods used by U.S.-based
companies to produce final goods
for export. It also offsets inverted tariffs, which force U.S. producers to pay
duties on imported parts and materials while final products made abroad
with those same components can enter
the United States duty-free, creating an
unintended incentive to locate production offshore. The FTZ program helps
put U.S.-based producers on more equal
footing with foreign competitors who
do not bear the cost of U.S. duties.
■■ Streamlining customs procedures. Zone and subzone users can file
weekly entry permits that allow them
to consolidate multiple shipments into
one weekly filing. The permits allow

advanced approval of weekly shipments through an FTZ or subzone up
to an estimated amount. The system
also allows admitting critical goods on
weekends and after hours, with admission notification filed the next working
day. This helps eliminate bottlenecks
that could disrupt tightly scripted justin-time supply chain operations.
■■ Expediting electronic customs
form filing. The weekly, electronic filing systems not only speed shipment
handling, but also cut costs both for
U.S. producers and U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP). Producers save
because they make one payment for a
weekly permit, rather than paying separate fees on each shipment during the
week. U.S. CBP saves money because it
can process fewer transactions.
■■ Supporting retail distribution.
FTZs allow footwear, apparel, electronics, and high-end consumer goods
importers to realize savings from consolidated weekly admissions, as well
as the delay in paying duties on goods
until they actually enter U.S. commerce
for consumption. Major retailers such
as IKEA, Under Armour, and Walmart
use the FTZ program.
■■ Addressing security concerns.
FTZs operate in physically segregated

and fenced areas, making it easier to
account for inventory.
Zone operators establish trusted
relationships with customs officials
stationed at nearby ports of entry.
Customs officials usually receive
advance notification of foreign-sourced
goods admitted to FTZs.
■■ Promoting economic growth. An
estimated 2,400 U.S. firms operated
within foreign trade zones and subzones in 2010, employing 320,000
American workers. More than $500 billion in merchandise was admitted to
general purpose zones and subzones
in 2010 – 58 percent from the domestic
economy, and 42 percent from abroad.
FTZs will play a key role in promoting the economic recovery and meeting
the National Export Initiative goal of
doubling U.S. exports between 2009
and 2014. Exports from zones and subzones jumped 23 percent from 2009
to 2010, a rate of growth well ahead of
total U.S. export growth for the year.
With Washington focusing attention
on reducing incentives for offshoring,
the enhanced logistics facilitated by
the FTZ program creates a more welcoming environment for investment
and value-added economic activity in
the United States.
n
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Do the advantages of
locating production
near the point
of consumption
outweigh the region’s
drawbacks?

By Lisa H. Harrington

T

he rising price of oil, driven by
dwindling supplY and mounting
demand from China and India, will
kill globalization as we know it,
writes Canadian economist Jeff Rubin in his
2009 book Why Your World Is About to Get a
Whole Lot Smaller: Oil and the End of Globalization.
If oil is cheap, it doesn’t matter how far factories are
from showrooms, Rubin observes. Other expenses, such
as labor and taxes, determine where companies manufacture products.
If oil is expensive and scarce, however, the equation changes. Rubin believes the world has now reached
this inflection point. Reports from the trenches confirm
his observation.
Once far-flung supply chains are contracting. U.S. manufacturers are bringing production back – not necessarily all
the way back to the United States, but to the Americas. Trade
flows that were long distance, East-West oriented for nearly
March 2012 • Inbound Logistics 43
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two decades are shifting. They’re being
replaced, at least in part, by shorter,
region-based trade flows – between
the United States and Latin America,
for example.
The price of oil isn’t the only factor
driving global supply chain network
design, but a major shift in supply
chain network strategy is underway. A
new model is emerging: a regionalized
global supply chain in which goods are
produced, sold, and consumed in the
same geographic region.
To grasp the significance of this
new trend, it helps to take a look back.
In 2000, U.S. manufacturers started

exchange rates as key network design
drivers. “They make decisions based
on an arbitrage play on those three elements,” says John Ferreira of supply
chain consulting firm Accenture.
“But what happens when their customers want more unique products
with short cycle times and multiple
reorder points?” he continues. “They
need intermediate warehouses. That
drives up inventory, labor, and procurement costs because they have to
manage goods coming from multiple facilities.”
Companies find it difficult and
expensive to address these customer

Expected Advantages of Nearshoring
Respondents to a survey by consulting firm AlixPartners cite lower freight costs as
the primary advantage they expect to gain through nearshoring decisions.

Lower Freight Costs

11%
30%

16%

Improved
Speed-to-Market
Lower Inventory Costs
Time-Zone Advantages

18%

Improved Cultural
Alignment with North
American Managers

25%

Many businesses neglected to factor flexibility and agility into their
outsourcing decisions. “They didn’t
consider what flexibility and agility
are worth, or how to quantify their
value,” observes Page. “You have to
ask whether being able to respond to
market demand faster allows you to
increase sales or improve margins. If
you have ready access to product, can
you sell more?”
As a result of these realizations, companies are rebalancing their physical
net works to match regionalized
demand. Forty-two percent of survey
respondents to a 2011 study by consulting firm AlixPartners indicate they are
either nearshoring currently or plan to
within the next three years.
More companies are reconfiguring
their existing supply footprint and, as
part of this process, bolstering capacity
in Latin America, according to a 2011
Accenture study.
“A shift to onshore or nearshore
manufacturing operations for producing local demand in nearby low-cost
countries, such as Mexico for the
United States, appears to be here to
stay as manufacturers look for the next
level of competitive advantage,” says
Ferreira. “In the case of Mexico and
Latin America, these moves serve a dual
purpose: the ability to accommodate
growing markets near customers there,
as well as being nearshore to the large
U.S.-based demand.”

Source: AlixPartners

HP’s Nearshoring Story
to move production from maquiladora plants in Mexico to Asia. First,
they shifted operations to Japan, then
Taiwan, China, Vietnam, Malaysia,
and elsewhere. They also relocated
manufacturing to Eastern European
countries such as Poland and Estonia.
“Most companies decided to move
production using one-dimensional reasoning, based on labor costs, which
represented 70 to 80 percent of the
criteria considered,” says Tom Page,
director of customer solutions, international regions, UPS.
Even today, many firms still focus
on transportation, labor, and currency

requirements with global networks that
have long supply lines.
“The North American market, for
example, still represents a significant
share of global demand for consumer
and industrial products,” says Ferreira.
“Many organizations serving North
America from Asia have discovered that
exchange rates and increased transportation and labor costs negatively impact
what they once thought were good
sourcing decisions.
“As they saw these costs increase and
the so-called savings evaporate, they
realized other unanticipated costs were
associated with far-sourcing,” he adds.

Leading companies began embracing
this dual-purpose supply chain strategy
some time ago. Computer manufacturer HP has a significant presence in
Latin America, especially Mexico. The
company runs its supply chain activities for personal computers, printers,
and servers for all of Latin America out
of a facility in Guadalajara.
“We also provide IT support and
development from Mexico,” says Julio
Acevedo, head of HP Guadalajara.
“We started offering those services 10
years ago with 10 people. Today, more
than 500 people work in support
and development.”
(continues on page 46)
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How Safe

are Latin America’s
Market Leaders?
To gauge business leaders’ perceptions of Latin America’s
risk and safety issues, research organization Nearshore
Americas surveyed 266 outsourcing decision-makers and
influencers in North, Central, and Latin America. Here are
its findings on four of the largest Latin American markets.

Chile Chile was

Argentina

“Known for its bureaucratic
red tape, nepotism, and an
administration that seems
uninterested in the
professional services and
sourcing industry as a whole,
there is no doubt — based on
the survey results — that
Argentina still has an image
problem,” the Nearshore
Americas study states. Thirtyeight percent of respondents
strongly disagree or disagree
when asked if the national
government is actively
involved in creating a safer
climate for businesses and
business investment.
Argentina did score
well on personal safety,
with 71 percent of survey
respondents rating personal
safety as high or very high.

Brazil Despite

ongoing violence in Rio de
Janeiro, 54 percent of
respondents with outsourcing
interests in Brazil continue to
rate personal safety at a high or
very high level. “Brazil has
other advantages, such as its
large and scalable workforce
and talented labor pool, that
count for much more,”
comments one industry analyst.
In terms of the role
government plays in creating
a safer climate, 85 percent of
respondents feel that political
stability and democracy in
Brazil are at a high to very
high level. The strong trade
links and political cooperation
between the United States
and Brazil, particularly
under the current Brazilian
government, will likely make
North American companies
more comfortable doing
business there.

Business Climate
Perceptions: The
Government’s Role
Survey respondents express
confidence in the Chilean
government’s stability, but
lack faith in Argentina’s leaders.

ranked the safest country in
Latin America by a majority
of survey respondents. Civil
unrest or violence was rated
of very low to low concern by
80 percent of respondents,
while street crime/petty theft
was rated very low to low by
74 percent.
Chile’s strong economy,
high literacy rates, and
sizeable copper wealth
contribute to its positive
safety ranking. Other reasons
given by outsourcing buyers
surveyed include the efficient
courts and judicial system,
uncorrupt law enforcement,
and the high level of
education and technological
development. Respondents
also have a favorable view
of Chile’s government, with
73 percent rating the level of
political stability as high.
Notably, Chile’s
outsourcing action is largely
concentrated in two cities,
Santiago and Valparaiso;
these rankings reflect only
the situation there. Other
parts of the country continue
to struggle with poverty and
income inequality.

Strongly
Agree

Mexico

The United
States’ closest southern
neighbor offers numerous
outsourcing benefits,
including time zone
alignment, U.S. cultural
familiarity, and a welleducated, bilingual workforce.
More than 64,000 students
graduate annually from
Mexico’s 121 technologyfocused universities – more
than any other Latin
American nation.
The country suffers from
an image problem because
of drug cartel-related violence, however, and the U.S.
Department of State has
advised Americans to defer
non-essential travel to vast
stretches of Mexico.
Yet while cities close to
the border, such as Juárez,
are experiencing violent disruptions, other locations,
including Guadalajara and
Mexico City, continue to
provide some of the best
sourcing alternatives to
U.S. companies. Currently,
Mexico has not seen a drop
in investment or companies
pulling out, but if the drug
war continues, new business
may suffer.

The national government
is actively involved in
creating a safer climate
for businesses and
business investment.

Agree

The country’s government is
stable and democratic.
Unsure
Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Mexico

Source: Nearshore Americas
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(continued from page 44)

A Model
Concept

The Guadalajara operation
handles centralized procurement for HP, buying more
than $3 billion in materials
The decision to nearshore manufacturing is
and product annually, and
highly complex. “A modeling tool can help evalmanages payroll, human
uate the variables,” says Tom Page, director of
resources, finance, and marcustomer solutions, international regions, UPS.
keting support for the United
“Modeling must include some understanding of
States, Latin America, and
currency fluctuation probability, low and high
other parts of the world.
threshold, and how currency fluctuations conHP’s Guadalajara locatribute to overall sourcing decisions. It has to
tion is part of a high-tech
incorporate sensitivity to all decision factors.”
industry cluster of original
While many models are effective at
equipment manufacturers,
quantifying the hard costs of positioning
suppliers, contract manufacproduct in a market, they may not excel at
turers, and service providers.
calculating the value of supply chain flexibility,
By clustering suppliers, manwhich could generate additional revenue
ufacturers, and services, HP
and profit.
“The model should be able to assess the
reaps the benefits of a highly
opportunity an investment or decision can
qualified business ecosyscreate, and how much that opportunity is
tem. The company leverages
worth,” notes Page. “If you take on more cost,
the strengths of the clusbut can generate more revenue as a result, for
ter – even competitors such
example, you increase profit. But does that
as IBM – “to improve our serprofit boost offset the cost of the decision?”
vice and reduce costs so we
Even with sophisticated modeling tools,
can compete against Asia,”
production-sourcing decisions for many
says Acevedo.
products are not perfectly clear. “The
Avnet, a $17-billion global
fundamental concerns are reliability and
electronics distributor based
consistency – how your decisions affect your
in Phoenix, Ariz., recently
ability to serve customers,” says Page. “You
opened a value-added supcan have the lowest costs but fail to understand
ply cha i n operat ion i n
your risk exposure adequately. If an event
Nogales, Mexico, to serve
shuts down your supply chain, all savings are
both the United States and
destroyed by a failure to understand those risks
Latin America. “We wanted
and model their sensitivity.”
proximity to our U.S. customer base, and the ability
to leverage the cost model
in Mexico while retaining
direct control,” says Robert Brenner, companies’ initial movement to China,”
Avnet’s senior vice president of logistics, says Wendy Tate, assistant professor of
warehousing, and distribution for the
logistics at the University of Tennessee.
Americas. “We try to keep our supply “Chinese wages are now climbing at 15
chain interregional. Our philosophy is
to 20 percent per year, however, thanks
to build and ship within one region.”
to a supply-and-demand imbalance
of skilled laborers in manufacturing
regions,
global pressure to upgrade
Decision Points
labor
practices and wages, and
Chinese
Nearshoring manufacturing makes
increased employee demands for better
sense for a variety of reasons. Here are
some factors currently influencing cor- pay and conditions.”
Meanwhile, flexible work rules and
porate leaders’ decisions.
new government incentives in both
Rising labor costs abroad “Rising U.S. the United States and Latin America are
making these regions increasingly comlabor costs and access to the Chinese
petitive as manufacturing source points.
labor market were primary drivers for

Volatile, escalating energy
costs Rising energy costs
may be the biggest factor pushing nearshoring.
“Transportation costs are
becoming prohibitive,” says
Stephen Paruola, vice president, d ist r ibut ion a nd
transportation, for Rainbow
USA, a New York-based
value retailer of women’s
and children’s clothing and
shoes. “Nearshoring through
Mexico and Latin America
will increase because of lower
transport costs. There will
also be more mode shifting
from truck to rail intermodal
in the United States.”
As transportation becomes
a larger percentage of the cost
of goods, companies such as
Rainbow will take steps to
reduce those costs. “We are a
budget chain,” Paruola says.
“We can’t raise our prices 20
to 30 percent to cover higher
transport costs, so we have to
change how we manage our
supply chain to reduce those
costs. That means buying
more product domestically,
or at least closer to home.”
Currency exchange T he
value of the U.S. dollar has
fallen sharply against many
currencies over the past five
years. With continuing signs
of sluggishness, the weak dollar diminishes the cost advantages of
manufacturing in low-cost countries.
Transit time Sourcing closer to home
reduces transit times, and enables
manufacturers to respond more rapidly to fluctuating customer demand.
Shorter transit times also reduce systemwide inventory.
Flexibility Nearshoring gives manufacturers the ability to postpone final
configuration and differentiation in
the sales cycle to a point closer to consumption. Postponement carries a
number of benefits.
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“A product sold in clamshell pack- then have to be interpreted by each
country’s government, leading to very
aging can ship unpackaged in bulk
from Asia to Mexico, then be pack- different IP environments.
aged there, close to the U.S. market,”
Quality Manufacturing quality and
Page notes. “This approach brings
tremendous logistics value, includ- vendor qualification are major issues
in sourcing from other countries.
ing transportation cost savings and
“Companies have to assess the total
reduced carbon footprint.”
supply base to determine whether
it can support their manufacturing
IP protection Intellectual property (IP)
effectively,” says Page. “They can’t
rights protection is a significant and
growing concern for companies man- just send specs to vendors and tell
them to produce the part. They must
ufacturing in Asia, where IP theft and
ensure vendors and all their suppliers
counterfeiting, together with a lack of
regulatory protection and enforcement, have good quality systems in place, or
risk a costly product or supply quality
are widespread. The need for better IP
problem. In a complex supply chain,
protection and enforcement drives
product or quality failures can be
many nearshoring discussions.
a nightmare.”
While Latin America’s IP laws
and enforcement vary by country,
Available talent “A stable work envimany nations have signed Free Trade
ronment plays a significant role in
Agreements (FTAs) with the United
sourcing decisions,” says Mary Anne
States, which should guarantee IP
rights to foreign companies. But the Young, senior vice president, Caribbean
FTAs are often ambiguous or incom- and L at in A mer ica West Coast,
Hamburg Süd.
plete on key enforcement issues that

Questions to ask include: How big is
the current qualified labor pool? Will
the operation be able to scale up over
the next five to 10 years? Who is competing for the same talent? What are
the strengths and weaknesses? How
strong is the work ethic? Do labor laws
favor workers or employers?
T he l ab or forc e ’s sk i l l s e t i s
critical in supporting flexible production operations.
“The workforce and infrastructure
must be flexible enough to change a
production line on demand and still
put out quality product,” advises Page.
Cultural affinity between the United
States and Latin America is an advantage in this regard.
Infrastructure “Just because a
country was known for having solid
infrastructure in the past does not
mean it will in the future,” says
Patrick Haller of Nearshore Americas, a
research organization focused on Latin
America outsourcing.

Colombia’s Port of Cartagena has become a major transshipment point for containerized cargo from Australia, New Zealand, and Asia.
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For instance, Chile has traditionally been regarded as having stable
infrastructure, but President Sebastián
Piñera recently warned that Chile
would face an energy crisis during
his administration because of an estimated annual demand increase of up to
seven percent.

Considering the full supply chain,
including suppliers’ product sources,
is vital to accurately assess risk.
“Manufacturers need to understand
where suppliers are getting their products,” says Page. “Most companies only
assess risk of disruption to first-tier
suppliers. But today, they need to be

“To meet demand in the Americas,
it makes sense to manufacture in
the Americas.” — John Ferreira, Accenture
Hamburg Süd, UPS, and other carriers and service providers track
infrastructure and security improvement efforts. “If a country doesn’t
maintain good roads to inland
locations, its ability to grow suffers,” Young says. “Mexico and Brazil
are making advances in infrastructure development.”
Natural disasters No country is safe
from nature’s wrath, but some are
more susceptible to disasters than others. Chile is more prone to earthquakes
than flooding, Colombia suffers from
flooding and earthquakes, and drought
threatens Brazil, according to disaster
reduction resource Prevention Web.
How well a country is able to address
risk drivers indicates its risk-governance capacities. “In general, countries
with weak governance and great difficulty addressing these drivers are
low- and lower-middle-income countries,” states the United Nations 2011
Global Assessment Report on Disaster
Risk Reduction.
“Countries with the lowest risk-governance capacities are also experiencing
conflict or political instability, and
their development trajectories diverge
not only from high-income countries
but from successful low- and middleincome countries,” according to the
report. “Some middle-income countries,
such as Costa Rica and Chile, have
comparatively high-risk governance
capacities, so they are better equipped
to respond to a natural disaster.”

able to see every supplier level’s risk to
determine how it changes their overall
risk equation.”
Political risk and security “With revolution after revolution in North Africa,
police crackdowns in China, and uprisings in the Middle East, the global
political climate does not seem welcoming for business investment,” notes
Tarun George of Nearshore Americas.
Geopolitical risk must be factored
into the supply chain network design
decision-making process. Political risk
and security issues take several forms
in trade and supply chain operations.
The first is government policies and
attitudes toward foreign businesses.
Are foreign companies welcome to
operate freely within the selected country? Does the country have a history
of nationalizing private enterprises?
Can the government close down an
operation that is deemed contrary to
its philosophy?
These are very real concerns, especia lly in L at in A mer ica, where
some nations’ political dynamics
change rapidly.
“Countries such as Venezuela and
Argentina, which have a history of
volatile political climates, may pose
higher risk,” advises George. “Chile and
Colombia, on the other hand, stand as
recent examples of political stability.”
Physical security is another risk
consideration. “Security problems are
increasing from the Central America
nations to Costa Rica because gangs

and drugs are moving into these countries,” says Young. “Mexico’s problems
are well-publicized, but other Latin
American countries have security
issues, too. Understanding how governments will address these concerns
helps companies plan additional security measures.”
Trade regulations and compliance The
ease of doing business in a country is
a significant factor that can quickly
drive up costs. “In-country trade
regulations can be vague, leaving
implementation open to interpretation,” cautions Page.
“If UPS prepares a shipment using
the harmonized trade schedule, makes
entry, and files it, the port authority representative can reject it based
on how they interpret the trade
regulations,” he continues. “But a different customs agent could interpret
the rule another way, and let the shipment through.
“When interpretation of laws is left
up to individuals, doing business is
tough,” he says.

Getting Close to Customers
The regionalization of supply chain
networks makes good business sense for
many reasons. “To meet demand in the
Americas, it makes sense to manufacture in the Americas,” Ferreira insists.
“The same goes for demand in Asia.”
But changing your supply network
is a long journey.
“Building new net works, a talent pool, and an integrated supplier
base takes time,” notes Mike Heilala,
a senior manager with Accenture.
“These are long-term decisions. In five
to 10 years, where will your demand
be, and how much will it grow
and change?
“Bringing production back to the
Americas so we can then export it
halfway across the world is not what
nearshoring is about,” Heilala concludes. “It’s really about getting close
to customers.”
With that goal in mind, and a firm
grasp on sourcing decision factors,
today’s businesses can locate in the
regions that best suit their needs.
n
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Just as Henry Ford’s horseless carriage
“put the world on wheels,” C.G. Johnson
transformed arrivals and departures when
he invented the upward-acting garage door.
Ninety years later, the Overhead Door
Corporation has grown organically and
through acquisition. Today, the company has

Overhead Door Corporation
enhances customer service while
reducing fuel and distribution costs.

a network of 450 distributors and more than
2,000 authorized dealers. It serves three
major markets – commercial, residential, and
rolling steel – and manufactures hundreds of
thousands of garage door systems each year.
What makes its supply chain work? Some of
the answers might surprise you.
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After introducing the upward-acting garage door in 1921,
C.G. Johnson traveled across the United States with a small
prototype of the door mounted on the back of his Model T.
He promoted his innovation at county fairs and in small towns,
established a network of distributors and the “overhead door”
steadily gained popularity. In 1926, Johnson invented the first electric
door opener. These two inventions formed the foundation of an
enterprise that would become The Overhead Door Corporation.
Today, Johnson’s company is the largest single-source manufacturer
of integrated garage door and opener systems and one of the
most recognized brands in the industry.
Based just outside Dallas, Texas, the company has four
corporate divisions. Horton Automatics® is a manufacturer of sliding,
swing and revolving doors and entrance systems. TODCO®
produces cargo doors for trucks and trailers. The Access Systems
Division (ASD) manufactures Overhead Door® and Wayne
Dalton® brand residential, commercial and rolling-steel doors.
Genie® produces garage door operators and openers for residential
and commercial applications.
“Our residential business took off in the 1950s and 60s when
people started moving to the suburbs and rural areas,” says
Overhead Door Vice President of Manufacturing Operations,
Brad Knable. “In 1994, we acquired Genie, maker of the first
mass-produced remote garage door opener. Then, in 2009, we
purchased the Wayne Dalton Company. Today, we’re the only
company that provides both garage doors and openers from a
single-source supplier.”

Driving success takes a serious distribution network
Not surprisingly, it takes a serious distribution network, skilled
drivers, and a state-of-the-art fleet to keep Overhead Door’s
supply chain moving smoothly. “Garage door products are difficult
to transport – there’s just no easy way around it,” Knable points out.
“Our product is cube-intensive and easily damaged. When you
load three or four-section garage doors into the back of a truck,
it’s like a puzzle. You’ve got track, springs, different models of
garage doors and door sections. No two trucks are ever loaded
the same way.”
A significant issue that Overhead Door faces in transporting

At

A

GlAnce

Challenge
Improve distribution
and transportation
efficiencies while
minimizing product
damage and enhancing
the customer experience.
Solutions
Dedicated fleet with
state-of-the-art, covered,
aluminum trailers
operated by skilled
drivers. Progressive
fuel program to reduce
consumption and
increase backhauls to
offset costs.

Benefits
4 Increased trailer
utilization by 20
precent
4 Reduced fuel costs
by 3 percent since
2009
4 Cut distribution and
transportation costs
by 4 percent
4 Improved customer
satisfaction by 10
percent
4 Generated $1.5
million in third-party
back-haul revenues
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Brad Knable
Vice President of
Manufacturing
Operations,
Overhead Door

products is damage. If a driver unloads a four-section
garage door and hits a section, the whole door may
have to be replaced. That can be costly. “Managing your
own fleet and drivers can be a challenge,” states
Overhead Door Vice President of Demand Planning and
Logistics, Bobby Gentile. “You can use common carriers,
but the risk of damage increases. Up to 90 percent of
our shipments are multi-stop loads, so drivers have to know
how to handle, load and brace products without damage.”
Until the late 1980s, Overhead Door relied on a
combination of a private fleet and common carriers.
However, they wrestled with excessive product
damage and drivers who weren’t invested in maintaining
a high level of customer service. “We ship to the same
dealers and distributors every week,” says Overhead
Door’s Director of Domestic Transportation, George
Aljoe. “Our drivers have to build relationships with
customers. Many of our customers are small businesses
and the people meeting our drivers are often decisionmakers, so it’s important that the delivery experience
be a smooth one.”
In order to improve its supply chain performance,
Overhead Door began evaluating potential transportation partners in 1999 and decided to outsource much
of its fleet to Ryder under a dedicated contract carriage

arrangement. The decision yielded almost immediate
benefits - less in-transit product damage, stronger customer
relationships, improved equipment utilization and lower
distribution costs. By outsourcing its fleet to a reliable
supply chain partner, Overhead Door could now shift its
full attention to its core business.

The solution: dedicated contract carriage
with specialized driver handling
Transportation, delivery and logistics are critical to
Overhead Door’s success, especially from a customer
perspective. Dealers and distributors want the right
door delivered at the right time - intact. Overhead Door
sees its drivers as an extension of its customer service
group. “They interface with the distributors and help
them unload trucks – something you don’t get with a
common carrier,” notes Ryder Senior Logistics Manager,
Steven Dippery.
The majority of the fleet is used to haul outbound
loads to dealers and distributors. However, on the
inbound side, the trucks are also used to pick up steel
and other raw materials from suppliers and transport
them to the plants. “Ryder handles all of the scheduling,
notifies the customers when they’re coming and helps
unload the trucks,” says Dippery. “Our new contract
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“Our products are ﬂoor-and hand-unloaded, so it’s tough
to gauge when a truck will arrive. Ryder’s on-board computers
collect data on the weight and square footage of a truck
and how long it’s at a location to predict how long it will
take to unload and when it will reach its next stop.”
Brad Knable, Vice President of Manufacturing Operations, Overhead Door Corporation

includes driver-assisted unloading. The driver actually
gets up in the trailer and helps unload the materials.”
Today, the Ryder solution comprises a mix of
inbound and outbound supply chain management and
dedicated contract carriage services. Across 3 states and
4 specialized plant locations, Ryder operates a fleet of 80
trailers and 40 tractors for Overhead Door.

Keeping the wheels of business turning at
Overhead Door
Overhead Door’s trucks deliver from manufacturing
facilities to dealers and distributors every week.
Customers submit orders by a designated cut off date
and, depending on the mix of products, the order is
scheduled for the next available load and sent to manufacturing. The manufacturing department then determines
the most efficient way to produce the products. The
transportation department bundles the order with other
shipments going to the same region or builds a custom
route for the shipment. “Building shipments is equal parts
art and science,” says Knable. “Two shipments can take
up the same cube on a truck, but you have to load them
differently based on the size of the doors. We automate
the process as much as possible, but someone still has
to load-plan the orders.”

Once Overhead Door builds the load, information
about the load goes back to manufacturing and to
Ryder. Meanwhile, Ryder matches up drivers with the
load. On the designated ship date, the driver arrives at
the loading dock, picks up the load and paperwork and
heads out.

More stops, smarter loading, happier
customers
In 2005, Ryder replaced tarped, steel flatbed trailers
with Conestoga covered aluminum trailers to support
the rolling steel business. These trailers are more efficient
and easier to offload from the side. “You can cube out
the Conestoga better than a regular flatbed trailer,” adds
Gentile, “so you can get more product on the truck. Any
time you increase the volume of product you can load,
you can reduce your fleet size, make better use of
equipment, use fewer drivers and cut overall costs.”
As for the actual loading methodology, Ryder helped
there, too. A team of Ryder logistics experts traveled to
the Lewistown plant and worked with the transportation
team to make process improvements. “They developed
a loading system to maximize the amount of cargo we
could get on the trailers and reduce the number of outbound loads. They also participated in a Kaizen event to
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(From left to right) Bob Vollmer, Group Logistics Manager, Ryder; Steve
Dippery, Senior Logistics Manager, Ryder; Brad Knable, Vice President of
Manufacturing Operations, Overhead Door and Brien Bell, Group Director
of Operations, Ryder review transportation strategies.

help us improve utilization of our trailers in our Dalton,
Ohio rolling steel facility,” says Gentile.

Driver training: less damage, less risk and
more peace of mind
Given the complexities of delivering different models of
garage doors and an array of parts and accessories, the
Overhead drivers are a pivotal piece of the puzzle, and
have to be well trained and willing to maintain strong
relationships with customers. When Overhead Door
renewed its contract with Ryder, driver-assist service was
a key requirement. “With the economy the way it is,
many of our customers have scaled back on labor. Now,
Ryder drivers also help customers unload products from
their trucks, which saves on labor costs,” says Gentile.
“So far, the feedback is favorable. It’s a value-added
service customers receive at no extra cost.”
Ryder puts its drivers through a rigorous training
program to familiarize them with Overhead Door products, parts and loading/unloading. “This isn’t your typical
line-haul operation,” says Dippery. “With six to 18 stops
per trailer, we use fewer drivers, but they have to know
what they’re doing.”
“By outsourcing much of the transportation process
to Ryder, we can focus on our core business instead of
worrying about whether our drivers meet CSA safety

regulations,” says Gentile. “With changing government
regulations, lots of transportation companies have gone
out of business and even more drivers are leaving the
industry. As the economy rebounds, finding qualified
drivers will be a challenge. With the Ryder dedicated
solution, it’s something we don’t have to worry about.”
Improving network visibility to leverage
synergies
Ryder is also helping Overhead Door optimize its
supply chain by improving efficiencies across the network.
“We’ve started looking at our operation as a network
rather than a series of discrete sites. We have multiple
plants and hundreds of suppliers, authorized dealers and
distributors,” says Gentile. “Our vision is to transform our
plants, suppliers and distributors into a planned, visible network. With the integration of the recently acquired Wayne
Dalton products, we’ve doubled our trucks and routes.
And we now have a centralized transportation operation,
so we can focus on improving efficiencies,” he adds.
In the past, Overhead Door struggled with capturing
performance data, predicting arrival times, calculating
distribution costs and identifying opportunities for
improvement. Ryder developed a scheduling tool to help
plan routes and estimate when drivers will arrive at
customer sites. “Our products are floor- and hand-
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unloaded, so it’s tough to gauge when a truck will arrive,”
Knable says. “Ryder’s on-board computers collect data
on the weight and square footage of a truck and how
long it’s at a location to predict how long it will take to
unload and when it will reach its next stop.”
Then there’s the issue of network synergies. In the
past, the drivers would leave the plants, drop their loads
and return with empty trucks. Together Ryder and
Overhead Door are exploring ways to backhaul
products between plants, pick up inbound shipments
from suppliers and synchronize routes. To ensure continuous
improvement, Overhead Door gets information on its
supply chain every month and meets with Ryder quarterly
to review business performance. “We go over metrics,
they answer questions, make suggestions and generally
partner with us,” says Aljoe. “Together we use the KPIs
to help us identify specific areas of our operation that
can be improved.”

On-time delivery boosts customer service
Since outsourcing fleet operations to Ryder,
Overhead Door has continued to improve customer
service by focusing on improving on-time delivery
performance. “Ryder contributes by making sure
equipment and drivers are available. That way, when we
plot a route, they can hit the delivery windows,” Knable
notes. On-time delivery, coupled with product handling
improvements, has yielded a marked improvement in
customer service.

1-888-887-9337 www.ryderscs.com
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Global
2012

Logistics Guide

METHODOLOGY:
Countries are ranked
on three criteria:
transportation
infrastructure (1 to
4 points), IT competency
(1 to 3 points), and
business culture (1 to
3 points). Points are
totaled for all categories –
taking into consideration
X-Factor +/- points – to
determine final ranking:
10 is highest, 3 is lowest.

Sources: U.S. Department
of State; World Port
Rankings, American
Association of Port
Authorities (AAPA);
Airports Council
International; World
Economic Forum’s Growth
Competitiveness Index;
World Economic Forum’s
Global Information
Technology Report;
Central Intelligence
Agency’s World Fact
Book; Bureau of Economic
Analysis, U.S. Direct
Investment Abroad;
2012 Index of Economic
Freedom, The Wall Street
Journal & The Heritage
Foundation.

The “currency events” of the past
year expose how interconnected the
global supply chain has become. While
North America has been beset by
various stages of economic recession
during the past three years, the
more recent debt crisis in Europe
threatens to shake the resilience of
Asian markets — which in the past
have weathered economic storms
favorably. When one domino falls, its
quake has far-reaching effects.
As a backdrop to this financial
drama, social upheaval and political
instability in the Middle East and
North Africa, recurring natural
disasters, terrorism and piracy,
and the approaching completion
of the Panama Canal’s expansion
project twist U.S. supply chains in
countless directions. Companies
are forced to confront latent risks
and opportunities as they scope
out sourcing, manufacturing,
distribution, administrative, and selling
locations. Secondary and tertiary
sourcing strategies, nearshoring, and
business expansion – especially with
total logistics costs and demand
responsiveness in mind – are bringing
peripheral targets into focus and
casting rutted routes in new light.
Inbound Logistics’ eighth-annual
Global Logistics Guide presents a
transportation and logistics world atlas
to help you map and ordinate locations
for further exploration.
IL identifies global hotspots as
excelling in three key areas:

1. Transportation
Infrastructure. The density
and breadth of airport, port, and road
infrastructure.
2. IT Competency. The
progressiveness of information and
communication technology investment
and development as measured by The
World Economic Forum’s Networked
Readiness Index.
3. Business Culture. The
strength and expertise of homegrown
logistics talent, cultural and language
similarities, government leadership,
historical U.S. foreign direct investment
outflows, and economic freedom. This
index takes into account variables that
might appeal to U.S. businesses, as well
as pro-business sensibilities ranging
from investment trends to future
economic potential.
There are intangibles at play, as well.
Our X-Factor provision considers other
factors such as political stability, labor
availability, and foreign investment
policy that may give businesses
greater pause, or greater purpose, as
they evaluate a country’s logistics
capabilities.
Our Global Logistics Guide offers a
macro-perspective of global regions
to help you quantify and qualify
expansion opportunities. We then break
each area down with country-specific
snapshots that identify strengths and
weaknesses to help you align logistics
and supply chain needs. If you have
questions or suggestions about our
methodology and selections, please
email: editor@inboundlogistics.com
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The Americas
Canada is the primary export destination for
U.S. goods. The country’s abundance of natural
resources is a growing target for Asia, creating more
balance between inbound and outbound flows.
Central and South America are manufacturing and
sourcing focal points for U.S. companies as transport
costs and risk aversion favor nearshoring strategies.
South America, and Brazil specifically, is primed to
become the next logistics hotspot by virtue of its raw
materials, labor, and proximity to the U.S. market. But
inland infrastructure limitations and political apathy are
barriers to entry. Progressive economies such as Chile,
Peru, and Colombia provide a foil for Venezuela, Bolivia,
and Ecuador, where anti-capitalist governments thaw
interest and investment.

T:

Transportation
Infrastructure

I:

IT Competency

B:

Business Culture

X:

X-Factor

$336

IMPORTS:

$342

FDI 2010:

$90

6

T I B X

1 12 2

X-FACTOR Location.
Location. Location.
With total landed
logistics costs at a premium, U.S.
companies continue to favor the
country’s proximity to U.S.
markets — in spite of rampant drug
violence and limited technology
infrastructure.

FDI:	U.S. Foreign Direct
Investment, 2010

GDP: $1,759
$451

IMPORTS:

$460

FDI 2010:

$297

9

T I B X

3 33 0

An abundance of
natural resources, and
growing export
demand from Asia, have kept the
economy relatively stable.

SCORE

SCORE

GDP: $1,185

SCORE

EXPORTS:

Colombia

Mexico
EXPORTS:

Canada

GDP:

$322

EXPORTS:

$55

IMPORTS:

$50

FDI 2010:

$7

5

T I B X

2 11 1

X-FACTOR Chinese
sourcing interests and
a free trade agreement
with the United States are cause
for international intrigue. Bogota
is also a new entrant among the
world’s Top 50 cargo airports.

All amounts in $US billions.

Chile

SCORE

GDP:

$243

EXPORTS:

$86

IMPORTS:

$72

FDI 2010:

$26

5

T I B X

1 22 0

Chile is the continental
leader in technology
infrastructure, ranking
39th globally in network
readiness and second among
middle-income economies,
according to the World Economic
Forum.

Brazil

SCORE

GDP: $2,518
EXPORTS:

$251

IMPORTS:

$220

FDI 2010:

$66

5

T I B X

2 11 1

￼ X-FACTOR Despite
political bureaucracy
and nebulous inland
transportation networks, Brazil
teems with potential. As host to
the 2014 World Cup and 2016
Summer Olympics, infrastructure
development will be a matter of
necessity rather than choice.
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If you want
to keep up,
you better
take giant
steps.
Through these uncertain times, we’re
staying focused on billions of dollars in
smart upgrades. Why? Like the ocean
carriers ordering bigger ships and shippers
building giant distribution centers, we know
that tomorrow’s success depends on
investments today. We’re not just ahead
of other ports, we’re staying an
leap ahead.
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Belgium

Europe
The financial crisis has had a marked impact
on the region’s prospects as bailouts, currency
speculation, and ongoing economic integration
present their share of obstacles. While the
European Union has created a platform for
countries to collaborate, compete, and trade
on, it has also created considerable imbalances
between member states. Perennial logistics
hotspots such as Germany and France expect
marginal GDP growth in 2012.
The financial failures of Greece, Portugal,
and Ireland cast a pall across the continent.
Political and economic stability are now at
a premium for foreign investors. Countries
such as Switzerland and the Netherlands
have benefited the most. Apart from the
United Kingdom, both countries rank among
the highest destinations for U.S. FDI and
have become popular locations for American
companies locating financial services, research
and development, information technology, and
administrative operations.
On the transportation side, Europe is still
struggling to fully integrate rail freight into
the supply chain. Recent moves by European
carriers to harmonize standards across
countries mirror similar efforts to create
intermodal landbridges linking Europe and Asia,
as well as the Mediterranean.

SCORE

GDP:

$529

EXPORTS:

$332

IMPORTS:

$332

FDI 2010:

$74

Netherlands
GDP:

$858

EXPORTS:

$577

IMPORTS:

$514

FDI 2010:

$521

GDP:

$666

EXPORTS:

$308

IT Competency

IMPORTS:

$300

B:

Business Culture

FDI 2010:

$144

X:

X-Factor

I:

All amounts in $US billions.

SCORE

10
T

I

B X

4 3 3 0

In the midst of the
Eurozone debt crisis,
the Netherlands set a
record for foreign direct
investment. Many U.S. companies
have made the country their
primary European distribution
hub.

Transportation
Infrastructure

T:

4 22 0

The country’s
transport
infrastructure ranks
among the best and most
diversified in Europe with two
ports and two airports among the
world’s Top 50 in cargo
throughput.

Switzerland
FDI:	U.S. Foreign Direct
Investment, 2010

8

T I B X

SCORE

8

T I B X

1 33 1

X-FACTOR The island
of stability is easily
one of Europe’s bright
spots. A proactive business
climate combines with cultural
and geographic centrism to make
the country a top target for U.S.
investment.
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Germany

SCORE

GDP: $3,629
EXPORTS: $1,543
IMPORTS: $1,339
FDI 2010:

$106

8

Russia

T I B X

GDP: $1,885

4 3 2 -1

EXPORTS:

X-FACTOR As a
leading exporter, the
country is more
vulnerable to an expanding global
recession, placing more pressure
on its social welfare system.

EXPORTS:

GDP: $2,808
EXPORTS:

$578

IMPORTS:

$685

FDI 2010:

$93

7

T I B X

4 3 1 -1

X-FACTOR Efforts to
privatize
transportation have
been largely successful. But
balancing capitalist mechanisms
with a social agenda remains a
challenge. Labor has too much
leverage for many investors.

IMPORTS:

$310

FDI 2010:

$10

4

T I B X

2 11 0

SCORE

GDP: $2,246
SCORE

$499

A highly volatile global
oil market dictates the
country’s success.
There is some optimism that an
emerging intermodal landbridge
between Europe and Asia could
stimulate hinterland development.

Italy
France

SCORE

$509

IMPORTS:

$541

FDI 2010:

$29

5

T I B X

3 11 0

Despite challenges
enacting economic
reform, the country is
fast becoming Europe’s
Mediterranean trade hub with a
world Top 50 cargo airport in
Milan and port in Gioia Tauro.
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Middle East/Africa
The Arabian Peninsula has been party to considerable
development and growth in the past decade, with the United
Arab Emirates, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia
benefiting from more liberal economies. But the absence of
major domestic export industries created a risky imbalance that
threatens future growth. And the U.S. military’s drawdown in Iraq
and Afghanistan will similarly impact freight volumes and revenue
moving through the region.
The 2011 Arab Spring uprisings in North Africa and the Middle
East cast the region in a new light as social and political reform
continue to shape economic transformation. Despite current
volatility, Europe recently reached out to Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco,
and Jordan in an effort to grow trade alliances and likely inroads
into a new continent — Africa.
The last frontier for economic development remains mired in
political instability, war, and poverty. Africa’s wealth of natural
resources has lured China to prospect new sourcing locations,
which will only stimulate further interest from around the world.
African nations now confront the task of working together to
coordinate transportation networks so they can begin to compete
as a continent.

FDI:	U.S. Foreign Direct
Investment, 2010
T:

Transportation
Infrastructure

I:

IT Competency

B:

Business Culture

X:

X-Factor

All amounts in $US billions.

United Arab
Emirates
Egypt

SCORE

GDP:

$232

EXPORTS:

$28

IMPORTS: $57.00
FDI 2010:

$12

3

T I B X

2 1 1 -1

X-FACTOR Despite
recent development
around the Suez–
a critical valve in the Eurasian
trade–recent political upheaval
has only exposed the country’s
social inequalities.

GDP:

$358

EXPORTS:

$265

IMPORTS:

$186

FDI 2010:

$4

SCORE

6

T I B X

3210

The Emirates is the
Middle East’s shining
star in terms of
transport, with two ports and an
airport among the world’s Top 50.
Questions remain how the
economy will fare in the long term
given its lack of diversified
industries.
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A Unique Perspective
From the Pacific Rim to the Atlantic basin and all of the oceans in
between, COSCO uses a half century of experience sailing the
world to help you move containerized cargo quickly, securely and
cost effectively.
With one of the world’s largest fleets and equally vast resources
for simplifying the logistics challenge, COSCO has advanced the
science of supply chain efficiency far beyond the port, customizing
and streamlining the process exactly to your requirements.
Find the value in a relationship with COSCO. Call our North
American headquarters or one of the hundreds of local COSCO
representatives worldwide today.
Ship with Confidence. Ship with COSCO.

New for
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China

Asia
China’s role in shaping
the Asian market continues
to evolve. A new regime in
North Korea is looking to
its northern neighbor as
an example of “Communist
capitalism.” Japan, facing
uncertainties in the aftermath
of the 2011 earthquake
and tsunami, called for
greater communication and
integration with China to
expand trade interests. South
Korea, meanwhile, sees its
recent free trade agreement
with the United States
as a means to draw more
investment from both Japan
and China as it stimulates
business and job growth.
While China remains a
top target for offshore
manufacturing, it is adapting
to global shifts in demand.
Declining exports to North
America and Europe stirred
domestic consumption, more
aggressive infrastructure
projects, and further
development of domestic
industries such as aerospace.
These progressions paved the
way for the U.S. and other
foreign companies to make
tentative overtures selling
products and services into an
otherwise isolationist market.
As China’s manufacturing
costs increase and production
moves farther inland — thereby
raising transportation
spend — Southeast Asia is
becoming an alternative
location for cheaper labor.

SCORE

GDP: $6,989
EXPORTS: $1,897
IMPORTS: $1,664
FDI 2010:

$115

7

T I B X

3 22 0

The government
continues to pull
strings as dropping
export demand is channeled into
domestic development and
growth. The country continues an
aggressive path building its own
industries.

India

SCORE

GDP: $1,843
EXPORTS:

$298

IMPORTS:

$451

FDI 2010:

$27

6

T I B X

2 12 1

X-FACTOR The
country is counting on
more liberal FDI rules
to help grow logistics expertise
and spur market growth. On the
transportation side, railroad
development between ports and
hinterland industrial pockets is
critical.

Singapore
GDP:

$267

EXPORTS:

$432

IMPORTS:

$387

FDI 2010:

$106

SCORE

9

T I B X

4 3 3 -1

X-FACTOR Heavily
reliant on global trade
flows, and home to the
top container port in the world, it
has felt the full impact of the
global recession. Political stability
has kept FDI fluid.

Thailand

SCORE

GDP:

$339

EXPORTS:

$244

IMPORTS:

$215

FDI 2010:

$13

5

T I B X

3 11 0

Severe flooding
capped growth in 2011,
and had a great impact
on high-tech manufacturers
sourcing components. But the
country is expected to fully
rebound with the help of a Top 50
airport and port.

Malaysia

SCORE

GDP:

$248

EXPORTS:

$213

IMPORTS:

$168

FDI 2010:

$16

6

T I B X

3 21 0

Outside of Singapore,
Malaysia commands
the most U.S. FDI in
the region. But the country’s
reliance on commodity exports
makes it highly vulnerable to
global price fluctuations.

Vietnam

SCORE

GDP:

$122

EXPORTS:

$97

IMPORTS:

$104

FDI 2010:

0.623

4

T I B X

2 11 0

China’s inflationary
trajectory has created
a void for new low-cost
labor countries in Southeast Asia,
and Vietnam is capitalizing. Ho
Chi Minh is a new entrant among
the world’s Top 50 cargo ports.
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Southeast Asia
India’s recent decision to ease FDI rules is expected to
unleash a flood of pent-up demand from foreign companies
seeking an inside track into one of the world’s largest
consuming populations. The government’s strategy is aimed
at triggering more domestic competition while raising the
standard of transportation and logistics performance. India’s
transportation capabilities, especially from coastal ports to
inland manufacturing and consumer pockets, are still largely
antiquated.
Elsewhere, Southeast Asian countries find themselves
in a purple patch courting foreign demand for low-cost
manufacturing. Chinese inflation has only raised the profile
of countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and the
Philippines. While recent tsunamis and floods have devastated
supply chains concentrated there, ports and airports are welldeveloped, even if inland transportation remains lacking.
On the downside, as the European debt crisis continues to
unfold, less-developed markets reliant on exports will feel the
pinch.

South Korea
GDP: $1,164
EXPORTS:

$559

IMPORTS:

$525

FDI 2010:

$30

SCORE

8

T I B X

3 31 1

X-FACTOR The free
trade agreement with
the United States will
likely have a positive effect on FDI
growth in South Korea – which at
$30 billion, lags behind Japan,
Hong Kong, China, and Singapore.

Japan

SCORE

GDP: $5,855
EXPORTS:

$801

IMPORTS:

$795

FDI 2010:

$113

7

T I B X

4 3 2 -2

X-FACTOR New
construction and
companies making up
for lost manufacturing output are
helping to stimulate the economy
in the near term. Growth is driven
by domestic demand, which begs
to question long-term stability.

Philippines

FDI:	U.S. Foreign Direct
Investment, 2010
T:

Transportation
Infrastructure

I:

IT Competency

B:

Business Culture

X:

X-Factor

GDP:

$216

EXPORTS:

$54

IMPORTS:

$69

FDI 2010:

$6

SCORE

5

T I B X

3 11 0

An emerging offshore
logistics hotspot with a
Top 50 cargo port and
airport in Manila, the
Philippines has thus far
weathered the global recession
favorably.

Taiwan

SCORE

GDP:

$505

EXPORTS:

$325

IMPORTS:

$299

FDI 2010:

$21

8

T I B X

3 32 0

Taiwan’s high-tech
manufacturing niche is
expected to keep the
economy on solid footing. China’s
overtures and the country’s
muddled political status are
backdrop concerns.

All amounts in $US billions.
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Wo
by
Joseph
O’Reilly

M

obile phone manufacturer Nokia recently
announced plans to shift smartphone assembly from Finland, Hungary, and Mexico to Asia,
offering a telling example of how global companies are adapting their supply chains to variable
trade winds. The Finnish company aims to refocus lower-value activities closer to component
sources, thereby increasing supply chain responsiveness and
reducing total landed logistics costs. Value-added assembly and
logistics functions will remain largely in Europe.
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Continental instability, national volatility,
and economic vulnerability force shippers
to put their own spin on global challenges.

l
d
TURNS
“We are aligning our manufacturing strategy to
increase competitiveness,” says Nokia spokesperson
Mona Kokkonen. “We need to optimize our manufacturing operations so we can collaborate more
closely with suppliers and be more responsive to customers’ needs.”
Pulling jobs out of Finland couldn’t have been an
easy decision for the world’s largest mobile phone
maker, whose lineage in the country dates back to
the 19th century. And while Nokia has stuck to the

company line justifying its realignment, other factors were likely considered.
The company, ranked third in global smartphone
production behind Samsung and Apple, has had its
eye on Asia for some time. In 2011, it announced
plans to open a new Vietnam factory, which will
join existing operations in China, India, and Korea.
Increasing demand among Asia’s growing middle
class for smartphone products may also be driving
Nokia’s decision.
March 2012 • Inbound Logistics 69
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The corporation’s predicament is by
no means unique. Other multinational
companies in the United States and
around the world have been equally
influenced by changes in the global
economy – contraction and isolationism in Asia, the Eurozone debt crisis,
the South American enigma, and recurring political and social volatility in the
Middle East and North Africa.
The importance of supply chain

As part of its strategy to align lower-value
activities closer to component sources,
Nokia is shifting smartphone operations
from Finland, Hungary, and Mexico to Asia.

a lig nment – matching supply to
demand signals, contingency planning and redundancy, and balancing
go-to-market growth opportunities
with supply-side sourcing needs – has
only grown in scope. Global distribution networks must be fluid
to accommodate unpredictability.
Considering current world events, it’s
not difficult to understand why.

From a global perspective, China
remains the red elephant in the corporate boardroom. The country’s
explosive economic growth from a
primary offshore manufacturing destination to an emerging second-world
export market has turned supply
chains on end.
China managed to isolate itself, to a
great degree, from the prolonged recession that gripped the United States.

Government mandates to steer production output inward, and stimulate
domestic consumption, infrastructure
development, and industrial growth
helped the country adjust when U.S.
imports began to run dry, bringing
greater balance to imports and exports.
Europe’s more recent financial crisis, however, has had a greater sting.
It became China’s foremost trading
partner, responsible for 25 percent of
all exports. Now there is concern that
Chinese economic contraction – natural or orchestrated – will have a major

impact on smaller Asian countries that
rely heavily on exports, especially to
the mainland.
While U.S. companies are still heavily invested in China, machinations
in play are slowly drawing interest to
other boutique sourcing options.
“Higher wage rates along China’s
east coast, escalating fuel costs, and
an ongoing shift in favor of fast, agile
supply chains that avoid inventory carrying costs and enable quick responses
to market conditions will yield two
important results,” says George Brown,
CEO and co-founder of Blue Canyon
Partners, a Chicago consultancy.
“First, more of China’s manufacturing will move to the western part of the
country, a remote region where labor
costs remain relatively low and logistics
infrastructure is less developed.
“Second, production will shift to
other countries,” Brown continues. “In
some cases, it will move back to North
America, which creates an opportunity
for Mexico to capture business. In other
cases, the shift will be to alternate lowcost Asian locations, such as Vietnam
and Thailand.”

Evolving Economies
This manufacturing migration has
been occurring in China and elsewhere
in Asia over the past few years, as countries slowly evolve their economies.
“China has a 50-year runway to get
from third- to second-world, then
another 50 years from second- to
first-world – much like Hong Kong’s
transition from low-tech apparel to
high-tech products, and now financial services,” says David Morgan, CEO
of Pleasanton, Calif.-based third-party
logistics provider D.W. Morgan.
“Vietnam’s low-cost labor is now
highly regarded, and coastal Chinese
cities such as Shenzhen and Shanghai
have become second-world,” he adds.
“They want to consume want they
are making.”
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Asia’s transformation is also changing the way global companies look at
export growth opportunities. It used
to be a continent of 3.5 billion workers;
now it has 3.5 billion consumers.
Some American supply chains that
were previously weighted for import
volumes are rebalancing as Asia’s appetite for U.S.-sourced agriculture and
consumer goods grows. And for the
minority of wholesale and retail companies that have been allowed the
privilege to sell into these markets, the
potential is enormous.
Walmart has increased its stake
in China with a controlling interest
in e-commerce Web site Yihaodian.
Amazon is making a similar play in
India, thanks to the government’s
recent decision to liberalize its foreign

investment policies. Nokia is also well
aware of this reality, especially as it
looks to be more competitive in the
smartphone market.
But cultural and regulatory barriers
to entry still exist. Only multinationals
with clout – and intellectual collateral – can even fathom the notion of
penetrating the Chinese market.
“India is most receptive to bringing
in products to build its infrastructure,
whereas China will bring products in
to copy them,” says Morgan.
Then there are transportation and
logistics concerns. Amazon’s entry
into India is largely predicated on
fulfilling back-end support for the
country’s fledgling e-commerce industry – which, in the long run, may pay
huge dividends.

3PLs and forwarders are less inclined
to broker services to local trucking
companies and warehouses for obvious security, cost, and customer service
concerns. Instead, many are investing
in worker training and putting their
own assets on the ground as an added
measure of assurance and insurance.
When the retail rush eventually peaks,
the clever proprietors selling their
transportation assets and logistics tools
will ultimately strike gold.
Europe Confronts Change
Developments in Asia resulting from
North America’s lingering recession
and the Eurozone debt crisis are circling back to Western economies such
as Germany. From an air cargo perspective, China has become a challenge
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WORLD
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TURNS

for Frankfurt-based airline Lufthansa
Cargo. The country’s increasing isolationism and economic contraction
has precipitated a noticeable change in
freight flows.
“China is our biggest headache at the
moment,” says Nils Haupt, director of

Morgan. “As Asia rises, Europe is falling because of economic policies.
Governments either enable or discourage the right environment, and many
in Europe aren’t allowing for potential growth.”
For Eastern Europe and Russia, this

value attached to certain verticals and
products. Nokia, for example, pushed
low-value, labor-intensive jobs to Asia
while keeping value-added aspects of
its smartphone assembly operations
in Europe.
“It makes sense for a phone maker

More China manufacturing is expected to
migrate to the western part of the country,
a remote region with low labor costs and
less-developed logistics infrastructure.

characterization is an understatement.
Russia remains a monolith in terms
of economic policy. Countries in the
Eastern Bloc have long been touted as
the next hot region for offshore investment. That has yet to become reality.
“If Eastern European governments
would loosen up regulations, they’d
unlock the ability for people to engage
in the economic mainstream,” Morgan
says. “Eastern Europe’s residents will
ultimately become consumers because
there are so many people. It’s on the
same path as Southeast Asia.”
Elsewhere in the Eurozone, there
is far more uncertainty, which places
pressure on U.S. businesses operating
there to either act or stay the course. In
terms of competition for manufacturing and distribution, decision-making
is ultimately contingent on the type of
activity and the requisite skill set and

such as Nokia to locate assembly closer
to manufacturing or component supply,” says Grant Opperman, president
and chief strategy officer, D.W. Morgan.
“On the other hand, companies making high-end goods are concerned
with where their engineering talent is,
regardless of economic conditions.
“For biotechnology, that base may be
in the United Kingdom or France, so
companies will be reluctant to chase
dollars around the globe,” he says. “It’s
a decision you can’t make with a broad
brush stroke.”
Political, social, and economic stability have now become premiums in
terms of site selection due diligence,
raising new questions that were previously unthinkable. For example,
within Europe’s various economic
microclimates, France is the most natural distribution point. But cultural

communications, Lufthansa Cargo.
“This market has declined sharply for
Europe and Germany. We saw significant freight decreases during the last
four months of 2011. A lot more capacity is going to China, so demand and
yields have dropped.”
Unlike other European countries,
Germany has managed to deflect recessionary effects by stimulating private
investment, cutting taxes, growing jobs
while reducing labor hours – its unemployment rate is at a record low – and
expanding non-EU exports. The rest
of the story on the continent is far
less favorable.
“Europe’s economic environment is
forcing people to look outside,” says
72 Inbound Logistics • March 2012
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and labor restrictions make it a difficult
place to do business. The same considerations hold true for countries that
have progressive economic policies.
“We operate in Switzerland, but not
because of its factories,” says Morgan.
“In Asia, Singapore and Hong Kong are
comparable examples. Objectively, it
doesn’t make sense to manufacture in
those countries. But when you factor
in stability, tax structure, accounting
standards, and management talent, you
can accept less optimal manufacturing
costs for certain products and verticals.”
South American Speculation
While Asia is still the primary
concer n for globe -t rot t i ng U. S.
compa nies a nd Europea n countries separating themselves from

the Eurozone crisis, South America
remains the unanswered question, eliciting optimism and doubt, depending
on perspective.
“South America, and Brazil in particular, is a very big focus for Lufthansa
Cargo,” says Haupt. “We have begun
two weekly flights to Manaus in the
Amazon jungle, which has a free trade
zone, in addition to existing service to
São Paulo and Curitiba.”
Haupt views Brazil as a strong market
for both imports and exports, specifically for the high-tech and automotive
industries. With the country poised
to host both the 2014 World Cup and
2016 Summer Olympics, infrastructure development will be a necessity.
Lufthansa will experience increasing
competition from cargo carriers such as

Emirates, which has direct flights from
Frankfurt to São Paulo.
“At the moment, it’s a good market
for air cargo,” says Haupt.
Others are less convinced. Morgan
acknowledges that Brazil is the powerhouse of the South A merican
market, with an abundant workforce
and energy resources. But its biggest
impediments are bureaucracy and a
prohibitive regulatory environment.
These concerns are magnified throughout the continent.
“South America is not ready to play
in the global economy,” says Morgan.
“It’s insular, with hidden economies,
and you can’t easily ship across single borders. Countries don’t want to
play together to advance their own
self-interests.”
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WORLD

AS THE

TURNS

Opperman offers a telling example
of the difficulties companies encounter
when trying to ship freight across geographical and political barriers in South
America. “To ship products from Brazil
to countries such as Chile, Uruguay, or
Argentina, it’s easier to send it to Miami,
then transport it back south,” he says.
Whether or not this sentiment holds
true, it’s clear that South America’s
predicament mirrors that of Europe’s
financial crisis, where individual
countries are competing against the
failures of the bloc to raise their own
self-interests.
Brazil is the obvious leader. Chile
and Colombia – with its recent U.S. Free

connections, technology infrastructure,
and cultural assimilation continue to
slowly improve.
Continental Rifts,
Supply Chain Shifts
The same can’t be said for stability in
the Middle East and North Africa. The
region holds little manufacturing and
sourcing appeal for global companies.
Distribution capabilities have quickly
evolved in the Arabian Peninsula,
largely to serve consumption demand
in its many tourist oases.
Current tension in the area, however,
has raised fears among oil shippers that
important trade corridors such as the

Asia’s transformation is changing the
way global companies look at export
growth opportunities. It used to be a
continent of 3.5 billion workers; now it
has 3.5 billion consumers.
Trade Agreement and connections to
China – have similarly separated from
the field.
But in the short-term, most attention will migrate north to the Panama
Canal Zone – where U.S. East and Gulf
Coast interests have been busy developing infrastructure to accommodate
New Panamax vessels – and, ultimately, Mexico.
U.S. companies considering nearshoring opportunities can’t ignore
Mexico’s proximity to major domestic markets. And in spite of recurring
border violence in Monterrey and
Juárez, businesses are simply moving
farther south, where transportation

Suez Canal could be shut down. While
freight moving between Asia and
Europe would be similarly disrupted,
the greater concern is how re-routing
tankers around the Cape of Good Hope
might influence global fuel prices.
“Fuel prices have increased over the
past year, and the current political
issues in Iran and the Strait of Hormuz
have created uncertainty,” says Haupt.
“Fuel represents approximately 25 percent of our total costs, and it’s difficult
to cover that with fuel surcharges.
Shippers and freight forwarders are
looking closely at these increases.”
Along with fuel consumption and
costs, lack of consistency in security

and environmental standards pose an
obstacle for shippers. “We still don’t
have harmonized legislation on a
global scale,” Haupt notes.
This variability provides a backdrop
for even more global economic change
as China’s middle class – and India’s
and Brazil’s, to lesser degrees – continues to expand over the next decade.
“ M o r e m a nu f a c t u r i n g c ap a city will be oriented toward meeting
such demand,” says George Brown.
“Significant changes in logistics patterns will emerge to connect to these
new demand centers, and as existing
factories shift their attention and new
sources emerge to serve demand in
the West.”
This means sourcing, manufacturing, contract manufacturing, and
selling locations will continue to be
moving targets – and so will distribution networks that flex to new supply
and demand patterns.
Nokia closed down a smartphone
factory in Bochum, Germany, in
2008 because it was building a new
facility in Jucu, Romania. Its reason was that production would be
moved to more competitive plants in
Europe. Yet before the company’s most
recent European closures in Finland
and Hungary, the Jucu factory was
downsized as well – after three years
of operation.
A statement former General Electric
CEO Jack Welch made during a television interview in 1998 puts this all
in perspective. When asked for his
outlook on the coming year, Welch
replied: “Ideally, you’d have every plant
you own on a barge to move with currencies and changes in the economy.
You can’t do that, but the job of a company is to be agile and to capitalize on
these opportunities.”
As global economic trends continue
to shift, shippers will have to adapt
their supply chains accordingly.
n
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Ocean Carriers & NVOCCs

weathering ma
Capacity gains in ocean container
shipping continue to outpace demand.
Here’s how shippers, carriers, and
intermediaries ride out market
volatility and uncertainty.

by Perry A. Trunick

Marketplace volatility caught ocean
carriers, non-vessel-operating common
carriers (NVOCCs), and other intermediaries in its torrent, and could rain
down fundamental changes in how
shippers perform global freight movements. What the future looks like is
still an open question.
Like many other transportation sectors, ocean shipping has seen its share
of consolidation. The barriers to entry

have never been small, but the current
economy’s ebbs and flows have raised
the ante.
Bill Woodaur, senior vice president for container shipping company
Maersk Line, acknowledges the heightened role ocean shipping plays in the
global economy. “Ocean shipping has
become the standard for connecting
trading partners from different geographies,” he notes.
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rket volatility

From the 1950s through the 1990s,
the marine industry experienced rapid
growth. That has changed. “Carriers
are no longer able to buy a $100-million ship on a speculative basis, which
they could do when growth was 10 percent per year,” says Woodaur. “Today,
with annual growth between two and
four percent, ocean carriers have to
come up with the money first, then be
very sure they can utilize that asset.”

Despite its heavy commitment to
long-term assets such as vessels, the
ocean freight industry is also driven
by short-term market changes. “Events
in the short-term markets have a great
impact on the bottom line relative to
those long-term assets,” Woodaur says.
Growth patterns are changing, not
only because of the economic downturn but because the market is starting
to mature in the East-West trades. “The

average carrier’s asset deployment is
55 percent in the Asia-Europe and
Trans-Pacific lanes; some are as high
as 70 percent,” says Woodaur. “Service
of fer ings are becoming blur red
and commoditized.”
Rick Wenn, vice president of business
development for Hong Kong-based container shipping carrier OOCL, agrees.
“2009 was the worst year on record for
container shipping; the industry lost
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$20 billion,” he says. “During 2010, dealt with the currency factor. While
demand picked up as retailers restocked. slow-steaming (reducing the speed at
which ships move in order to cut fuel
But vessel capacity did not keep up with
customer demand, resulting in equip- consumption) cut fuel costs, those savings were largely offset by adding more
ment and space shortages, prolonged
strings to maintain weekly schedules.”
delays, and pricing volatility.”
Even with some marginal improveImproved Efficiency
ments, “container volumes today
As an industry, ocean carriers cite
are still less than they were in 2006,”
Wenn adds. “Capacity gains in 2012 vs. significant efficiency improvements.
“Carriers have done an excellent job
2011 outweigh capacity withdrawals.”
It sounds like the capacity pendu- of managing costs,” says Tuthill. “We
have reduced slot costs and become
lum is swinging back in the shipper’s

“Carriers haven’t focused enough on
value. We should be improving speed to
market, adding IT services, and delivering
products to shippers more efficiently.”
— Greg Tuthill, NYK Line
favor, but the key will be in how ocean
carriers deploy their assets. “As mega
ships leverage economies of scale
in the uncertain Asia-Europe trade,
smaller vessels will cascade into the
Trans-Pacific, North Atlantic, and
north-south routes,” says Wenn. “The
potential conflict between capacity and demand brings volatility
and uncertainty.”
Container revenues have dropped,
while carrier costs rose dramatically,
explains Wenn. The average revenue
per twenty-foot-equivalent unit (TEU)
declined seven percent, while transportation and fuel costs spiked.
“The U.S. import market averaged
$1,600 per TEU, and that number
hasn’t noticeably changed in the past
12 years,” says Greg Tuthill, senior vice
president, sales and marketing, for shipping company NYK Line. “Recently,
however, we’ve seen rate vacillation.
Ocean carriers need to look at that and
identify ways to structurally change
the way we enter contracts and conduct business.”
“In 2011, carrier costs increased about
$250 per TEU,” adds Wenn. “Fuel and
transportation expenses rose, and we

more efficient. We also offer broader
service coverage and frequency.”
Alliances among carriers are also
part of the improvement. “Over the
past 10 years, we have achieved efficiency gains through alliances,” Tuthill
adds. “These partnerships bring down
costs, improve efficiencies, and broaden
port coverage, while eliminating the
investment constraints of trying to
operate independently.”
The larger containerships offer some
efficiencies for operators, but they also
introduce more volatility to the market. “Because 13,000-TEU ships have
a 30-percent lower cost per TEU than
8,000-TEU ships, smaller ship operators are leveraged out of the market by
competitive ships with larger scales of
economy,” explains Wenn. “Smaller
ship owners are unable to make margin
at lower costs.”
So, if ship technology has improved
and new processes have enhanced
operations, why can’t ocean carriers
earn a decent profit?
“Ocean carriers haven’t focused
enough on value,” Tuthill suggests.
“We should be improving speed to market, adding IT services, and delivering

products to shippers more efficiently.
“The ‘create value’ proposition is an
opportunity for carriers,” he adds. “We
have a lot to gain by focusing on value.”
“Poor customer forecasting is another
issue,” says Wenn. “Shipper forecasts
help carriers achieve better asset utilization. We need to communicate better
with shippers and openly share information so we can meet their demands.”
Aligning vessel capacity to meet
demand outlook, with quicker decision-making to synchronize carrier
activities, makes Wenn’s improvement
wish list. Accomplishing this requires
the ability to share information with
shippers and trading partners “openly,
transparently, and responsibly,” he says.
Stuart Ratray, senior vice president,
Southeast, for container shipping line
Hapag-Lloyd, would also like to see
carriers forge better and closer relations with shippers. “We should work
together to determine how to weather
market instability – for example, negotiating long-term contracts to reduce
volatility and increase stability based
on transparency and reciprocity, good
faith, and a proven record of relationships and partnerships.”
in it for the long term
How will the industry reach a convergence of long-term contracts and
fair pricing? “We need to add stability
to the contract arrangement between
the shipper and carrier,” suggests NYK’s
Tuthill. These contracts will require
provisions for consequences and adjustments along the way.
“Four things drive our business – supply and demand externally, and
economy of scale and asset utilization internally,” notes OOCL’s Wenn.
“Carriers with big, full ships can
make money.
“As far as forecasting is concerned,
every time we don’t profile a vessel in
a buoyant market, we miss an opportunity,” Wenn adds. “Customers might
hoard capacity that they won’t use,
while four other customers waiting in
line would love to have that space.
“One initiative is to penalize
customers who do not provide forecasting or who don’t perform when
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The forecast for forecasting
Forecasting is also a hot button for
Matthew Sarfity, director of procurement Americas, for global third-party
logistics provider (3PL) Geodis Wilson.
“Shippers are challenged in their ability to acquire accurate forecast data
and communicate it to carriers,” he
says. “On the carrier side, demand for
space helps keep rates up. But when, for
example, shippers have multiple facilities booking volumes based on what
they think they need, then making
changes, it affects carrier capacity and
pricing. After it happens a few times,
the carrier will release that space.”
Sarfity offers the example of a company with five facilities. Each facility
negotiates 20 containerloads with
five different carriers. When the time
comes to ship those goods, the volumes
aren’t there and the shipments get consolidated onto one carrier, leaving four
carriers without expected volumes.
“That’s tough to manage, whether it
is in a single organization or through
five different companies,” says Sarfity.
An intermediary such as an NVOCC
or freight forwarder can play a role in
helping to monitor and adjust those
bookings, he suggests.
Carriers have continued to cooperate with each other to reduce cost.
“But, this has led to service commoditization,” Sarfity says. “Services that
used to be differentiated now look very
much alike. Carriers are going back to
their roots and concentrating on ocean
services. Many services have stopped or
deteriorated, and one role of intermediaries is to close that gap for shippers.”
Intermediaries will continue to focus
on rates. “Pricing is the main value
intermediaries bring to their small
and medium-sized shipper customers,”
says Sarfity. “Pricing is less a factor for
larger shippers who have the volumes
to negotiate.”
The same pricing clout accrues
to intermediaries. Fragmentation
of the intermediary segment led to

PHOTO: Port of Hong Kong

they book shipments,” he says. “But
we’d like to be more proactive than
that, and strive for closer cooperation
and communication.”

Capacity gains outpace demand in container shipping, causing volatility and uncertainty
in the market. Average carrier asset deployment is 55 percent in the Asia-Europe and
Trans-Pacific trades.

some large players with dominant
roles commanding freight volumes
that get the attention of carrier pricing departments.
One global 3PL that fits this model
is CEVA Logistics. When it acquired
Eagle Global Logistics (EGL) in 2007,
CEVA handled very little ocean freight,
admits John Pattullo, CEO.
EGL had lower profitability than the
best forwarders because those forwarders had well-defined processes in place.
But, CEVA intends to become a top-five
freight forwarder, Pattulo says, and has

made investments in people and systems to accomplish that goal.
With the ambition of becoming a
major force in the forwarding arena,
CEVA already serves a stable of 50,000
customers. But, the 3PL plans to concentrate on bigger customers and
increase CEVA’s share of their logistics spend. CEVA’s top 100 customers
represent 55 percent of the company’s
business, but CEVA represents only five
percent of their logistics spend, Pattullo
explains. Enhancing forwarder operations is one way to boost that business.
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With the entire ocean freight indus- One of the key ocean carriers on the NorthSouth trade route, Hamburg Süd has
try calling for more discipline and
made efficiency improvements to enhance
stability, some segments won’t settle
service in a volatile market.
down any time soon. But intermediaries are also undergoing transformation. Then he asked, “Do you have a com“Global log istics suppliers are
pany employee who goes to work for
melding,” says Andrew Spector, a trans- the NVO?” They all laughed, because,
portation attorney with Arnall Golden
he says, “of course, none of them did.”
Gregory LLP, a law firm in Atlanta, Now, it’s the NVO that is offering
Miami, and Washington, DC. “They
these services.
promise they can do it all: 3PL, 4PL,
“Pure NVO services mirror ocean
domestic transportation, import/export
carrier offerings,” explains Spector.
Coping With Volatility
“From my perspective, ocean capac- compliance – whatever shippers want “But when an NVO combines operations with other services, their role
ity seems to be controlled in concert,” them to do.”
gets murky.” And murky is what keeps
notes one mid-sized forwarder. “At
That type of intermediary never
Spector in business.
one point, most carriers were reduc- existed before, says Spector. “When
When a service provider wants to
ing capacity in an effort to raise rates. companies offered just domestic
This happened to such an extent that it
trucking, for example, shippers could “do it all,” there are gaps in knowledge,
appeared to be an overt exercise in col- understand what they did,” he says. says Spector, because it didn’t handle
those services in the past. Like peolusion. Then, in the fourth quarter of “The maritime sector was always that
ple, a business repeats its habits – for
2011, again in concert, the bottom fell
way; service providers and shippers
out of export rates, particularly to the
knew that world.” Today, however, the
example, a domestic company starts
Pacific Rim.
modern players are “a new animal,” offering international services, but tries
“Effective March 1, 2012, numer- blending all services into one entity, to conduct business the domestic way.
ous carriers implemented general
he adds.
“They return to their comfort zone,”
rate increases,” he says. “Carrier rates
In a recent presentation to a mari- explains Spector.
and capacity will be determined by
time group, Spector asked, “How many
It’s important for shippers to know
a ‘pull’ scenario, thus eliminating
of you have an NVOCC operation in
what service they are engaging, and
rate stability.”
your company?” Every hand shot up. that the lines may blur when using a
“Our relationships with ocean lines
used to be tactical and transactional,”
says Pattullo. “But we have started to
build proper partnerships, and they’re
now talking seriously about our target lanes. We introduced a trade lane
structure where we focus on building
business on particular lanes. We can’t
claim to be a forwarding company and
not have a strong ocean business.”
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multi-service intermediary.
The stakes can be high. Spector
argued a case where the distinction
between NVOCC and freight forwarder
came into play. In Prima US Inc. v.
Panalpina, Panalpina was contracted as
a freight forwarder to handle an international project move of an oversized
load. The cargo was improperly secured
and caused damages to other property
on the vessel during the ocean voyage.
Panalpina’s customary arrangement with the cargo’s beneficial owner
was to act as a freight forwarder. But,
Panalpina had made a statement that
the shipment “will receive, door-todoor, our close care and supervision.”
A lower court interpreted this statement to mean that Panalpina was
acting as a carrier or NVOCC, and
ruled the company liable for the damages. On appeal, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit ruled
that Panalpina acted as a forwarder and
had no liability for damages.
Panalpina had not issued a house
bill of lading or performed other steps

that would have been consistent with
acting as an NVOCC. And the reassuring language about close care and
supervision did not change that fact,
Spector argued.
Yet, it shouldn’t come as a surprise
when an intermediary becomes a carrier, he points out. Companies grow by
transitioning from facilitator to service
provider. It’s logical that on transportation moves, an intermediary could be
performing a carrier function, whether
it thinks it is or not.
Lawyers would advise intermediaries to maintain those distinctions,
and list arranging fees and document
fees as separate line items, says Spector.
“But the bill for a $500 freight move just
went up by $300. And that’s where it
becomes a contradiction,” says Spector.
Is he e xag gerat i ng? Maer sk’s
Woodaur equates it to the dilemma of
slow steaming. If a carrier is delayed enroute and won’t hit its schedule, should
it speed up and burn more fuel to make
the schedule or continue at the prescribed speed and arrive late?

“Fuel comprises the majority of a
vessel’s operating costs and variable
expenses,” Woodaur says. “Slow steaming could end tomorrow, but then rates
would have to rise significantly. Bunker
fuel costs about $750 per ton. Back
when schedules were faster, prices fell
between $175 and $225 a ton. When
customers ask about not slow steaming, we tell them what it would cost.
That’s part of the transparency needed
between shippers and carriers.”
The ocean freight landscape is
changing, but slowly. The demands
of volatile markets and the structural
changes taking place in the industry
suggest a much clearer dialog between
shippers and carriers is needed, as
Woodaur and others insist.
Both carriers and intermediaries
face a challenge. “There is an opportunity to take what could be a cluster of
sameness and break it down into differentiated service,” Woodaur explains.
“All partners play a critical role in capitalizing on this oppportunity. We need
to make sure that we create value.” n
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South
Carolina
Invested in
Logistics
Excellence

Businesses reap big
benefits when they locate
manufacturing facilities
in South Carolina, an
established leader in
logistics, supply chain,
and distribution.
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South Carolina

Invested in Logistics Excellence

A network of five major interstates and
state-maintained highways supports truck
traffic throughout South Carolina.

South Carolina’s economy is thriving like the
palmetto palm trees that line the state’s coast.
In 2011, more than 20,000 new jobs were created
in the Palmetto State, representing a $5.2-billion
investment.
The state’s logistics sector helps fuel this
powerful economic engine. In the past year,
South Carolina has seen $229 million in
capital investment and thousands of jobs
created by distribution and logistics companies alone.
“Transportation, distribution, and
logistics are vital to South Carolina’s economy,” says South Carolina Secretary of
Commerce Robert M. Hitt III. “The state
recognizes the need for constant investment to maintain the sector’s vibrancy and
help businesses grow and compete.”

To support that effort, South Carolina’s
Department of Commerce has joined the
newly formed TDL Council, a partnership program led by New Carolina, South
Carolina’s Council on Competitiveness.
Other champions of the program are South
Carolina Department of Transportation
Secretary Robert St. Onge, South Carolina
State Ports Authority CEO Jim Newsome,
and Alliance Consulting Engineers
President Deepal Eliatamby.
“The Department of Commerce is
focused on creating jobs and having an

impact through a team approach,” says
Hitt. “Building strong relationships helps
us make that impact.”
The TDL Council brings together public and private sector leaders to compete
for jobs, investment, and industry leadership. The Council identifies and eliminates
major industry obstacles to competitiveness, drives solutions to address these
issues, and helps direct focused investment
of public sector funds. The TDL Council
will develop its growth plan in phases over
the next several years.
Hitt cites progress on a new port terminal in North Charleston and a boom
in distribution center construction as key
factors positioning the state for a wealth of
potential new port business. This growth
will ignite the TDL cluster when widening
of the Panama Canal is completed in 2014.
The building blocks for South Carolina’s
logistics leadership have long been in place.
They begin with geography. But the state’s
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South Carolina

Invested in Logistics Excellence

ideal location midway between New York
City and Miami would count for little if
not for the transportation assets that take
full advantage of South Carolina’s spot on
the map:
■■ Interstate highways I-85, I-26, I-77,
I-95, and I-20, along with another 41,000
miles of state-maintained highways, put
trucks on the road in every direction.
■■ Five primary airports give shippers
access to a commercial airport within one
hour of anywhere in the state.
■■ Rail service in every metropolitan
area enables movement of some 50 million
tons of freight across the state annually.
■■ The Port of Charleston already features the deepest water in the Southeast
region, and will serve as an even more

important gateway to the world as it deepens its channels to accommodate increased
Panama Canal traffic (see sidebar, page 88).
But South Carolina doesn’t rely on its
geography alone to remain at the head
of the pack. The state’s government does
all it can to capitalize on its geographic
advantages.
“South Carolina is an easy state to
work with,” says Bruce Mantz, executive vice president, ADS Logistic Services,
an Edison, N.J.-based third-party logistics (3PL) provider that operates a facility
in Gaffney, S.C. “Government representatives are accessible and willing to help.
The bureaucratic red tape businesses often
encounter in other states isn’t a problem in
South Carolina.”

On the Road in South Carolina
Thanks to South Carolina’s extensive highway system, shippers can quickly get products on the
road to just about anywhere. Five major interstates traverse the state, providing easy access
to its many warehousing and distribution hubs.
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On Track with Rail Services

The state’s railway assets – CSX
Transportation, Norfolk Southern, and
seven affiliated and combined rail
lines – are enhanced by an example of outstanding public-private cooperation in the
form of South Carolina Public Railways, a
division of the Department of Commerce.
Like the state’s port authority, South
Carolina Public Railways is an enterprise
agency and does not receive appropriations
from state government.
Established in 1969, the agency’s mission
is to provide safe, efficient, and cost-effective rail solutions to facilitate freight
movement and contribute to the state’s economic viability.
“South Carolina Public Railways is typically involved in rail-focused economic
development projects with the Department
of Commerce, the state port authority, and
local economic development agencies,”
explains Jeff McWhorter, South Carolina
Public Railways’ president and CEO. “We
invest in these projects if it makes economic sense for us to do so.
“The agency also provides technical assistance and consulting services in railroad
matters to state, local, and municipal governments,” he adds.
South Carolina Public Railways operates three common carrier railroads. The
Port Utility Commission of Charleston
and the Port Terminal Railroad provide
switching services to the South Carolina
Ports Authority’s terminals, interchanging with Class I railroads CSX and Norfolk
Southern. The East Cooper and Berkeley
Railroad, a shortline railroad located
in southern Berkeley County, serves
BP Chemicals and Nucor Steel.
In addition, the agency owns a railyard
in North Charleston that is leased to the
North Charleston Terminal Company, a
CSX/Norfolk Southern jointly owned
company. This yard serves MeadWestvaco,
a global packaging solutions company
with facilities in Summerville and North
Charleston, S.C., and Summerville-based
KapStone Paper and Packaging. The
agency also owns a rail spur at the Eastport
Industrial Park in Summerville, a spur line
to the Michelin Tire facility in Anderson,
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and the underlying real estate for a rail line
to the BMW plant near Spartanburg.
South Carolina Public Railways is
currently developing the $126-million
Intermodal Container Transfer Facility
(ICTF) on its North Charleston site. “The
ICTF will ensure competition among the
Class I railroads, benefiting all shippers
using the state’s port facilities,” McWhorter
says. More efficient freight rail transportation will also reduce truck traffic and
highway congestion.
Riding the Rails

Among those taking full advantage
of South Carolina’s rail access capabilities is Eastern Distribution, a full-service
warehouse management and distribution
company. Eastern Distribution owns and
operates six warehouses totaling more than
500,000 square feet of space in Greenville,
S.C., where the company is based.
With rail service provided by both CSX
and Norfolk Southern, the company benefits from access to major national and
less-than-truckload carriers. Eastern
Distribution receives, loads, and unloads
containers from the ports of Charleston
and Savannah, Ga.
“As an established company with
more than 40 years experience, Eastern
Distribution is well-situated to take advantage of shippers’ growing interest in rail
transportation as a way to cope with rising
fuel prices,” says Terrence Smith, presi-

The Port of Charleston ranks as the nation’s fourth-busiest container port, handling more than
$150 million worth of cargo daily.

dent and CEO, Eastern Distribution.
“We have many long-standing customers
because we tailor our services to meet their
unique needs,” says Smith. “We are small
enough to adapt and large enough to provide any service customers need.”
One Eastern Distribution facility, the
163,000-square-foot Warehouse K, is
designed to accommodate trains inside
the terminal, shielding high-value goods

from inclement weather. The warehouse’s
Greenville location is far enough inland
that the area is largely protected from shutdowns due to hurricanes or other adverse
weather.
All Eastern Distribution’s warehouses are
maintained to food grade and, in addition
to being rail accessible, are convenient to
I-85 and I-26.
Yet another advantage for customers

Deepening the Waters
Charleston Harbor has been a key economic driver in South Carolina for more than 300 years. With the deepest water in the region today,
Charleston offers a maintained harbor -45 feet deep at mean low tide throughout the main shipping channel and -47 feet deep in the entrance
channel. A five- to six-foot tidal lift provides even deeper access for several hours during the day.
In addition to having deep water now, the Port of Charleston is advancing a next-generation harbor deepening project. The U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers completed the project’s reconnaissance study in summer 2010 and determined that there is not only a federal interest in the further
deepening of Charleston Harbor, but also that it was most likely the best value for scarce public dollars. The project is currently in the feasibility
phase, with a commitment from the Corps to an accelerated time frame.
The post-45-foot feasibility study examines the economic benefits and environmental impacts of the deepening project and determines what depth would
be recommended for construction. The South Carolina Ports Authority has signed the cost-sharing agreement with the Corps and agreed to accelerate its half
of the study cost to the Corps to initiate the work. The Ports Authority will provide around $2 million to the Corps for ongoing work in fiscal 2012.

– South Carolina Ports Authority
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South Carolina
is that South Carolina levies no taxes on
inventory.
“Both South Carolina’s business environment and its climate offer great benefits to
warehousing,” Smith says.
Corporate Investment

With such logistics advantages, it is little wonder that some of the country’s most
impressive companies are investing heavily in South Carolina. Recent examples
include:
■■ Continental Tire the Americas, a
$500-million investment and 1,620 new
jobs in Sumter County.
■■ BMW, a $900-million investment and
300 new jobs in Spartanburg County.
■■ GKN Aerospace, a $38-million investment and 250 jobs in Orangeburg County.
■■ ZF Group, a $430-million investment
and 1,200 new jobs in Laurens County.
“These developments are game-changers
for South Carolina,” says Amy Love, director
of marketing and communications, South
Carolina Department of Commerce. “The
state is a great, exciting place to do business.”
ADS Logistic Services illustrates that
excitement. Located on a 77-acre site, the
company’s Gaffney facility features more
than 500,000 square feet of logistics processing area, offering quick throughput
with 44 dock doors and a large-capacity
containeryard for 350 trailers.
The company has expanded considerably in recent years. In addition to its
South Carolina location and two in New
Jersey, ADS now operates two facilities in
California.
This expansion has allowed ADS to
diversify its 3PL offerings. The Gaffney
facility, for example, has become a national
depot and repair center for Peco Pallet, a
leader in the North American pallet industry. ADS handles more than 100,000 pallets
per month at the location.

Invested in Logistics Excellence

cational opportunities, with particular
emphasis on technical skills.
South Carolina generates sufficient business to sustain local companies. Sunland
Distribution, for example, is a quintessential South Carolina company that focuses

reasons for South Carolina’s attractiveness to some of the world’s biggest and best
manufacturers.
In addition to its transportation infrastructure and location, the state offers an
outstanding workforce and superior edu-

Southeastern Gateway
South Carolina’s location in the middle of the Eastern Seaboard makes it an ideal site for
supply chain planners and distribution networks. The state boasts accessibility to major
East Coast cities and the South’s growing population.
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Building Big Business

“The fact that BMW and Boeing have
located plants in South Carolina reflects the
state’s appeal to global corporations,” says
Arch Thomason, CEO of Greenville-based
3PL Sunland Distribution. Thomason and
other logistics sector leaders cite several
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HAVING GREAT
CONNECTIONS.
New logistics opportunities have arrived at Greenville-Spartanburg International.
With a superior airfield infrastructure, wide-body ground support, and land ready to
be developed—we have all the resources you need to soar:
• High tech industrial clusters (aerospace, automotive, and advanced materials)
• Significant foreign direct investment
• Aggressive regional economic development initiatives & support
• Environment designed to optimize delivery time
We’re a great place to take off.

For additional information, email info@gspairport.com.
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South Carolina
South Carolina’s
Pro-Business
Environment
With one of the lowest corporate
tax rates in the nation, highly
competitive wages for workers, and
low unionization, it’s no wonder South
Carolina is consistently ranked among
the country’s most business-friendly
states.
In addition, South Carolina offers
a wealth of opportunities to help
businesses maintain low operating
costs, including:

Invested in Logistics Excellence

exclusively on the South Carolina region.
“We think there’s plenty of business right
here,” explains Thomason. “We want to be
able to drive to all our facilities. Our strategy is to own South Carolina.”
The company offers specialized services
for its South Carolina customers. “We
provide warehousing, but we also handle
hazardous materials,” Thomason says.
“Our goal is to supply solutions,” he adds.

Gateway to Everywhere

Access to the rest of the country – and the
world – is quick and easy, with airports in
every South Carolina region complementing its highway, rail, and port assets. A good
example is the Greenville-Spartanburg
International Airport, located midway
between Charlotte, N.C., and Atlanta on
the Interstate 85 corridor.
“Greenville-Spartanburg International

■■ A five-percent corporate
income tax rate
■■ No state property tax
■■ No local income tax
■■ No inventory tax
■■ No sales tax on manufacturing
equipment, industrial power, or
materials for finished products
■■ No wholesale tax

BMW plans to invest nearly $900 million and add 300 new jobs at its Spartanburg manufacturing plant in
2012. The facility has rolled out two million vehicles since beginning production in 1994.

■■ No unitary tax on worldwide profits
South Carolina also provides a variety of
customized incentive programs to meet the
needs of any company, including:
Corporate income tax credits. Job
tax, corporate headquarters, research
and development, investment, biomass
resources, and ethanol or biodiesel.
Discretionary income, license, or
withholding tax incentives. Job
development, job retraining, corporate
income tax moratorium international trade
incentive, and port volume increase.
Discretionary property tax incentives.
Negotiated fee in lieu of property tax.
Other discretionary incentives.
Apprenticeship Carolina, readySC, and
foreign trade zones.

- S.C. Department of Commerce

“We find the customer’s pain, and we find Airport is well-positioned within the souththeir solution.”
eastern United States, and connects it to the
Sunland Distribution operates more rest of the country,” says Nathan Garner,
than two million square feet of warehous- the airport’s cargo program manager.
ing and distribution space in Greenville and
“This is the commercial service airport
Charleston. With more than 200 employees, for upstate South Carolina,” Garner says.
Sunland serves about 85 clients represent- “The airport has one of the longest runing a wide variety of business sectors.
ways in the Southeast, and expansive and
As the largest locally owned 3PL in robust infrastructure. It can meet the air
South Carolina, Sunland embraces four cargo needs of companies doing business
verticals: automotive, chemical, retail, and internationally.”
import-export. “We have become a plantAmong its international cargo benefits,
support company,” says Thomason. “We’re the Greenville-Spartanburg airport offers
continuing to invest in our infrastruc- two federal inspection stations on its propture and – with the addition of our staffing erty, as well as U.S. Customs and Border
company, Sunstaff, and our transportation Protection in close proximity. The airport
services group, Landstar – we can provide also recently opened a Customs Container
beginning-to-end supply chain solutions. Freight Station. The net result is speed and
This allows Sunland to dive deeper into our efficiency for international shippers.
customers’ supply chains, providing more
For domestic freight mover Eleets
services to the same customer base. We Transportation, South Carolina represents
want to be a single-source provider.”
a land of opportunity.
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Port of Charleston Wando Terminal
Vessel to Dock Door as Quick as 90 Minutes
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“Eleets is well-positioned for growth in
the South Carolina market,” says Al Steele,
the company’s president and CEO. He cites
container drayage and domestic truckload
opportunities made possible by the upcoming Panama Canal expansion. “We operate
facilities at the Port of Charleston, as well as
in the middle of the state, with easy access
to all major interstates and rail.”
Established as a Florida corporation in
2007, Eleets Transportation has quickly
evolved. Revenues reached $120 million in
2010, and the company employs 120 people
with sales offices and trucking terminals
in nearly one dozen states. The company
operates full-service branch offices and
truck terminals in both Charleston and
Orangeburg, S.C., where it also maintains
a warehouse.
Eleets plans to continue its expansion
across North America, and has set its sights
on international markets through partnerships with non-vessel-operating common
carriers and other global transportation
services providers.
The potential for growth likewise appeals
to Performance Team, a Santa Fe Springs,
Calif.-based 3PL with warehouse facilities
in Charleston. “Our goal is to double our
size, and Southeast hubs are a key component of our plan,” says Cliff Katab, president

Invested in Logistics Excellence

In 2011, BMW exported passenger vehicles
worth $7.4 billion through the Port of
Charleston, making its Spartanburg facility
the leading U.S. automotive exporter.

of Performance Team. “The region represents one of our biggest growth areas.”
Performance Team operates a 350-truck
fleet and two million square feet of warehouse space in eight states. The company’s
South Carolina site is essential to its goal.
“Our Charleston hub is strategically
located on the Eastern Seaboard to serve
the north-to-southeast coast region,” says
Katab. “And 250,000 square feet of warehousing space extends our distribution and
consolidation services.”

The Right Environment

Yet another vital ingredient in South
Carolina’s recipe for success is the state’s
extraordinary lifestyle. Each region offers
something special.
“Upstate South Carolina is a wonderful part of the state to live in,” says Rosylin
Weston, vice president for communications,
Greenville-Spartanburg International
Airport. “It’s the fastest-growing part of
the state, with lots of diversity and work
opportunities.”

Driving Automotive Industry Expertise
For automakers seeking new production facility locations, a workin automotive engineering. Its master’s and doctoral automotive engineering
force equipped with industry knowledge often tops the requirements
programs are supported by direct engagement with industry-leading original
list. South Carolina offers a unique educational resource to fill that
equipment manufacturers and suppliers on curriculum development,
need. The Clemson University Center for International Automotive
research capabilities, and defining industry needs. These rigorous programs,
Research (CU-ICAR) is an advanceddesigned with input from worldtechnology research campus where
class companies such as BMW and
university, industry, and government
Michelin, require foreign language
organizations engage in synergistic
training in addition to a lengthy course
collaboration.
of study and a six-month international
The 250-acre CU-ICAR campus in
assignment within the industry.
Greenville is composed of five techWith more than $200 million
nology neighborhoods, each uniquely
in commitments, CU-ICAR
designed to optimize an innovative and
represents the ultimate public/
collaborative environment for automotive
private partnership, directly fueling
and motorsports research.
a knowledge base critical to the
Clemson University supports the state’s automotive industry
Clemson offers the nation’s only Ph.D. through its Center for International Automotive Research.
automotive industry.
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EASTERN
Distribution
Custom Logistics and
Warehousing Specialists
Services Provided
Public Warehousing
Contract Warehousing
Racking
Order Processing
Pick and Pack
Repack Labeling
Returns Management

Eastern Distribution will customize services to your exact requirements.

Transportation

For more than 40 years we have provided custom-tailored services for the changing
and unique needs of clients, many of whom are Fortune 500 companies. We have
the experienced personnel and the equipment to handle your goods safely and
efficiently. We own over half a million square feet of clean, secure warehouse space
and operate a fleet of trucks dedicated to our customers' needs.

JIT Delivery
Cross Docking
Container Loading and
Unloading
Rail Service by CSX and
Norfolk Southern

The more efficient your company becomes, the less productive it is to allocate
space and resources to performing functions that do not produce profit. Improving
your bottom line is our business at Eastern Distribution.

Serving the Eastern Seaboard for over

40

years

Eastern Distribution, Inc. | P.O. Box 5702, Greenville, SC 29606 | Ph: 864-277-2800 | Fx: 864-277-0372
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South Carolina
“It’s a charming metropolitan area,” adds
Garner. “And those two words  don’t normally go together.”
Most important to manufacturers are the
state’s economic and workforce advantages.
“South Carolina is a right-to-work state,”
notes Garner. “It’s not surprising that many
manufacturers are moving to this area. We
have a comparatively low cost of living,
numerous high-tech industries – including
automotive, aerospace, and advance materials – and great educational opportunities.”
Among the region’s educational opportunities is the Clemson University
International Center for Automotive
Research (CU-ICAR), a partnership program of Clemson University and several
automotive companies, including BMW.
“It’s a great example of a public-private
partnership,” Weston says. (See sidebar,
page 94.)
Such educational opportunities help
make a strong labor pool even stronger. “There’s a tremendous workforce in
South Carolina,” says Bruce Mantz of ADS
Logistic Services. “They are fine, ethical,

Invested in Logistics Excellence

Eleets Transportation operates truck terminals
in both Charleston and Orangeburg, as well as a
facility at the Port of Charleston.

hard-working people.”
Whether working in logistics, education,
manufacturing, government, or some other
role, South Carolina’s residents are driving
the state’s economic growth.
“Companies like to locate in communi-

ties where people are working together for
the good of the state,” says Love.
It is no surprise, then, that business loves
to come to South Carolina.	
n
For information on featuring your region
in an Economic Development Supplement,
contact James O. Armstrong at
314-984-9007 or jim@inboundlogistics.com.

Arriving at Port: An On-Terminal Transload Operation
A new container transloading facility at the Port of Charleston will soon speed shippers’ supply chains. Performance Team, a Santa Fe Springs,
Calif.-based third-party logistics provider, is leasing space at the Wando Welch Terminal’s container freight station, where it will transload cargo
from ocean-going shipping containers to trucks for distribution to its network of customers throughout the Southeast.
“Performance Team is excited to offer shippers on-port transload and distribution services,” says Cliff Katab, president, Performance Team.
The Wando site is expected to handle both import and export cargo as Performance Team continues to expand in the Southeast. Transloading
goods on-site allows for greater efficiencies,
reduced costs, and faster speed to market for
retail imports.
“We welcome Performance Team’s
expansion in the Charleston region,” says Jim
Newsome, president and CEO, South Carolina
Ports Authority. “This on-terminal transloading
service offers added value to shippers who rely
on Charleston’s high productivity, proximity to
population centers, and extensive service network
to get their products to market.”
The Port of Charleston’s Wando Welch Terminal
processes shipments bound for points throughout
the southeastern United States.
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ADS Logistic Services • www.adslp.com

ADS is an award-winning, full-service 3PL provider offering public and contract
warehousing, distribution, and fulfillment services designed to move your product with
maximum speed, accuracy, and cost efficiency. A fully automated facility in upstate South
Carolina, just one mile from 1-85 with easy access to Charlotte, Atlanta, and the ports of
Charleston and Savannah, boasts more than eight miles of conveyor plus the latest in pick
technology. Visit www.adslp.com or contact Bruce Mantz at sales@adslp.com.

Eastern Distribution Inc. • www.easterndistributioninc.com

Eastern Distribution Inc., a Woman-Minority Owned Business, is your upstate
South Carolina logistics and warehousing resource. Eastern Distribution has the
experienced personnel and equipment to handle your goods safely and efficiently.
Eastern owns more than a half-million square feet of clean, secure warehouse space
and operates a fleet of trucks dedicated to customers’ needs.

Eleets Transportation • www.eleetstrans.com

With a branch office in Charleston, S.C., Eleets Transportation offers a full network of
supply chain transportation services, providing optimal performance for customers
through a premier suite of multi-modal transportation solutions. Eleets is driven to
achieve operational excellence, industry-leading customer satisfaction, and superior
financial performance.

Greenville-Spartanburg International Airport • www.gspairport.com

Greenville-Spartanburg International Airport is fully committed to finding new ways
to achieve its mission to provide the citizens of upstate South Carolina with the safest,
most efficient, and user-friendly airport in the world. The airport features two Federal
Inspection Stations; one is designed to handle cargo and corporate aircraft requiring
international clearance. The airport is also home to a 120,000-square-foot FedEx
facility. For a Tower Virtual Tour, check out the Web site.
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The Best of South Carolina on the Web

Performance Team • www.ptgt.net

Performance Team is the only thing that should come between your products and your
customers. For nearly 25 years, Performance Team has been offering its expertise to
the retail and manufacturing industries with a broad range of supply chain services
including: trucking, distribution, logistics, and fulfillment. The company’s Charleston hub
is strategically located on the eastern seaboard to service the north-to-south East Coast
region. This 250,000-square-foot warehouse extends Performance Team’s distribution
and consolidation services portfolio.

South Carolina Department of Commerce • www.sccommerce.com

The South Carolina Department of Commerce (SCDOC) is the state’s leading
economic development agency, working to promote economic opportunities for
individuals and businesses. SCDOC works to recruit new businesses as well as
provide a wide range of support to existing businesses across the state. SCDOC
supports the international presence of South Carolina through export development
and international recruitment, among other activities. SCDOC assists companies
in locating buildings and sites in which to operate, offers grants for community
development and infrastructure improvements, provides tools to enhance workforce
skills, and is committed to helping businesses prosper in South Carolina.

South Carolina Economic Developers’ Association • www.sceda.org

Since 1965, the South Carolina Economic Developers’ Association ( SCEDA) has
served as the voice of economic development in the Palmetto State. This professional
trade association has more than 550 members, with representation from all 46 counties.
Members include local and regional economic developers, as well as officials from
municipal, county, and state government agencies; construction and engineering firms;
utility companies; attorneys; consultants; financial institutions; and higher education.
SCEDA’s mission is to enhance the professional development of its membership and to
advocate economic development to benefit the citizens of South Carolina.

Sunland Distribution • www.sunlanddistribution.com

Partnering with Sunland in the Southeast gives you access to a prime location close
to both Atlanta and Charlotte, putting you in the perfect position to reach the entire
Southeast. The Greenville/Spartanburg transportation hub gives Sunland access
to all major LTL carriers, and two major rail lines. Sunland provides overnight
delivery to the entire Southeast via truck, rail, and intermodal, with international
access to the Port of Charleston. Sunland is a full-service contract and public
warehousing provider with 2 million square feet of space in the Southeast, providing
custom solutions to meet your unique needs. Let Sunland give you the freedom to
focus on your strengths, while it handles your warehousing and distribution.
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Jumping
Through
Hoops:

The

Importance
of
Vendor
Compliance
Companies execute acrobatic leaps to ensure they

satisfy customer shipping specifications. For small
businesses, meeting supplier requirements calls for
extra agility.

By Merrill Douglas

I

f your company sells to manufacturers, retailers, or distributors, you’re probably all too familiar with vendor
requirements manuals and routing guides. Companies publish those documents to make sure the goods they order
from suppliers arrive when, where, and exactly the way
they expect.
The contents of requirements manuals varies, but most cover
topics such as how to pack shipping cartons, how to lay out
and place shipping labels, what information must appear on a
packing slip, acceptable pallet dimensions, must-arrive-by date,
and how to communicate status updates.
March 2012 • Inbound Logistics 101
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It’s hard enough for businesses to meet a different, detailed set of demands for each customer, but
it is especially difficult for small companies. Without
sophisticated software or a large staff, a vendor might
be hard-pressed, for example, to pack its products 12 to
a case for one customer, 10 to a case for another, and
24 to a case in eight multipacks for a third – then place
all the bar codes and labels precisely where they belong.
And unlike companies that sell in vast volumes,
small suppliers lack the negotiating clout to get customers to bend the rules. “Small suppliers have to jump
through hoops a bit more,” admits Scott Morgan, vice
president of transportation strategies at DSC Logistics,
a third-party logistics provider based in Des Plaines, Ill.
Tough though the challenge might be, meeting
customer requirements is essential. “If they don’t comply with customer requests, they don’t stay vendors
for long,” says Jim Muir, president of consulting firm
Logistics SSI in Farmington Hills, Mich.
Vendors who get the details wrong also risk chargebacks – financial penalties that customers impose to
compensate for the extra work they have to do when
goods don’t arrive the way they expect.
Whether they perform the work themselves,
outsource to service providers, or combine those strategies, small suppliers must satisfy all their customers’
demands, no matter how varied and complex.

Although a vendor serving any kind of company
must meet customer requirements, the retail industry is especially noted for its detailed lists of demands.
Retailers publish requirements manuals in order to
achieve consistent performance.
Why So Many Rules?
“Vendor requirements help ensure that the entire
community is operating not only the same way, but
at the same high standards,” says Casey Chroust, executive vice president, retail operations at the Retail
Industry Leaders Association in Arlington, Va.
According to Chroust, retailer requirements fall into
four categories:
1. Performance – including accurate orders, undamaged product, and on-time arrivals.
2. Process – how the vendor engages and communicates with the retailer.
3. Social – including environmental sustainability
and social responsibility in manufacturing.
4. Legal – adherence to government regulations.
For vendors distributing product to multiple retailers, one vexing mandate category concerns packaging.
The rules involve both the number of items in a carton
and how they’re packaged within the case. Even when
two retailers ask for 48 pieces to a case, one might specify eight boxes of six and the other six boxes of eight.

Shippers may need to customize label formatting and placement to match customer specifications. For small businesses,
managing multiple sets of requirements can create challenges.
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Retailers make these rules to accommodate stores
that don’t need full-case quantities. “They can open
the case and pick those multipacks for smaller-volume
requirements at the store level,” Chroust says.
Vendors often work with third-party logistics (3PL)
providers that shoulder the burden of matching case
counts to customer needs. “One vendor might ship a
product to us in a case pack of six, but Target wants it
in case packs of three. So we do a lot of reworks,” says
Clark Koch, director of operations at Regal Logistics, a
3PL in Fife, Wash.
Ready, Willing, and Label
Retailers’ label specifications can also be diverse and
complex. “Some want the label on the upper left corner,
for example, and some specify that it be on the widest
side of the box, two inches from the bottom of the carton and two inches from the farthest right point,” says
Jeffrey Schmidt, director of operations at The Wheat
Group, a small San Diego firm that makes accessories
under licensed brand names such as Puma, Hurley, and
Skull Candy.
Those specs aren’t arbitrary; they’re designed to
match processes in the retailer’s distribution center
(DC). A process change – for instance, if the retailer
installs a new conveyor system – can trigger a change
in labeling requirements.

Package labeling rules often serve to match processes in the
customer’s distribution center.

Vendors have to meet not
only the delivery date, but also
the time Walmart specifies.
— Darrell Graham, President & CEO, FSD Inc.
“Instead of being three inches from the bottom right,
a retailer’s new scanner may need the label to be three
inches from the top left,” says Kevin Wicks, vice president of business development at Daryl Flood Logistics
in Coppell, Texas.
Some retailers set strict rules for when shipments
must show up at their docks. Walmart is a prime example. “Vendors have to meet not only the delivery date,
but also the time Walmart specifies,” says Darrell
Graham, president and chief executive officer of FSD
Inc., a Palmyra, Ind., company that holds a license to
produce the Steak ‘n‘ Shake restaurant chain’s chili recipe for sale in stores.
Meeting Walmart’s delivery date requirements is
also a big concern for Regal Logistics and some of its
customers. “We work closely with Walmart’s transportation group in Bentonville, Ark.,” Koch says.
Carriers pool their equipment at Regal’s DC so the
3PL can preload the trailers as soon as vendors relay
their orders from Walmart. “That process ensures that
we hit Walmart’s must-arrive-by dates,” Koch adds.
Requirements for electronic communications – such
as electronic data interchange (EDI) message 856, the
advance shipping notice – can place a particular burden
on small firms, especially those that manage such messaging in-house.
“Most of our major customers require EDI processing capability,” says Matt Hopkins, operations manager
at King Par, a Flushing, Mich., company that sells golf
equipment and accessories under the brand names
Intech, Knight, Affinity, and Orlimar. King Par’s 65
employees include information technology specialists
who currently handle EDI in-house. But when the company upgrades to a new computer system, it will start
using an EDI vendor.
“I would use a third party if I were starting from
scratch,” Hopkins says. Those service providers already
have the infrastructure in place to create electronic
messages that match the needs of many retailers. “All
you do is tell them you’re working with Walmart, and
they supply its requirements,” he says.
Small companies that rely on 3PLs for distribution
can skip the worry about EDI entirely because those
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partners take care of the electronic messaging. And,
fortunately for small do-it-yourselfers who lack the
resources to conduct full EDI transactions, many retailers provide online “smart forms” to capture the data
they need.
“Vendors go to certain Web sites and key in the information, which gets translated into EDI through the
retailers’ system,” says Chroust.
Here’s a closer look at how five small vendors jump
through hoops to meet the requirements in their customers’ vendor guides.

ErgoDig: Digging in with a 3PL
When William Rogers launched ErgoDig in 2011,
he thought retailers would pick up his products at the
point of manufacture in China. He soon learned that
those customers are unlikely to extend such Freight
on Board (FOB) terms to a small, new supplier. “They
all want suppliers to have a domestic program in place,”
Rogers says.
Not only did prospective customers expect ErgoDig
to deliver product all the way to their DCs, but they
wanted proof that the fledgling company could do the
job right.
That meant Rogers had to outsource. “One of the
first questions a customer asks a newly launched company is which 3PL it uses,” he says.
With offices in College Station, Texas, and Qingdao,
China, ErgoDig designs and markets ergonomic garden tools for residential and commercial use. To meet
retailer requirements for a U.S. logistics operation,
ErgoDig contracted with Daryl Flood Logistics.
As ErgoDig brings its products to market in 2012, its
contract manufacturer in China will arrange transportation to the United States. Then Daryl Flood
will take over, managing shipments from its DC to
ErgoDig’s customers.
The 3PL will be responsible for compliance issues
such as how each retailer wants ErgoDig’s rakes, shovels, and other products boxed for shipment.
“Retailers might want our products packed in bundles of three or six, or they might want them in a crate,”
Rogers says.
It’s not practical to build those custom-packed shipments in China because the boxes take up too much
room in a shipping container. “We ship as many products as we can fit in the U.S.-bound container, then the
3PL neatly repackages them to retailer specifications,”
Rogers says.
To help small companies meet the broad spectrum of
retailer requirements they encounter, Daryl Flood has
invested more than $2 million in information technology, including a warehouse management system from
HighJump Software, Eden Prairie, Minn.

“The software allows customers to add different
types of labels and accommodate varied requirements
for picking, packing, full case loads, and shipping,”
says Chad Pack, director of business solutions at the
3PL. “Because Daryl Flood has made this technology
investment, our customers don’t need to.”

JTD Enterprise: Don’t Be Afraid
Variety represents a major challenge for small suppliers trying to satisfy the requirements of multiple
customers. “Suppliers have to set up a separate system
for every retailer they deal with,” says Tom Nihra, vice
president of JTD Enterprise in Warren, Mich.
A second-generation family business with $2 million

ErgoDig manufactures its ergonomic lawn and garden
products in China, then entrusts transportation and vendor
compliance to logistics services provider Daryl Flood.
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in annual sales, JTD sells golf ball retrievers and portable flagpoles to large retail customers such as Target,
Sam’s Club, Amazon, and Academy Sports, as well as to
small outlets such as college bookstores.
Shipping labels pose a particular challenge for JTD,
because some retailers are very particular about how to
lay out the information. Fortunately, those customers
offer help in the design stage. To test the process, JTD
sends a proof of the new label, and the retailer provides
approval or requests for changes.
Not all retailers are that finicky. “Other customers
just dictate 10 fields that need to appear on the label,”
says Nihra. “They don’t care how it’s laid out, as long as
all the fields are present.”
Like other vendors, JTD must adhere to a variety of
packaging rules. “Retailers have requirements about
how a shipment has to be marked if it contains mixed

large retailers want them to succeed. “They genuinely
try to help small businesses comply with their requirements,” he adds.

King Par: Change is Par for the Course
Along with managing its own EDI, King Par also
relies on its staff to stay current on packaging requirements. One big challenge is that those mandates can
change at any time. For instance, Academy Sports
decided in early 2012 that it wanted a certain golf club
in two-packs instead of three-packs.
With some customers, King Par sells enough product to make it feasible to pack and label orders to their
specifications overseas, where labor is cheaper, then
ship it directly to the customer. But when the company
sells the same item in smaller quantities to multiple
customers, the strategy is different. “We import it in a
standard six-pack, then re-box and re-label it ourselves,”
Hopkins says.
Occasionally, King Par’s compliance team encounters a requirement it simply can’t meet, mainly because
its platform dates back to 1998 and doesn’t offer the
flexibility of newer systems. This became a problem, for
example, when Walmart.com asked King Par to start
providing not just a few items but its entire line to the
e-commerce channel.
“One requirement was an EDI feature that our system couldn’t provide,” Hopkins says. “We had to say
we weren’t capable of meeting that requirement, which
was a no-go for Walmart.com.” Eventually, the IT staff
developed a workaround, allowing King Par to expand
its relationship with the online vendor.

The Wheat Group: You Can Never Be Too Redundant
Like King Par, The Wheat Group conducts some compliance activities before its products reach U.S. soil. “A
retailer such as Macy’s may want a hang tag in a certain
style, with pricing in a particular font,” says Schmidt.
JTD Enterprise sells its golf ball retrievers to large retail
“We
do that upstream at the factories when possible.”
customers, many of which provide detailed packaging rules.
But most work-related packaging and shipping
stockkeeping units,” Nihra says. “We need to mark the
requirements take place at The Wheat Group’s DC in
box differently if the contents are all the same product.” Otay, Calif. For each of the company’s top 20 customers,
JTD’s general manager and packaging supervisor
it assigns specific staff to be responsible for compliwork out the packaging strategies order by order.
ance. “You can never be too redundant when it comes
Although JTD’s in-house staff grapples with most
to compliance,” says Kelly Grismer, The Wheat Group’s
vendor requirements on its own, it uses a third party
president. “Use every tool you can to enhance the proto manage EDI communications with Academy Sports
cess and eliminate potential errors.”
and Target. For other retailers, JTD’s employees enter
The Wheat Group also relies on help from UPS, its
the necessary data into online forms linked to the
exclusive carrier for shipments into the United States,
retailer’s information system.
and preferred carrier for shipments to customers. UPS’s
One key to getting vendor compliance right is com- shipping application, WorldShip, allows vendors to conmunicating with customers. “A company shouldn’t be
figure a profile for each customer, which helps automate
afraid to ask for help just because it’s small,” says Nihra. compliance activities.
Because small vendors often offer unique products,
“If The Wheat Group ships directly to Target, for
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example, it can set up a profile that specifies the
required fields for every purchase order associated with
Target,” says Kiel Harkness, retail segment strategist at
UPS. “Vendors can set up those profiles for many different retailers.”

FSD: A MOST Logical Choice
A change in Walmart’s shipping requirements once
almost knocked FSD out of the chili business. In 2004,
the company’s contract manufacturer, Pinnacle Foods,
was delivering the product to FSD’s warehouse in
French Lick, Ind. From there, the wholesaler shipped it
in 12-pack cases to its customers.
Then Walmart declared that instead of sending pallets loaded with cases to a large warehouse, FSD had to
direct smaller shipments to numerous facilities called
remix centers – delivering five cartons here, 15 cartons there.
“Complying would have required 14 different lessthan-truckload (LTL) deliveries going in, which would
have been almost impossible logistically,” says Graham.
Walmart needed each shipment to arrive on a specific
date, at a particular time, and LTL carriers can’t meet
such precise windows.
Graham decided to work with a 3PL. Today, Pinnacle
ships cases of Steak ‘n‘ Shake chili to three warehouses
operated by DSC Logistics. As part of its Multivendor
Optimization Strategy service, DSC consolidates
FSD’s shipments with product from other small and

Outsourcing to a 3PL is key
to many small vendors trying to
comply with complex retailer
requirements.
medium-sized vendors, transporting them in full
truckloads to the correct Walmart facilities.
Consolidation helps small vendors in two ways.
“First, it makes them more attractive to Walmart, which
doesn’t want to handle a lot of small LTL shipments,”
says Morgan at DSC. “Second, it saves money by getting shipments onto full truckloads.”
“Shipping a pallet of chili to Harrisonville, Ill., costs
about $420,” says Graham. “Shipping to the same area
from DSC costs around $105.”
Outsourcing is the key for many small companies trying to keep up with complex vendor requirements. For
the do-it-yourselfers, teamwork, attention to detail, and
a willingness to seek help from customers go a long way.
In the long run, compliance with vendor requirements becomes standard operating procedure and part
of the cost of doing business. “Companies themselves,
or their 3PLs, seem to be able to handle it quite well,”
Muir notes.
n

Working Together to Achieve Compliance

S

ome suppliers that sell to retailers believe
vendor requirements manuals set up adversarial
relationships. “They think the retailer is trying to
squeeze them by imposing chargebacks, justly or not, with
no opportunity to challenge those penalties,” says Kiel
Harkness, retail segment strategist, UPS.
Other suppliers, however, work closely with their
customers’ vendor compliance teams to ensure the
relationship works for both parties. “They view a routing
guide or compliance metrics as an opportunity to enhance
their value and differentiate themselves from other
suppliers,” Harkness says.
Some large companies offer suppliers plenty of
assistance. “Big box retailers provide feedback to let
suppliers know how well they are complying,” says
Jim Muir, president of consulting firm Logistics SSI
in Farmington Hills, Mich. That feedback provides
opportunities to improve.
“Retailers are committed to working with their

suppliers,” says Casey Chroust, executive vice president,
retail operations, at the Retail Industry Leaders Association
in Arlington, Va. Retailers want stable supply chains, so
they’re committing to longer partnerships with suppliers.
That gives retailers a stake in their suppliers’ success.
When vendors violate safety regulations or other
legal mandates, retailers show zero tolerance. But if
a violation concerns a less crucial element, such as
a software configuration, most retailers will cut the
supplier some slack and help with improvement.
Most large retailers operate vendor compliance
programs, which provide vendors with valuable
opportunities. For example, vendors gain a leg up by
attending annual supplier meetings where, among other
things, retailers share their plans for the future.
“Retailers are willing to share a wealth of
information — both tactical and strategic — about where
their corporate supply chains are headed,” Chroust says.
“Suppliers need that knowledge to be successful.”
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Wind Power:

Generating

Logistics
Opportunities
The wind power industry continues to grow, expand,
and excel domestically — and equipment manufacturers and
specialty transportation providers are growing with it.

W

hile the U.S. economy continues its slow climb toward recovery, a
few industries are leading the way with strong, steady, and consistent growth. The wind power industry is among them.
More than 100 separate wind projects are currently under construction in 31 states, according to the American Wind Energy
Association, a wind development trade association. The U.S. wind industry has added
more than 35 percent of all new generating capacity over the past four years – second
only to natural gas, and more than nuclear power and coal combined.
Several factors are contributing to this growth. Thanks to a federal push, many
states have adopted clean energy goals and are striving to make progress toward them.
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Bumps in
the Road
Although the wind power industry
shows solid signs of growth, it also
remains somewhat volatile.
One reason is that the federal
renewable energy production
tax credit (PTC) — the primary
financial policy for the wind
industry since its inception in
1992 — has been extended mostly
in one- and two-year intervals,
and even allowed to expire
on occasion.
“The market has been volatile
over the past five to 10 years, due
partly to the PTC tax subsidies’
inconsistency,” says Ken
Adams, director of international
marketing and sales for industrial
products at Union Pacific Railroad.
“Every time the PTC expires, the
industry tends to have a bad year
until it is renewed. The tax credit
is set to expire again at the end of
2012, so there is a huge push to
get projects going before then.”
Industry advocates are making
progress toward longer-term tax
policies, which would help provide
consistency and market certainty.
On Nov. 2, 2011, Washington
Representative Dave Reichert
and Oregon Representative
Earl Blumenauer introduced
a bi-partisan four-year PTC
extension bill in the U.S. House
of Representatives. The American
Wind Energy Association, a wind
development trade association,
is working with congressional
supporters to introduce a similar
bill in the Senate.

In addition, policies in most states offer
producers and consumers incentives
and tax credits to make wind energy
more affordable.
Federal tax credits are also helping
wind projects come to fruition. The
federal renewable energy production
tax credit (PTC), originally included in
the Energy Policy Act of 1992, provides
an income tax credit of 2.2 cents/kilowatt-hour for electricity produced by
utility-scale wind turbines.
Also contributing to the wind industry’s growth is the development of new
technology that allows wind farms to
locate outside the traditional wind cor-
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of technology and a big country means
running out of wind farm sites is not a
near-term concern.”

A Growing Industry
In addition to new development,
many of the first wind farms ever built
may need to be replaced over the next
several years as new technology continues to evolve. All of this means good
news for the growing industry.
And good news for the wind industry
means good news for other industries
as well.
“There has been significant growth
in domestic wind component manu-

Increased wind farm development led specialized logistics provider Landstar to invest in
the modified equipment required to transport the components.

ridor – generally defined as Nebraska,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Texas, and New Mexico.
“Some of the best wind sites have
already been fully developed,” says
Kenneth M. Lemke, Ph.D., economist
for the Nebraska Public Power District
electric utility, based in Columbus,
Neb. “But new wind power technology
allows wind to be captured in areas that
might not have been considered good
sites five years ago. This combination

facturing over the past several years,”
says Doug Graham, senior director for
Union Pacific Distribution Services
(UPDS), an Omaha, Neb.-based subsidiary of Union Pacific Railroad (UP)
specializing in designing and executing
rail-based logistics programs. “Initially,
many large wind components were
imported to the United States.”
Today, more than 400 manufacturing facilities across the United States
produce wind turbine components
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manufacturing reduces mileage to the
farms. We are now using a hub-andspoke distribution approach, which
also reduces costs.”

Investing in the Future

Transporting wind power components by rail allows shippers to circumvent some of the
complications involved in moving the large equipment over the road.

such as towers, blades, and the
assembled engine housings known
as nacelles.
Domestic wind power manufacturing facility development has driven
improved efficiencies in transporting the equipment. “We used to move

components 500 to 1,000 miles by
truck to reach the wind farms,” says
Jay Folladori, vice president of heavy/
specialized services for Landstar, a
Jacksonville, Fla.-based third-party
logistics (3PL) provider. “The rise in
domestic wind power equipment

Wind farms are more financially
attractive to developers today than
they have been in the past. “Turbines
continue to grow larger and cost less,
and the combination of higher megawatts and lower price is pushing
growth,” says Ken Adams, director of
international marketing and sales for
industrial products at Omaha, Neb.based Union Pacific Railroad.
The push to place wind farms in
non-traditional locations has created
challenges along with opportunity.
“Many new developments are
on top of mountains and in other
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hard-to-reach areas,” notes Folladori.
“The trucks and trailers that transport wind farm components are meant
for use on highways, not mountaintops. Delivering to the new locations
increases transportation costs and
adds complexity.”
Carriers taking on wind power logistics projects have to invest capital in
specialized trailers and equipment.
Heavy haul has always been part
of Landstar’s business, so when the
wind power sector started to take off,
the 3PL acquired the modified equipment necessary to transport wind
power components.

Equipped for Success
Landstar now provides road transportation for a variety of wind energy
manufacturing companies.
“We haul hundreds of blades, towers, and other components,” says
Folladori. Landstar also participates in
wind farm construction project management to coordinate site preparation
and delivery.
“Landstar’s investment in wind
power logistics has grown along
with the wind power industry,”
says Folladori.
One challenge facing wind power
logistics providers is the increasing
size of the components. Advancing
technology does not mean smaller
components; in fact, the more powerful
turbines become, the bigger they get.
“Wind power component dimensions dictate the equipment required
to move them, and the ability to travel
specific routes through each state,”
says Folladori. “Each state has different heavy and oversized load permit
requirements, and arranging them
demands impeccable coordination
and timing.
“The increasing size of wind tower
components is making it harder to
transport them,” he continues. “Height
and weight are being pushed to the

Wind farms such as Nebraska Public Power
District’s Ainsworth Wind Energy Facility
serve as a clean, inexhaustible, domestic
source of electric generation.

maximum. Many states are working
to simplify the permitting process,
but it’s a challenge for them to find
the resources when they are struggling financially.”

Along the Railway
For some shippers, transporting
wind components via rail makes more
sense than over the road. Although
there may be fewer restrictions and
planning concerns involved with
rail moves, they still demand extensive preparation.
Experience helps facilitate the planning process. UP and UPDS have been
providing rail transportation and logistics services to the wind power industry
since 2007.
“Oversized loads require developing
dimensional transportation solutions,”
says UP’s Adams. “We consider where
the components have adequate bridge
and tunnel clearance, and whether
distribution centers can handle the
trains and the volume. A multitude of

considerations go into making a wind
power component project successful.”
The rise in domestic manufacturing sites has been key to making wind
farm logistics work more efficiently.
“Union Pacific transports wind power
components via rail to distribution centers close to wind farms,” says Adams.
“This approach allows shippers to
minimize truck usage, as well as turn
trucks faster.”
“Transporting components 50 to 200
miles by truck instead of thousands of
miles simplifies wind farm development,” says Graham. “It helps project
planners ensure the right components
arrive at the right time.”

Pursuing Alternative Resources
As the wind power industry grows,
electric utilities across the country are
increasingly adding wind energy to
their power supply portfolios as a clean,
inexhaustible, and domestic source of
electric generation.
One of those forward-thinking utilities is Nebraska Public Power District
(NPPD), the state’s largest electric utility, which delivers power to about one
million Nebraskans. Headquartered in
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A Bright Future
Among the states, Nebraska ranks
third in terms of wind potential. “A
new transmission line planned for
Nebraska will improve energy flow in
and out of the state,” says Lemke. “That
development will further improve the
potential for new projects.”
Both NPPD and Omaha PPD, the two
largest electric utilities in the state, have
established goals to improve renewable

s

is the state’s largest publicly owned
wind farm. Located six miles south of
Ainsworth, Neb., the facility has been
in operation since 2005, generating
more than one billion kilowatt hours of
wind-powered electricity for NPPD customers. The facility, the second-largest
publicly owned wind farm in the country, operates 36 1.6-megawatt turbines.

t u n it ie

Columbus, NPPD was founded in 1970
when two power companies merged.
“More than 50 percent of our energy
was produced by non-carbon resources
in 2010,” says Lemke. “It’s important to
draw from a diverse mix of resources.
Wind and renewable energy help
maintain that diversity and reduce risk
going forward.”
Nebraska is the only 100-percent
public power state, which means NPPD
had some legislative issues to resolve
before it could begin developing
power facilities.
“Public power has the right of eminent domain for generation facilities,”
says Lemke. “Because the legislature
has removed that barrier in the past
few years, 50 more projects are developing today.”
The Ainsworth Wind Energy Facility
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energy resources 10 percent by 2020,
and wind power will likely play a large
role in pursuing those results.
The incentives and opportunities
that exist today have huge potential
to make wind power generation in the
United States more prominent. This
push for renewable energy sources can
help the country in its effort to reduce
its dependence on foreign oil, protect the environment, and stabilize
energy costs. But it’s a combination of
many factors, including safe, reliable
and affordable wind power component
transportation options, that will make
it all work.
“The wind energy industry holds
promise for thousands of jobs and for
increased clean energy production,”
says Folladori. “And both of those goals
are extremely important.”
n

Global market access. Excellent labor force. Centralized transportation routes. Low energy costs. Thousands of
businesses have already discovered what makes Nebraska a place of unequaled potential. There’s ample opportunity
for you, too. Consider this your personal invitation to enjoy everything that makes business in Nebraska great.

The power of

G133605

Nebraska
working for you.
800.282.6773, ext. 5534 | econdev@nppd.com

Sites.nppd.com
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Warehousing Woes? No Worries!
Picking Problems? Piece of Cake!
Going Global? Gotcha Covered!
Cross–docking? Cross it Off Your List!
Looking For LTL? Look No Further!

Put Inbound Logistics
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by Lisa Terry

Trying on a Tailor-made TMS

F

ashion devotees often endure discomfort for the sake of
beauty. So did New York City-based luxury apparel manufacturer and retailer Ralph Lauren each season when its
Transport Operations team re-bid airfreight contracts to align with
the latest market conditions.

Ralph Lauren dresses up
supply chain operations
with a custom-fitted
international airfreight
transportation
management system.

After the work was done, the real
pain set in: split lanes that resulted
in misaligned volume, confusion
among vendors about the most current compliance terms, and capacity
constraints. The team had no way
to dynamically route international
air freight according to the best service and cost options available at that
moment, and it showed in inflated
shipping costs.
When a market search found no
suitable transportation management system (TMS) for international
air freight, Ralph Lauren’s Transport
Operations team decided to take the
next logical step: Invent one. One
year later, the company was reaping
substantial benefits, meeting all the
project’s objectives, and enjoying a
few surprises.

“This tool provides a new way of
thinking about air freight,” says
David Lande, director, international transport and development,
Ralph Lauren. “Instead of just
point-to-point delivery, it’s about
customizing our services to meet customer specifications. Air freight is
no longer just about speed – it’s also
about alignment.”
Here’s how the apparel company
developed its tailor-made solution.
Wresting Control
A look at Ralph Lauren’s organizational structure reveals the source of
its supply chain complexity. The company’s long list of brands – including
Polo by Ralph Lauren, Ralph Lauren
Collection, RRL, Chaps, and Club
Monaco – are sold through a broad
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Dressing Up 
Air Deliveries
Ralph Lauren achieved
significant business
improvements by developing
an international airfreight
transportation management
system. The benefits include:
■■Capturing all first-mile events
■■Assigning service levels
to shipments
■■Reducing exception booking
messages, along with the
static routing file
■■Air forwarders can send
alerts electronically
and quickly
■■Eliminating manual keying at
all origin offices
■■Reducing turn times
and errors for customs
entry alerts
■■Processing invoices
more quickly
■■Introducing weight &
measures audits at all
transload facilities
■■Production sees first-mile
reporting, with vendors held
accountable for handover
and booking
■■LSPs comply with Ralph
Lauren’s business rules
■■Using small-parcel shipping
for four percent of shipments
■■Reporting information
automatically to a business
intelligence tool

spectrum of global retailers, from
Macy’s to 630 company stores to highend department stores. Twenty-six
separate divisions support the operation, each with different business
process rules and functional ownership.
The company is growing by 8.5 percent annually, with revenues of nearly
$5 billion.
A diverse set of about 400 vendors
supports the business. In addition to
high-volume producers in Asian countries – including China, the Philippines,
Sri Lanka, and Hong Kong – the company contracts with boutique vendors
making one-of-a-kind products in Italy,
Morocco, and other locations around
the globe.
Within Ralph Lauren, the Global
Production department owns those
vendor relationships. But the responsibilit y for mov ing their goods
cuts across a number of departments – Transport Operations is in
charge of routing shipments, working in concert with the supply chain
and vendor compliance teams, and the
company’s Global Transport Control
Tower in Hong Kong. Because Ralph
Lauren is in the fast-moving high-fashion business, it must transport 10 to 15
percent of its North American volume
via expedited service using a network of
ocean and airfreight forwarders.
Best-Laid Plans
Each season, Transport Operations
published the terms of its carefully
negotiated contracts in a static routing
guide. Vendors used it to comply with
the company’s shipping guidelines. But
just like any best-laid plans, they often
went awry. Among the challenges:
■■Some lanes were split among service providers, so shipment allocations
were often misaligned with freight
awards. That led to inaccurate volume projections, making it difficult to
secure capacity and jeopardizing budgeted freight spend. The static routing
guide overloaded some freight forwarders while others were light on capacity.

■■ Ralph Lauren was unable to hold
freight forwarders accountable for
service standards and capacity commitments. The company began including
a “flex” requirement for providers to
ensure they could support volume
above average weekly run rates.
■■ Distribution issues meant some
vendors did not receive updated routing guides and ended up using old ones.
■■The highest-volume lanes were
split between two or three providers
to ensure capacity, but each freight
forwarder had unique capacity requirements and costing. Shipment costs
could vary by 15 to 20 percent.
■■ Because logistics service providers
(LSPs) lacked EDI 850 purchase order
information from Ralph Lauren, all
origin offices were required to re-key
purchase order details on booking, and
manually send alerts to their freight
visibility partner, resulting in visibility delays.
■■Transport Operations had no visibility into the work stream for the eight
to 10 days prior to shipment departure
dates – and, therefore, little ability to
make changes.
Those obstacles were daunting
enough; throw in the capacity constraints of late 2009 and operations
spun even more out of control, with
the company taking a financial hit
with every setback.
“Airfreight shipments were delayed
at origin with limited real-time visibility,” recalls Kathleen King, senior
director, international transportation,
Ralph Lauren. “We had no visibility to
airfreight shipments until they were
already in the air – and typically not
until 24 hours after departure. All we
could do was inform the customer that
we were experiencing delays.”
Fast-Tracking a Solution
If all these issues were domestic,
Ralph Lauren could likely have solved
its problems with a traditional TMS.
But because the shipments were international, the situation was too complex
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Create a database of prospective partners…prepare your
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to be resolved quickly and easily.
In early 2010, Ralph Lauren’s
Transport Operations department
pulled together a cross-functional team
to define its needs. Then it searched
for a vendor partner to fill them. From
a field of 11 candidates, the company
selected Charlotte, N.C.-based Acuitive
Solutions, an international air and
ocean freight transportation management solutions provider.
“Acuitive was willing to invest in
the relationship, and develop a solution that would be marketable to other
customers,” so Ralph Lauren wouldn’t
shoulder all the development
costs, Lande says.
Together, Ralph Lauren and
Acuitive set an aggressive goal:
go live with a new international
airfreight transportation management system by March 2011,
the end of Ralph Lauren’s fiscal year.
High Risk, High Reward
Everyone involved with the
project was aware of the risk
involved. “These are our most
urgent shipments,” says King.
“Nothing could go wrong, or we
would lose business support. The
solution needed to be easy to
use. We planned to give vendors
extensive training and support,
but we needed a backup process
in case they couldn’t handle the
new procedures.”
A separate committee wrote
the business rules that would
be incorporated into the solution, and
established short- and long-term business process owners. Faced with the
prospect of onboarding more than 400
vendors of diverse needs and capabilities, the team decided to implement in
three phases, starting with 16 vendors
who had large, repeatable airfreight volume and sophisticated technology.
The three-phase onboarding provided the project team early feedback,
which let them refine the system before
expanding to additional vendors. One

early change, for example, was incorporating live feeds to freight forwarders’
host systems to reduce the need for rekeying data. Another was revising the
code after too many shipments got
kicked back for manual approval. The
updates allowed the system to automatically assign most shipments to a
freight forwarder according to business rules.
The next step was training employees, educating phase-one vendors on
new processes, and onboarding phasetwo and phase-three suppliers. The
diverse group demanded a range of

order management, and business rules.
Quality data, real-time integrated communications among all internal and
external parties, and information
sharing prior to shipment drives the
routing process.
This transparency, coupled with execution speed and accuracy, ensures
that decisions are executed as planned,
while allowing all stakeholders to better manage their individual links and
responsibilities within the supply
chain. International freight activity is
recorded in the airfreight TMS for all
parties – vendors, freight forwarders,
LSPs, and internal Ralph Lauren
teams – to see.
Data mapping and integraPolo Ralph Lauren tailored a
transportation management
tion were key to the project.
system that aligned airfreight
The vendor-routing portal,
operations to fit customer
specifications.
freight visibility system, and
LSPs all draw from Ralph
Lauren’s base-level data to provide immediate and reliable
visibility. Ralph Lauren analysts now have visibility into
the shipping process up to 10
days before ship date, driving
a dramatic increase in the use
of alternate modes to standard
air freight.
Today, at least 30 percent of
expedited shipments move via
deferred, parcel, sea/air, air/sea,
and expedited ocean services,
reducing costs and lowering the
carbon footprint.
T he system has also
enhanced collaboration among
Ralph Lauren’s production, U.S.
transportation, customs compliance,
delivery methods: small group on-site
training, Web-based and video training, supply chain finance, corporate finance,
and distribution center operations. The
podcasts, and user manuals in English
divisions work together to better manand Mandarin. A feedback forum held
age airfreight spend and understand
in March 2011 was key to collecting
the trade-offs between service and
input and making changes.
delivery date options.
Today, the completed international
Measurement tools allow individual
airfreight transportation managedivisions to see the positive impact of
ment system functions as an electronic
shipment savings on their profit-andplanning, execution, and quality
loss statements – in fact, some engage
control hub where all Ralph Lauren
in friendly competition to attain the
shipments are dynamically routed
greatest savings.
based on customer needs, purchase
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Ralph Lauren’s partners benefit as well,
through reduced keying and manual data
e nt r y, f a s te r p ayment processing, easy
access to required data,
and reduced origin
fees for small-parcel
shipments. Air forwarders also get more
visibility into upcoming shipments.
But
the
biggest benefits come
from visibility, driving reduced cost
v a r i a b i l i t y, m o r e
accurate volume production and capacity
planning, increased
control, and smarter
shopping for rates.
One unexpected benefit of the project was
providing 10 days of
advanced shipment
visibility, rather than
the anticipated three
to five days.
As the international
a i r f r e i g ht m a r ke t
began opening up
in fall 2011, Ralph
Lauren’s Transpor t
Operat ions depa r tment took a chance
a nd b ega n sp otbidd i ng e xped ited
shipments exceeding
4,400 pounds.
“We knew that some
of our forwarders had
space commitments
with the airlines, and
didn’t have freight to
fill them,” says King.
“Even if they didn’t have that lane, they
might be willing to give us a competitive price. So we started using Acuitive,
sometimes acheiving 25 to 50 percent
off the contract pricing – which is very
competitive to begin with.”

no way to execute
other than looking at
a piece of paper, and
saying ‘Hong Kong to
New York is Forwarder
A, and Hong Kong
to L os A ngeles is
Forwarder B,’” says
K ing. For example,
Ralph Lauren could
seek a discount for
tendering shipments
on days with excess
capacity, or offer an
advantageous price
for a firm, regular-volume commitment.

Having complete expedited shipme nt v i sib i l it y a nd r e p or t i n g
empowers Ralph Lauren to work creatively with vendors. “It gives us the
opportunity to have conversations we
couldn’t in the past, because we had

in full control
By pioneer ing a
dynamic routing platform and portal, Ralph
Lauren now enjoys
live, 24/7 global communications with its
forwarders, carriers,
suppliers, and technology partner. And its
Transport Operations
team truly controls
freight spend.
Because Ralph
Lauren co - developed the airfreight
TMS with Acuitive,
t h e f u n c t io n a l it y
is available to other
companies. While the
system offers Ralph
Lauren a competitive
advantage, it wants to
see others follow suit.
“In some lanes, we
d on’t h ave m a ny
options between 10
days and 40 days,
and we’d like to have
20- or 25-day service,” says King. “If
more companies could segment their
demand, the market would develop services that aren’t yet available.”
That kind of flexibility would look
n
good on anybody.
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3PLs — Air/Expedited
3PLs

C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. • www.chrobinson.com
Founded in 1905, C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. is one of the largest
third-party logistics companies in the world, providing multimodal
transportation, fresh produce sourcing, and information services to more
than 32,000 customers globally, ranging from Fortune 500 companies
to small businesses in a variety of industries. For more information about
our company, visit our Web site at www.chrobinson.com.

Lynden • www.lynden.com
Over land, on the water, in the air – or in any combination – Lynden
has been helping customers solve transportation problems for almost
a century. Operating in such challenging areas as Alaska, Western
Canada, and Russia, as well as other areas around the globe, Lynden
has built a reputation of superior service to diverse industries.

SDV International Logistics • www.sdv.com
SDV International Logistics has been active in the United States for nearly
40 years, and has amassed the local knowledge and resources to expertly
serve our clients. Our 14 offices, situated along the main transportation
axes of the country – from Miami to Seattle and from Los Angeles to
Boston – cover the entire nation and offer you 360-degree solutions. Not
only is SDV a forwarding agent, it’s also a global service provider, offering
complete global storage and distribution services, inbound or outbound.

air/expedited
Alaska Air Cargo • www.alaskacargo.com
Alaska Air Cargo provides reliable air cargo services to meet your shipping
needs. Whether it be small packages, full ULD shipments, or chartered
freighter service, Alaska Air Cargo offers a variety of options, including
GoldStreak® Package Express, a next-available-flight service for items up
to 100 pounds; Priority Air Freight for time-sensitive shipments that are
larger than GoldStreak and need to be at a destination by a specific time;
and Animal Express, a priority express service that ensures animals a safe
and comfortable journey.
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Associations — Global Logistics
Associations
Warehousing Education and Research Council (WERC)
www.werc.org
WERC is the only professional organization focused on warehouse
management and its role in the supply chain. Through membership in
WERC, seasoned practitioners and those new to the industry stay at the
forefront of innovation, master best practices, and establish valuable
professional relationships. WERC offers seminars, publications, online
courses, an annual conference, and peer-to-peer knowledge exchange
for distribution professionals.

Freight forwarders/brokers

World Freight Network • www.worldfreightnetwork.com
In today’s global supply chain, it’s important for independent freight
forwarders to join together to provide shippers with outstanding personal
service. Since its inception in 2004, World Freight Network has successfully
linked 214 independent freight forwarders in 100 countries worldwide. For
information on joining the network, visit the Web site.

global logistics

COSCO Container Lines Americas • www.cosco-usa.com
As a premier carrier of both import and export refrigerated
commodities, COSCO has been very successful in providing the most
specialized handling and reporting to meet the stringent demands of
the world’s top importers and exporters. COSCO is dedicated to creating
21st-century solutions for your high-volume, low-volume, time-sensitive,
or hard-to- service locations anywhere in the world.

Jacobson Companies • www.jacobsonco.com
Jacobson Companies is a leading third-party logistics company providing
end-to-end supply chain solutions that include warehousing and distribution,
contract packaging and manufacturing, freight management, customs brokerage, and international ocean and airfreight forwarding. Jacobson can offer
expertise in a wide range of industry verticals including food and beverage,
consumer packaged goods, chemicals, healthcare/life sciences, durable goods,
consumer electronics, retail, and industrial/automotive. What can we do for
you? Contact us at 800-636-6171 or visit our Web site at www.jacobsonco.com.
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Global Logistics
MIQ Logistics • www.miq.com
Started in 2002, MIQ Logistics has locations in Asia, Europe, North
America, and South America. Along with its global network partners,
MIQ Logistics provides services in and between more than 80 countries
supported by more than 5,000 in-country logistics professionals. Its
broad portfolio of global, transportation, and distribution services makes
it possible to offer global end-to-end supply chain solutions supported by
the visibility of Web-native technology. If your business is seeking supply
chain improvements, let MIQ Logistics add value to your business.

Old Dominion Freight Line • www.odfl.com
Old Dominion Freight Line is a less-than-truckload carrier providing complete nationwide service within the continental United States. Through
its four product groups, OD-Domestic, OD-Expedited, OD-Global, and
OD-Technology, the company offers an array of innovative products and
services to, from, and between North America, Central America, South
America, and the Far East. The company also offers a broad range of
expedited and logistical services in both domestic and global markets.

Ryder • www.ryderscs.com
Ryder provides a complete array of leading-edge supply
chain, warehousing, and transportation solutions for multiple industry
sectors in North America, the United Kingdom, and Asia. Services range
from developing supply chain strategies to managing and executing
day-to-day logistics operations. Integrated solutions for optimizing and
managing the flow of products, currency, and information all draw upon
the company’s expertise in supply chain management.

Werner Enterprises Inc. • www.werner.com
Werner Enterprises, Inc. is a premier transportation and logistics company,
with coverage throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, and China.
Werner maintains its global headquarters in Omaha, Neb., offering 24/7
service 365 days a year. Werner is among the five largest truckload carriers in the United States, with a portfolio of services that includes long-haul,
regional and local van capacity, temperature-controlled, flatbed, dedicated,
and expedited. Werner’s value-added services portfolio includes import
and export freight management, PO and vendor management, truck
brokerage, intermodal, load/mode and network optimization, and global
visibility. Internationally Werner provides freight forwarding and customs
brokerage services, and is a licensed NVOCC.
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Global Trade — Ocean/Intermodal
global trade

Integration Point • www.integrationpoint.com
Integration Point provides import/export capabilities, regulatory information for 140-plus countries and connectivity to supply chain partners
and government agencies around the world. Built on a single, Web-based
platform, Integration Point allows organizations to secure their supply
chains and comply with global regulatory requirements while improving
visibility and realizing savings.

SEKO Logistics • www.sekologistics.com
SEKO prides itself on a commitment to customer service, whether it’s a
2 a.m. pickup for a critical industrial part for a plant that is 4,000 miles
away, or the cost savings achieved from proactive communication with
your vendors overseas. SEKO offices have the knowledge and expertise
to expedite or to consolidate, depending on your need. From Hong Kong
to Amsterdam, SEKO knows how to serve its clients. As a non-asset-based
third-party logistics provider, SEKO has the flexibility to meet your supply
chain needs using a variety of modes and carriers.

ocean/intermodal

Seaboard Marine • www.seaboardmarine.com
Seaboard Marine is an ocean transportation company that, for more
than 29 years has provided direct, regular service between the
United States and the Caribbean Basin, and Central and South America.

SeaFreight Agencies (USA), Inc. • www.seafreightagencies.com
At SeaFreight, “service” means your needs come first. Since 1992, we’ve
been building for the future by meeting your needs today. Over the past 19
years, SeaFreight Line has evolved to currently operate six 1,100-TEU and three
500-TEU vessels between Florida, the Caribbean, and the South and Central
America trades with weekly and bi-weekly fixed-day-of-the-week services.
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Trucking — Windpower Logistics
Trucking

ABF • www.abf.com
ABF’s eCommerce solutions have a proven track record of performance in
meeting the needs of customers. For shippers requiring advanced online
controls and full visibility of the shipment management process, ABF
continues to be the carrier of choice. The ABF eCenter is a complete suite of
Internet-based tools tailored to the services requested by ABF customers.
These services include simple tracking, proactive notification of shipment
status, dynamic rerouting of in-transit shipments, advanced reports, and
much more.

U.S. Xpress Enterprises • www.usxpress.com
U.S. Xpress Enterprises Inc. is a service leader in the transportation industry,
providing customized transportation and information services that position
the company as a preferred provider to a diversified group of high-quality
customers. Services include time-definite and regional truckload services,
and expedited truckload service comparable to second-day and deferred
airfreight services at much lower cost. Check out the Web site for freight
tracking, load tendering, and electronic data exchange information.

YRC Freight • www.yrc.com
If you are looking for seamless transportation throughout Canada, Mexico, and
the United States, look to YRC Freight. The carrier’s reliable two-day, threeday, and coast-to-coast service connects key markets with guaranteed delivery
windows. YRC Freight also offers dedicated protective services for a single
shipment or entire trailer; special project and logistics management; and
transportation and logistics for import and export shipments. Find out more
about YRC Freight by visiting the Web site.

WindPower Logistics

American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) • www.awea.org
The American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) is a national trade
association representing windpower project developers, equipment suppliers, services providers, parts manufacturers, utilities,
researchers, and others involved in the wind industry – one of the
world’s fastest growing energy industries. In addition, AWEA represents hundreds of wind energy advocates from around the world.
With over 2,400 members and advocates, AWEA is the hub of the
wind energy industry.
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Windpower Logistics — Yard Mgmt.
Landstar • www.landstar.com
Landstar, a safety-first transportation services company, provides
complete logistics services throughout the United States, Canada, and
Mexico. Landstar’s extensive brokerage network increases customer
options as it brings a wider array of equipment options to handle the
toughest transportation challenges. With innovative use of Internet
technology, Landstar communicates in every medium, from the most
sophisticated satellite tracking systems to the simplest pagers. That
means customers know where their shipment is every step of the way,
with every carrier selected. You’ll find complete details on our Web site.

Nebraska Public Power District • www.sites.nppd.com
One Web site with everything you need to know about doing business
in Nebraska. Find valuable information including sites and building
availability; community profiles; fact books; population characteristics;
labor availability; profit opportunity studies; contact information; and
much more. It’s the one place to go to find out why doing business in
Nebraska is a smart move. Contact Nebraska Public Power District,
800-282-6773 x5541, e-mail econdev@nppd.com, or visit the Web site.

Union Pacific • www.up.com
Union Pacific Corporation operates North America’s premier railroad
franchise, covering 23 states in the western two-thirds of the United States.
Union Pacific Railroad links every major West Coast and Gulf Coast port and
provides service to the East through its four major gateways in Chicago,
St. Louis, Memphis, and New Orleans. Additionally, Union Pacific operates key
north/south corridors and is the only railroad to serve all six major gateways
to Mexico. UP also interchanges traffic with the Canadian rail systems.

Yard MAnagement

C3 Solutions • www.c3solutions.com
C3 Solutions is a supply chain execution company specializing in yard
management and dock scheduling. C3’s Yard Smart product integrates into
warehouse and transportation management systems, allowing for constant
inventory visibility and optimized trailer movements that correspond to
the business’s needs. C3’s dock scheduling system, C3 Reservations, is a
Software as a Service (SaaS) offering that allows operations of all sizes to
optimally plan the arrival and departure of vehicles to and from their site.
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WhitePaperDigest

Industry experts amass supply chain
management best practices and skill sets,
and invest in new research and evaluation
tools. Now you can benefit. Inbound
Logistics has selected this collection of
whitepapers that will give you a jump on
important supply chain issues. For more
information on any of these whitepapers,
visit the Web sites listed below.

LEGACY Supply Chain Services
Adopting a Values-Driven Corporate Culture to Create Resiliency
4 pages
	DOWNLOAD: www.legacyscs.com/about-us/white-papers
SUMMARY: The current economy has served as a reminder that there are no
guarantees in business. Many companies are finding themselves struggling
to stay afloat, and many are sinking. In better economic days, a company
could survive with a moderate profit margin achieved through dedicated
attention to its bottom line. Focusing on values increases performance
levels, improves service, reduces employee variability, and supports
sustainability.
TITLE:

LENGTH:

3PL Central
The ABCs of EDI - A Comprehensive Guide for 3PL Warehouses
12 pages
	DOWNLOAD: bit.ly/zyoXyR
SUMMARY: Your 3PL’s ability to support EDI can often be the difference between
winning a new customer – or losing an existing account. To ensure your
warehouse management system (WMS) is up to the challenge, download
3PL Central’s must-have whitepaper, The ABCs of EDI, today.
TITLE:

LENGTH:

Ryder
Ryder’s Lean Guiding Principles White Paper Series
www.ryder.com/supplychain_resources_lean-guiding-principles.shtml
SUMMARY: Ryder’s Lean Guiding Principles are the foundation for operational
excellence in all its customers’ warehouses. These principles can help
your company eliminate waste, drive efficiency, and increase customer
satisfaction. To learn more, check out this series of whitepapers.
TITLE:

	DOWNLOAD:
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GENCO ATC
Secondary Market Sales: New Strategies to Protect Your Brand
While Maximizing Profits
LENGTH: 6 pages
	DOWNLOAD: www.genco.com/perspectives/secondary-market-sales-wp.php
SUMMARY: To protect retail sales of new product, some retailers and manufacturers
dispose of or recycle returned products and distressed inventory rather
than aggressively reselling these products in the secondary market. But it’s
no longer necessary to absorb these significant hits to revenue and profit.
Brand-protection strategies can reduce or eliminate risk, while maximizing
recovery value on store returns, excess inventory, closeouts, irregulars,
and seasonal items. This whitepaper will show you how.
TITLE:

Amber Road
Key Strategies for Automating the Import Supply Chain
9 pages
	DOWNLOAD: bit.ly/tOB8la
SUMMARY: New global trade management technologies are increasingly important
to automate global operations across procurement, logistics, and trade
compliance business processes. Download this whitepaper, Key Strategies
for Automating the Import Supply Chain, to discover steps to drive
performance, reduce costs, and simplify your import supply chain.
TITLE:

LENGTH:

Purolator International, Inc.
Border Hassles That Can Put the Canadian Market Out of Reach:
What Your Business Should Know
LENGTH: 18 pages
	DOWNLOAD: bit.ly/yVrpB6
SUMMARY: This whitepaper discusses regulatory and logistical hurdles U.S. businesses
must be aware of when shipping across the U.S./Canadian border. These
challenges must be understood and addressed as part of the cross-border
experience. Transporting goods into Canada is a complicated process.
Regulations and protocols are constantly changing and U.S. businesses
must entrust their Canadian-bound shipments to a qualified logistics
provider that ensures shipments are afforded every trade enhancement,
priority clearance review, and duty/tax reduction to which they are
entitled.
TITLE:

Share your whitepaper with IL readers!
WhitePaper Digest is designed to bring readers up-to-date information on
all aspects of supply chain management. We’re building a database of SCM
whitepapers, and you can help. E-mail us with whitepaper recommendations:
editorial@inboundlogistics.com
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New Services & Solutions

Ocean

CaroTrans

A new weekly, fixed-day, less-thancontainerload export service to South
Africa leaves Charleston, S.C., with a
25-day transit time to Durban, 30 days to
Johannesburg, and 32 days to Capetown.
Cargo moves from CaroTrans’ container
freight stations in Dallas, Houston, Miami,
Jacksonville, Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis,
and Savannah to the Charleston gateway
for consolidation.
www.carotrans.com

732-540-8121

Data Collection

Accu-Sort Systems

 Lift Trucks: Crown Equipment

The new Crown TSP 7000 and TSP 6500
series turret trucks feature regenerative
braking and lowering systems that capture
lost energy and return it to the battery.
This technology, combined with the
option to use a larger battery, positions
the turret truck for energy savings and
run-time improvements of 25 percent or
more depending on the application. With
a maximum capacity of 3,300 pounds,
the lift trucks operate in very narrowaisle spaces. The TSP 7000 models offer
56-foot maximum lift height; the TSP 6500
models offer 44-foot maximum lift height.
www.crown.com

The AccuLazr AL5010 adjustable raster
bar-code scanner is housed in a compact,
rugged enclosure. The raster itself is
dynamically adjustable by up to 20
degrees to match application requirements.
The AccuLazr browser-based user interface
can be accessed remotely via iPhone,
iPad, or laptop computer and a WIFI
connection. Designed as a warehouse barcode scanner that functions in almost any
industrial environment from distribution
centers to manufacturing plants, the
adjustable raster model is especially
suited for stop-and-scan, pick-and-pass,
and pallet/tote presentation scanning
applications.
www.accusort.com

800-BARCODE

419-629-2311

Honeywell
The Honeywell HX2 series handsfree, wearable data collection terminals
and voice-ready ruggedized computers
feature advanced audio circuitry and
noise-canceling techniques to support
voice-directed logistics applications in
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harsh and noisy conditions. Operators can
capture bar-code data using the low-profile
ring scanner, and input additional data
through an impact-resistant touchscreen or
one of two keypad configurations.
www.honeywell.com

800-582-4263

is easily mounted to the back of the Neo,
allowing for fast ID tag reading and enabling
use in dense tag environments.
www.psion.com

800-322-3437

Psion

www.agsystems.com

718-276-759

3PLs

Averitt Express

A new 30,000-square-foot warehousing
and distribution center in Jamaica,
N.Y., provides eight docks, located near
John F. Kennedy International Airport. The
facility’s services include domestic and

A new business unit, Averitt Retail
Distribution Services, provides customized
services to retailers needing delivery in
large Southern markets, such as Atlanta,
Ga.; Charlotte, N.C.; Miami and Lakeland,
Fla.; and Houston and Dallas, Texas.

Associated Global Systems

A new version of the Neo handheld
computer integrates ultra high frequency
(UHF) with its radio frequency identification
technology. The small-scale UHF model

international time-definite, warehousing,
inventory control, recovery and return,
expedited freight, and same-day delivery.

Even smart shippers can use more intelligence.

Global Visibility

Superior Customer Experience

Carrier Management

Intelligent business tools for transportations logistics performance

datatrac.com
DAT_ILAd_111103_04RB_M.indd 1
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 Data Collection: Intermec

In these markets, Averitt is establishing
retail distribution sites equipped with
conveyor systems and scanning technology
to meet retailers’ specialized needs.
www.averittexpress.com

Designed specifically for manufacturing
and warehousing environments, the
SG20 family of omnidirectional handheld
scanners minimizes the time and effort
required to read a bar code by providing
more than 50 times the motion tolerance
of other scanners on the market.

800-AVERITT

Flash Global Logistics
A new 45,000-square-foot climatecontrolled distribution center in Parsippany,
N.J., features three high-dock doors and a
drive-up ramp. The facility, which is home
to the service provider’s Flash Courier
and Transportation division, manages
special value-added services, including
sub-assembly, kitting, reverse logistics,
and specialized processes such as testing
and repair. The 3PL also moved its global
command center, which manages all
communications and order processing, to
a new facility in Mountain Lakes, N.J.
www.flashlogistics.com

866-611-7874

Freight Bill Processing
Data2Logistics

425-348-2600

Con-way Truckload

Trucking

Estes Express Lines

Estes Express Lines opened a three-door
terminal in Del Rio, Texas, to support the
Del Rio and Eagle Pass markets.
www.estes-express.com

956-712-3349

Con-way Truckload will install Maptuit
NaviGo in-cab navigation systems in
all company trucks and Qualcommequipped owner-operator tractors. The
technology provides advanced GPS fleet
tracking to help drivers avoid hazardous
situations and restricted routes. Realtime monitoring, alerting, and re-routing
capabilities avoid costly detours and traffic
congestion.
www.con-way.com/truckload

800-641-4747

 Cargo Protection: Paylode Cargo Protection Systems

Paylode’s reusable Rail Bulkhead Spacer fills longitudinal voids in railcars, absorbing
up to 41,000 pounds of force without crushing. Manufactured from lightweight and rigid
polyethylene, the spacer weighs 55 pounds, which makes handling and loading easy, and
has a service life of more than seven years. It is typically configured as two interlocking
units snapped together and combined with Paylode’s Void Panels and airbags to prevent
destructive load shifting caused by longitudinal and lateral forces, as well as harmonic
vibrations inside railcars.

Data2Logistics expanded its freight
bill auditing, payment processing, and
advisory services to the European market,
with dedicated staff serving Germany,
the United Kingdom, and the BelgiumNetherlands-Luxembourg region.
www.data2logistics.com

www.intermec.com

609-577-3756

www.paylode.com

877-421-2914
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New Services & Solutions

Air

 Warehousing Equipment:

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and Kenya
Airways have partnered to offer twiceweekly direct service between China
and Africa. The service connects China’s
industrial zone in Guangdong with the
Kenyan capital Nairobi, offering access to all
key African markets.

The PalletPal 360 Air level loader allows
operators to build or break down pallet
loads with a minimum of bending, reaching,
stretching, and walking around. The unit,
which can accommodate loads from 400
to 4,500 pounds, automatically adjusts
the height of pallets as boxes are added or
removed. A heavy-duty reinforced rubber
air bag maintains the top layer of stacked
containers at a convenient height.

Southworth Products

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
and Kenya Airways

www.klm.com
www.kenya-airways.com

866-434-0320
866-KENYA-AIR

AirNet Systems
Express air cargo airline AirNet introduced
a cargo charter division. Operating a fleet of
more than 130 aircraft, AirNet Cargo Charter
Services provides scheduled and on-demand
charters throughout North America.
www.airnet.com

614-409-4845

Intermodal
Maersk Line

The containerized shipping carrier
launched a new Flagship import service
direct from Asia to five key markets in
North America: Chicago, Dallas-Fort Worth,
Houston, Memphis, and Northwest Ohio. It
features dedicated, time-definite, non-stop
rail service, provided by BNSF Railway.
Flagship trains bypass connecting points
along the route, enhancing service velocity.
Three Maersk Line Transpacific import
routes offer Flagship service, connecting
at the Port of Los Angeles.
www.maerskline.com

800-321-8807

Intermodal Equipment
Boyd Intermodal

The Boyd Intermodal Raildeck converts
flatbed industrial cargo from over-the-road
to intermodal rail in a safe and secure
process. The product is an open top
flatbed unit that is transported over short
distances via highway on a chassis. Once
inside an intermodal yard, the flatbed unit
is lifted onto intermodal trains for transport
to an intermodal hub where it is loaded

www.southworthproducts.com

207-878-0700

onto a chassis and drayed to the final
consignee.
www.boydbros.com

800-633-1502

Mobile Devices & Apps
Encompass Global Logistics

A cargo management mobile application
for use on iPhone, iPad, and iPod products
allows importers and exporters to access
the latest ocean and air sailing/freight
schedules to identify best transit times
and routes; track and trace shipments
using Encompass’ proprietary information
management service, Globe Trak; and
access bills of lading, packing lists, and
commercial invoices, among other items.
www.encompassglobal.com

Pallets

A new instant-quote online tool enables
shippers to price custom-sized,
100-percent recycled PVC plastic pallet
solutions using a simple questionnaire.
920-467-2477

WAREHOUSING

Interstate Warehousing

Interstate Warehousing, a Tippman
Group company, plans to expand
its 428,000-square-foot frozen and
refrigerated storage facility in Franklin, Ind.
The 140,000-square-foot extension will be
operational in July 2012.
tippmanngroup.com/iwi.htm

Delmar Group

Expanding into Latin America, Delmar
Group launched Delmar-Locksley
Logistica, an international freight forwarder,
consolidator, and non-vessel-operating
common carrier headquartered in São
Paulo, Brazil.
www.delmarcargo.com

888-4-DELMAR

ADVERTISEMENT

PRODUCT sPOTlighT

949-468-4400

Jifram Extrusions

www.custombuiltpallets.com

Freight Forwarding

Drawback.NET is the most comprehensive
duty drawback software solution on
the market today. Drawback.NET is a
culmination of 30+ years of experience and
market-tested applications, evolved into an
industry leading and vital component for
drawback processing.
Drawback.NET opens up the viability for
in-house drawback processing to virtually
anyone. Industries such as automotive,
chemical, electronics, and retailing, as
well as many other business sectors, can
benefit from the software system’s nearly
unlimited database capacity powered by
the SQL Server Database Engine.

Dutycalc Data Systems
www.dutycalc.com
Email: info@dutycalc.com
530-637-1006 (Pacific Time)
Online Demonstrations Available by Appointment

260-490-3000
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CALENDAR
April 13-June 1, 2012, APICS CSCP
Certification Training, Bethlehem, Pa.
The Center for Value Chain Research at
Lehigh University helps supply chain
practitioners prepare for the Association
for Operations Management’s (APICS)
Supply Chain Professional (CSCP) certification through five eight-hour courses,
held April 13 and 27; May 11 and 18;
and June 1. Each class covers one module of the CSCP Learning System, plus a
review session.
610-758-6428
www.lehigh.edu
April 22-24, 2012, SCOPE East,
Chicago, Ill. The Supply Chain Operations
Private Exposition (SCOPE) program
offers educational sessions focused on
consumer goods, retail, and industrial

YOUR LOGISTICS DATEBOOK

supply chains; 3PL/distribution; and
summits for CIOs and procurement executives. The event also features strategic
presentations from industry thought
leaders, real-world customer-led case
studies, targeted research meetings with
leading suppliers, and networking opportunities with industry peers.
310-706-4150
www.scopeeast.com
April 22-25, 2012, COSTHA Annual
Forum and Expo, Savannah, Ga. The
Council on Safe Transportation of
Hazardous Articles (COSTHA) presents
expert guidance on navigating the continually evolving regulations for shipping
dangerous goods. The program’s diverse
offerings explore new technologies, regulatory requirements, and strategies for

protecting corporate profits through
enhanced compliance, risk management,
best practices, and training.
703-451-4031
www.costha.com
April 23-25, 2012, Transportation and
Logistics Council Annual Conference,
Orlando, Fla. Discussion topics cover regulatory compliance, risk management, and
freight charge liability. Pre-conference
seminars explore the practical aspects
of contracting for both purchasers and
providers of transportation and logistics
services; freight claims; and the laws and
regulations affecting the supply chain
and governing the relationships among
shippers, carriers, and intermediaries.
631-549-8988
www.tlcouncil.org

embracing

Celebrating a month
of world trade in May

gLObaL
aLLianceS
Friday, May 4
Omni Los Angeles Hotel
at California Plaza

86th Annual
World Trade Week
Kickoff Breakfast

Join more than 500 executives and members of the diplomatic
corps to kick off a month-long celebration of world trade.
Featuring the presentation of the coveted
Stanley T. Olafson award to a member of the
regional international community and keynote
address from Brookings Metropolitan Policy
Program Senior Fellow, Co-Director and
Co-Founder Amy Liu.
Amy Liu
Brookings Institution

To rsvp or find out about World Trade Week sponsorship,
visit www.worldtradeweek.com
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You’ve got the challenges.
We guarantee
we’ve got the solutions

WHO:

warehousing, distribution and
logistics professionals

WHAT:

educational conference &
exhibit event

WHERE: Marriott Marquis Hotel, Atlanta, GA
WHEN: May 6 –9, 2012
WHY:

advance, learn, laugh, share, engage

Our Guarantee
WERC stands behind the quality of our programming; therefore, if you are
not satisfied, we will gladly refund your money, or provide you with a credit
certificate toward any future WERC national educational program(s).

FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.WERC.ORG

RECEIVE FREE NO OBLIGATION GUIDANCE AND ADVICE
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INBOUNDCLASSIFIED
Exceptional Opportunity to Lease
Manufacturing, Warehouse, or Distribution Facility

Traffic Light

U.S. Route 19
Four Lane
So u th

North

Exceptional Opportunity! Lease at Less Than $3 per SF
Must See Facility! 10 loading docks. Eave Height up to 31 feet.
Over 175,000 SF. Can accommodate 1 - 4 tenants easily.
Summersville, WV. Located on 4-Lane US Route 19.
Major Trucking Artery connecting Interstates 79, 77, 64, 81, & 68.

Bright of America
Facility

All utilities including 3-phase power.
Located within 500 miles of 60% of the U.S. population.
For more information call Brian at (304) 872-3000 ext. 219

Capital Transportation Logistics, a leading third party logistics
firm is expanding our sales team!

NVC

Logistics Group

We have opportunities for Corporate Sales Executives in OH, IN,
IL, NY and NJ. CTL offers competitive salary plus bonus, full
training, benefits, medical and expenses. Ideal candidate should
be experienced in selling to executive level, be self-motivated
and have excellent presentation skills.
Please send resume to: careers@shipandsave.com
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HIGH ROAD PARTNERS

Strategic Logistics
for Military Drawdown
Effectively Managing Resources for a
Streamlined Exit Strategy and Stabilizing
the Supply Chain of the Future
May 1-3, 2012 | Washington, DC/VA

Featured Speakers:
• Colonel Jake Wayman, Project Lead, HQDA G8 Traceability
US Army
• Lieutenant Colonel Cary Ferguson, Product Manager,
PM J-AIT Capabilities Team
US Army
• Edward Ward, Chief, Logistics Division Program Management Office,
Unmanned Aircraft System PBL
US Army PEO Aviation
• Robert Lamana, Logistics Management Specialist
US Army CECOM

Contact:

INCORPORATED

Need Talent?

Take the High Road to find the best!
High Road Partners specializes in recruiting management and
executive talent for warehousing, transportation, logistics and
supply chain management organizations throughout North
America. For two decades we have been helping companies
build and strengthen their organizations. In the process, we
have helped hundreds of industry professionals advance in
their careers. Placements are made across a variety of functional areas including sales, operations, safety, maintenance,
IT, finance/accounting and human resources.
We understand what it takes to succeed in today's competitive
market. We focus on building lasting relationships with great
organizations and exceptionally talented individuals. Work
with the best and you'll get the best results.

David Drey | E: ddrey@marcusevansch.com | T: 312 540 3000 ext 6583

Contact us today!
Brian J. Fox, Executive Recruiter
770-391-1483 (office) • 404-314-6557 (cell)
bfox@highroadpartnersinc.com
www.highroadpartnersinc.com

High_Road_(class)ad.indd 1

3/15/12 2:54 PM
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3:53 PM Ad (class).indd 1
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Exciting Position Available
Build & Lead Your Own Sales Team!
California-based over-the-road truckload carrier, with 23-year
history of providing standard, expedited, dedicated & logistics
services within the continental US, is hiring a Director of Sales
to create a Sales Department from the ground up.
• Must have 10+ years experience in
truckload or brokerage operations.
• Must be able to train Customer Service
Representatives (CSRs) in sales processes
and construct a manual of sales procedures
for CSRs to follow.
• Must possess a Bachelors Degree in
Business or MBA.
• Must live in close proximity to Burbank, CA

Position to pay a generous salary with possible negotiated
commission for an ideal candidate.
E-mail resumes to:
edwin.sahakian@gmail.com
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■ ■ 3PLs

TransGroup Worldwide Logistics

BNSF Logistics

pg. 23

www.bnsflogistics.com
866-722-9678

C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc.

UniGroup Worldwide Logistics
pgs. 6-7

www.chrobinson.com
800-323-7587

CRST International
www.crst.com
800-736-2778

Jacobson Companies
www.jacobsonco.com/cando
800-636-6171

For a specific
response, contact
these advertisers
directly. Please tell
them you saw their ad in
Inbound Logistics.

For general
questions about
particular industry
segments, use
the form on page 143.

For faster service,
go online:
inboundlogistics.com/rfp

LEGACY Supply Chain Services

Cover 2

www.legacyscs.com
866-560-8694

Lynden

pg. 16

pg. 35

pg. 31

www.portjersey.com
609-860-1010

Ruan

Cover 4

www.ruan.com
866-782-6669

Ryder Supply Chain Solutions

pg. 137

www.werc.org
630-990-0001
pg. 136

www.worldtradeweek.com
213-580-7500

■ ■ Expedited
UPS

pg. 82

pg. 107

www.nasstrac.org
952-442-8850

World Trade Week

pg. 26

Syfan Logistics

■ ■ Events
National Shippers Strategic
Transportation Council
(NASSTRAC)

pg. 11

www.sekologistics.com
630-919-4800

pg. 81

www.du.edu/transportation
303-871-4702

Warehousing Education and
Research Council Conference

www.sdv.com
718-525-8100

SEKO

pg. 37

■ ■ Career Development/Education

pg. 58

www.ryderscs.com
888-887-9337

SDV

■ ■ Air Cargo
Alaska Air Cargo

University of Denver, Intermodal
Transportation Institute

www.miq.com
877-232-1845

Port Jersey Logistics

pg. 39

www.werner.com
800-228-2240

www.alaskacargo.com
800-225-2752

www.lynden.com
888-596-3361

MIQ Logistics

pg. 103

www.wagnerindustries.com
800-817-1264

Werner Enterprises
pg. 33

pgs. 28-29

www.ugwwlogistics.com/inbound
877-545-8080

Wagner Industries
pg. 25

pg. 123

www.transgroup.com
800-444-0294

pg. 19

www.thenewlogistics.com/technology
800-PICK-UPS

www.syfanlogistics.com
855-287-8485
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Use our Resource Center and let the information you need find you.

■ ■ Freight Payment Services
nVision Global

■ ■ South Carolina
pg. 20

www.nvisionglobal.com
770-474-4122

Eastern Distribution
pg. 32

www.amberroad.com
201-935-8588

C3 Solutions

pg. 41

Magaya Logistics Software Solutions pg. 51
www.magaya.com
786-845-9150

pg. 5

www.sprint.com/sprintdirectconnect
8-SPRINT-BIZ

COSCO Americas Inc.

pg. 65

pg. 47

pg. 61

these advertisers
directly. Please tell
them you saw their ad in
Inbound Logistics.

pg. 85

For general
questions about
particular industry
segments, use
the form on page 143.

■ ■ Trucking
pg. 3

www.abf.com/global
877-ABF-0000

For faster service,
go online:
inboundlogistics.com/rfp

pg. 15

www.crengland.com
888-725-3737

■ ■ Real Estate Logistics/
Site Selection

Old Dominion
pg. 75

www.columbusregion.com
614-225-6060
www.intramerica.com.mx
52-81-8153-6430

For a specific
response, contact

pg. 89

www.sccommerce.com
800-868-7232

C.R. England

www.polb.com/trade
562-437-0041

Intramerica Real Estate Group

www.ptgt.net
866-775-5120

ABF

www.gaports.com
912-964-3880

Columbus Region

pg. 93

www.sunlanddistribution.com
800-295-0081

■ ■ Ports

Port of Long Beach

pg. 91

www.gspairport.com
864-877-7426

Sunland Distribution

www.cosco-usa.com
800-242-7354

Georgia Ports Authority

Greenville-Spartanburg
International Airport

South Carolina
Department of Commerce

■ ■ Ocean

pg. 97

www.eleetstrans.com
877-997-1616

Performance Team

■ ■ Mobile Communications

pg. 95

www.easterndistributioninc.com
864-277-2800

Eleets Transportation

www.c3hero.com
514-932-3883

Sprint

pg. 87

www.adslp.com
877-ADS-1330

■ ■ Logistics IT
Amber Road

ADS Logistic Services

Saia
Cover 3

pgs. 71, 73

www.odpromises.com
800-432-6335
pg. 49

www.saia.com
800-765-7242

YRC Freight

pgs. 12-13

www.yrc.com
800-610-6500
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■ ■ Trucks
Mercedes-Benz USA LLC

Landstar
pg. 9

www.mbsprinterusa.com
877-762-8267

Nebraska Public Power District

■ ■ Wind Power Logistics
American Wind Energy Association
pg. 114
Conference
www.windpowerexpo.org
202-383-2500

pg. 115

www.landstar.com
877-428-5432
pg. 117

www.sites.nppd.com
800-282-6773

Union Pacific

pg. 113

www.unionpacific.com
877-883-1422
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logistics OUTSIDE THE BOX

THE LAST MILE

Transit from a European port
to the Far East via the Arctic
Ocean is 40% shorter
than via the Suez Canal

Because of ice, the Artic
Ocean route is only
navigable 20 to 30

days per year

Risky Routes
U.S. shippers don’t have much
control over how ocean freight
is routed around the world.
Increasingly, economic, political,
and environmental factors— from
ongoing volatility in the Suez Canal
zone to the untapped potential
of a polar passage— are changing
the way shippers look at existing
and emerging trade lanes. Bold
shippers can save transit time and
transportation costs by taking a risk.

TO THE
FAR EAST

43% shorter (6,400
nautical miles) from
Arabian Sea to Western
Europe via Suez Canal

TO WESTERN
EUROPE

11,300 nautical
miles from Arabian Sea
to Western Europe around
Africa’s Cape of Good Hope
Arabian Sea to Western
Europe via Suez Canal
Arabian Sea to Western
Europe around South Africa
Western Europe to Far East
via Suez Canal
Western Europe to Far East
via Arctic Ocean
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a GE Capital Real Estate Company

We love sharing the motion.
Intramerica is the real estate partner that gives
your business world class property management
with comprehensive solutions, extensive expertise
in industrial facilities and value services according
to your particular needs.
We are committed to work closely with you as
a team to ensure your success with innovative ways...
Proudly sharing the motion that drives your business.

Intramerica means:
• More than 30 real estate
professionals working for you
• 16 million square feet
industrial portfolio
• 19 strategic locations
throughout Mexico
• Presence within major industrial
drivers: from aerospace and
automotive to healthcare
and electronics

Meet Intramerica, your real estate partner.

Intramerica Real Estate Group
Calzada del Valle # 205
Colonia del Valle, San Pedro Garza García
Nuevo León, México 66220

intramerica.com.mx
+52 (81) 8153 6430
Offices in Chihuahua, Distrito Federal, Juarez, Laredo, Matamoros, Monterrey, Puebla, Reynosa, Queretaro, Saltillo and Tijuana.

an Intramerica WE LOVE SHARING Inb Log.indd 1

RECEIVE FREE
NO OBLIGATION GUIDANCE AND ADVICE
Intramerica_(placed)ad.indd
1

10/6/11 4:42 PM

www.inboundlogistics.com/3pl
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D E DI C AT E D C O N T R AC T C A R R I AG E / B U L K T R A N S P O R TAT I O N / I N T EG R AT E D S E R V I C E S

It’s never just a truck.
It holds your hard work.
Your hope and your worry.
Your late nights and early mornings.
Your present and your future.

Which is why you want Ruan driving.

The cargo is your business. And no one understands that more than Ruan.
With Ruan’s Dedicated Contract Carriage service, you receive the dedication of an entire company. Supply chain experts. Professional drivers
and mechanics. Dispatchers. Safety leaders. Customer care team. These are your partners, your advocates — the people who work tirelessly to
ensure that your supply chain operates at peak efficiency. That your cargo ships using state-of-the-art technology. That state and federal
regulations are followed. And, that your deliveries are always on-time.
You work too hard to trust your shipments to just anyone. Trust them to Ruan.

FOR MORE INFORM ATION, CA LL ( 866 ) 782-6669 OR VISIT W W W.RUAN.COM.
Proud to support and endow the
World Food Prize for over 20 years.

3PL CHALLENGES? FREE EXPERT SOLUTIONS

www.inboundlogistics.com/3pl

